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Preface

Being a vital modern technology, satellite systems for navigation, telecommunica-
tion, and geosciences have developed rapidly in the last 25 years. In fact, we are on 
the verge of a massive explosion of new markets for GNSS and associated position 
determination applications. Plans for GNSS modernization are well advanced and 
will enable unprecedented positioning accuracy, signals availability, and greater 
system integrity over the globe. Currently, GNSS technologies have been accepted 
worldwide as an effective, accurate, and free tool for the geosciences. Numerous 
research projects have been realized in such vital areas and forms as GNSS-remote 
sensing (ionosphere and upper atmosphere), GNSS-Reflectometry (GNSS-R) and 
Satellite Altimetry (SA) (the soil moisture distribution, geodynamics and oceanic 
surface characteristics), and GNSS-Radio Occultation (GNSS-RO) for the atmo-
spheric sciences.

Considering modern satellite technologies, we face the situation of “head and tail of 
the one medal”. On the one hand the Earth ionosphere, multipath phenomena, and 
space weather impacts (such as solar radio flares and solar irradiation fluxes) have 
been the main challenge for all modern satellite-based technologies including GNSS 
and Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) constellations. It is well known that rapid fluctuations 
of a signal phase and amplitude fading (ionosphere scintillations), a signal envelope 
distortion due to multipath as well as powerful solar irradiation impacts, degrade 
the satellite systems performance. To achieve the highest quality of a satellite 
system we need to focus on the system robustness regarding the above-mentioned 
impacts. Modeling and theoretical analysis of scintillations appearance, multipath 
sources, and solar irradiation impact are the base of every solution to improve the 
performance of the satellite system for both practice and geosciences. On the other 
hand the satellite system reaction as a result of the scintillation, multipath, or solar 
irradiation impacts, may be considered to be very informative and promising way to 
obtain valuable information for research in geosciences.

And finally, we should bear in mind that all the GNSS-R, GNSS-RO, and SA 
research technologies are realized based on not only GNSS constellations but also 
on the variety of LEO satellites. The main value of these technologies is the great 
opportunities to obtain the characteristics of the Earth atmosphere, ionosphere, 
and Earth surface over the oceans and long-distant unpopulated territories with 
high accuracy and resolution. Modern advances in microelectronics, materials, 
combined with affordable and frequent launch opportunities, have led to a revolu-
tion which consists of small LEO satellite missions used for Earth observation and 
Space exploration. Small satellites are now being developed in large volumes for 
mega-constellations for Earth observation and low latency communications, thus 
democratizing space and making new space applications for both practice and 
geoscience a reality.

In summary, we can say that modern satellite technologies have become a base of 
our civilization and support our day-to-day activity in both practice and geosci-
ences. This book is devoted to GNSS-remote sensing for ionosphere research, 
modeling and mitigation techniques to diminish the ionosphere and multipath 
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Chapter 1

GNSS High-Rate Data and the
Efficiency of Ionospheric
Scintillation Indices
Vladislav V. Demyanov, Maria A. Sergeeva
and Anna S. Yasyukevich

Abstract

The work discusses the efficiency of different ionospheric scintillation indices.
The new index D2fi based on the GNSS carrier phase observable was introduced.
We analyze the accuracy of the phase measurements, in particular its dependence
on the GNSS equipment thermal noises, multipath and external noises, and
presettings of Phase Lock Loop and Code Delay Discriminator. The performance of
DROTI, S4, σφ, and D2fi was considered for the case of high-rate data. The “sensi-
tivity” and reliability of each index differs significantly and depends on the time
resolution of the carrier phase data. The new index D2fi advantages are that it is
easily derived and has a clear dependence on GNSS hardware and software features.
D2fi was proven to be a useful tool to detect the small-scale ionospheric distur-
bances based on high-rate GPS carrier phase measurements.

Keywords: GPS, ionospheric scintillation indices, high-rate GNSS data

1. Introduction

GNSS data with high-rate sampling becomes more and more available world-
wide [1, 2]. It provides opportunities for the better results in the field of ionospheric
scintillation research. Standard ionospheric indices and parameters S4, σφ, and
ROTI-based indices and ionospheric total electron (TEC) are widely used for the
ionospheric research as reliable and informative tools [3–6]. Unfortunately, their
accuracy, efficiency, and reliability depend on the integration time, input data
sampling rate, and de-trending and filtering procedures of the carrier phase time
series [7–9]. GNSS hardware architecture, Code Delay Discriminator (CDD), and
Phase Lock Loop (PLL) presets play the crucial role in the carrier phase measure-
ment quality especially under multipath environment conditions [10, 11]. The
mentioned issues bring uncertainties to the ionospheric indices calculations which,
in turn, can degrade the experimental results interpretation. The sensitivity of the
ionospheric indices/parameters depends on the time resolution of input data. One
of the important questions is whether the data rate is high enough to be sure that all
the necessary ionospheric information is derived. There are different works on GPS
scintillation, for instance, [1, 7, 12], but still there is a room for the more profound
analysis of the data of higher time resolution than 10 Hz. Such a high-rate data is
often considered as a noise but it is not exactly the truth. The excellent results by [1]
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based on the amplitude and phase measurements with the data rate of 100 Hz
demonstrated the new opportunity to look at, and far beyond, 10 Hz resolution. The
ionospheric scintillations show different features at different GNSS frequencies.
Hence, the single-frequency carrier phase measurements can be involved for more
informative analysis. The final accuracy of the carrier phase measurements depends
on the GNSS equipment internal noises, multipath, and external noises. Incorrect
presettings of PLL and CDD as well as the bad quality of reference oscillator can
mislead a researcher in his or her final conclusions. To mitigate the impact of the
mentioned factors, it is necessary to preset the receiver hardware (including
antenna, preamplifier, and inter-frequency filter) and software (PLL and CDD
types and parameters).

It is important to find such an ionospheric scintillation index which is easily
derived and has a clear dependence on both the ionospheric turbulence structure
and GNSS hardware and software presets. In this work, the second-order derivative
of the GPS signal carrier phase based on high-rate carrier phase time series is
suggested as a promising means for the ionospheric scintillation detection. No
additional complex processing is needed to obtain this new scintillation index.

The work [1] and the general necessity to define the GPS data time resolution
sufficient for the robust scintillation analysis were the motivation for the authors to
test the real sensitivity of the ionospheric indices depending on the input data
sampling rate. We consider GNSS carrier phase observable to be the most capable of
observing the ionospheric disturbances and scintillations. The aims of this study
include (a) introduction of the new index that is the second-order derivative of the
GPS signal carrier phase (D2fi index) which helps to reveal scintillation events; (b)
test of sensitivity of D2fi, DROTI, S4, and σφ indices based on 50 Hz GPS data; and
(c) consideration of the benefits and limitations of these indices for scintillation
studies. The analysis was performed for the case study and was based on GPS data
of the mid-latitude GNSS station located near Irkutsk, Russia, during the intense
geomagnetic storm.

2. The carrier phase noise content at the phase lock loop input

Ionospheric phase scintillations are induced with ionospheric irregularities of
hundreds of meters to several kilometer size. These irregularities correspond to the
Fresnel frequencies from ≈ 0.1 to ≈ 10 Hz [13, 14]. According to [1, 2, 15], it is
possible to detect small-scale ionospheric irregularities of hundreds of meters to
several kilometer size by observing not only the fast carrier phase variations but also
the carrier phase noise variations which were considered earlier as “noise” [1]. This
is possible if the data sampling rate is high enough to exclude low-frequency varia-
tions and trends from the carrier phase time series. The data sampling rate should
contain the sufficient ionospheric information. The authors [1] showed that the
majority of the phase scintillation events can be revealed if data sampling rate
between 10 and 40 Hz is used. Therefore, for the analysis of weak ionospheric
scintillations, the sampling data rate higher than 10 Hz should be used.

To extract the phase noise variations from the complex carrier phase data, we
use the carrier phase derivatives. The second-order derivative works as a high-pass
filter and removes the phase ambiguity, all the low-frequency trends (due to the
relative motion between satellite and receivers), multipath slow variations, and
low-frequency phase variations due to reference oscillator frequency drift. It allows
us to extract the phase noise variations from the phase measurements without
additional complex processing procedures. The carrier phase noise derivative can be
also used as a new parameter in GPS occultation technology [16].

4
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Let us estimate the values of the main components of the carrier phase noise. They
should be small enough to obtain the pure ionospheric phase scintillation based on the
D2fi index. In case of the stationary receiver, there are no phase variations and phase
measurement noises due to vibration and jerks. Based on this assumption, the noise
error in carrier phase measurements depends on two main factors: the carrier-to-
noise ratio at the PLL input and the multipath noises at the reception point.

For an ideal PLL without inner loss, the noise dispersion of phase measurements
is determined as follows [17]:

σ2φ ¼ 1

2πð Þ2 ∙
ΔFPLL

2 ∙CN0
(1)

where ΔFPLL is the noise bandwidth of the PLL filter (Hz) and CN0 is the
carrier-to-noise ratio at the PLL unit input (dBW).

Thus, the noise level of the carrier phase measurements is determined by the
carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) at the PLL input. The CNR depends on (1) the level of
external noises, (2) the antenna pattern, and (3) the low-noise preamplifier (LPA)
gain. In addition to external noise, the inherit receiver thermal noise, the short-term
instability of the reference oscillator, the signal sampling, and quantization noise
should be considered as well.

According to expression (1), the final accuracy of the carrier phase measure-
ments depends on the filter noise bandwidth. At the same time, the carrier-to-noise
ratio at the PLL input depends on the time of accumulation of instantaneous phase
measurement samples. Thus, the noise dispersion of phase measurements can be
determined more precisely as follows [17]:

σφ ¼ 1

2πð Þ2 ∙
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ2T þ σ2F

q
(2)

where σ2T is the dispersion of receiver thermal noise and σ2F is the dispersion of
noise caused by the Allan deviation.

The noise components of the phase measurements with dispersions σ2T and σ2F
depend on the above factors as follows [17]:

σT ¼ 1
2π

∙

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ΔFPLL

CN0
∙ 1þ 1

2TCOR ∙CN0

� �s
(3)

σF ¼ m ∙
σF τð Þ ∙ f
ΔFPLL

(4)

where TCOR is the time of accumulation of instantaneous phase measurement
samples (ms), σF τð Þ is the RMS of the short-term instability of the reference
generator frequency (Hz), f is the signal carrier frequency, and m is a coefficient
depending on the PLL filter type (m = 144 for a second-order PLL filter andm = 160
for a third-order PLL filter).

The carrier-to-noise ratio at the PLL input is a function of the receiver noise
temperature (including the antenna), as well as the environment noise temperature
(the Earth noise, the total noise of cosmic radio sources, and the Sun noise). The
measurements of noise caused by analog-to-digital signal conversion, as well as
signal-to-noise level with regard to filtering, amplification, and antenna gain, can be
expressed through the corresponding loss in the resulting carrier-to-noise ratio at
the phase detector input. Therefore, the carrier-to-noise ratio at the PLL input can
be expressed as follows [17]:
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Let us estimate the values of the main components of the carrier phase noise. They
should be small enough to obtain the pure ionospheric phase scintillation based on the
D2fi index. In case of the stationary receiver, there are no phase variations and phase
measurement noises due to vibration and jerks. Based on this assumption, the noise
error in carrier phase measurements depends on two main factors: the carrier-to-
noise ratio at the PLL input and the multipath noises at the reception point.

For an ideal PLL without inner loss, the noise dispersion of phase measurements
is determined as follows [17]:

σ2φ ¼ 1

2πð Þ2 ∙
ΔFPLL

2 ∙CN0
(1)

where ΔFPLL is the noise bandwidth of the PLL filter (Hz) and CN0 is the
carrier-to-noise ratio at the PLL unit input (dBW).

Thus, the noise level of the carrier phase measurements is determined by the
carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) at the PLL input. The CNR depends on (1) the level of
external noises, (2) the antenna pattern, and (3) the low-noise preamplifier (LPA)
gain. In addition to external noise, the inherit receiver thermal noise, the short-term
instability of the reference oscillator, the signal sampling, and quantization noise
should be considered as well.

According to expression (1), the final accuracy of the carrier phase measure-
ments depends on the filter noise bandwidth. At the same time, the carrier-to-noise
ratio at the PLL input depends on the time of accumulation of instantaneous phase
measurement samples. Thus, the noise dispersion of phase measurements can be
determined more precisely as follows [17]:

σφ ¼ 1

2πð Þ2 ∙
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ2T þ σ2F

q
(2)

where σ2T is the dispersion of receiver thermal noise and σ2F is the dispersion of
noise caused by the Allan deviation.

The noise components of the phase measurements with dispersions σ2T and σ2F
depend on the above factors as follows [17]:

σT ¼ 1
2π

∙

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ΔFPLL

CN0
∙ 1þ 1

2TCOR ∙CN0

� �s
(3)

σF ¼ m ∙
σF τð Þ ∙ f
ΔFPLL

(4)

where TCOR is the time of accumulation of instantaneous phase measurement
samples (ms), σF τð Þ is the RMS of the short-term instability of the reference
generator frequency (Hz), f is the signal carrier frequency, and m is a coefficient
depending on the PLL filter type (m = 144 for a second-order PLL filter andm = 160
for a third-order PLL filter).

The carrier-to-noise ratio at the PLL input is a function of the receiver noise
temperature (including the antenna), as well as the environment noise temperature
(the Earth noise, the total noise of cosmic radio sources, and the Sun noise). The
measurements of noise caused by analog-to-digital signal conversion, as well as
signal-to-noise level with regard to filtering, amplification, and antenna gain, can be
expressed through the corresponding loss in the resulting carrier-to-noise ratio at
the phase detector input. Therefore, the carrier-to-noise ratio at the PLL input can
be expressed as follows [17]:
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CN0 ¼ Prec þGA �NT � Ltr � Ldg (5)

where Prec is the signal level at the receiving point (dBW); GA is the antenna
gain (dB); NT is the spectral density of the receiver thermal noise power (dBW); Ltr
is the total power loss during filtering, frequency conversion, and the signal atten-
uation in the cable (dB); and Ldg is the signal power loss due to its analog-to-digital
conversion (dB).

According to formula (5), two factors affecting the carrier-to-noise ratio at
the PLL input сan be deduced. The first factor is constant during the measurement
and depends on the receiver equipment type. It is defined by the Ltr, Ldg, and
GA values. These typical values are Ltr = � 2…�4 dB, Ldg = � 0.55 … �3.0 dB,
and GA = �2 …�7.5 dB (depending on the satellite line-of-site angular
direction) [18].

At the same time, there is a factor that depends not only on the equipment type
but also changes randomly. This is the receiver thermal noise NT. Let us estimate its
change limits and reveal the most significant causes that affect the magnitude of
this noise. The spectral power of the thermal noise is related to the temperature of
medium [18]:

NT ¼ 10 ∙ lg K ∙TΣð Þ (6)

where K = 1.38∙10�23 (W∙s/K) is the Boltzmann constant and TΣ is the total
noise temperature of the equipment and the external environment, forming
measurement noise.

The total noise temperature can be estimated as follows [18]:

TΣ ¼ TEXN þ TA þ TLPA (7)

where ТEXN is external noise due to the Earth noise (ТEN), the noise of the
Galaxy and cosmic radio sources (TCN), and the Sun noise (ТSN); TA is the antenna
noise temperature caused by the active loss resistance noise in the antenna; and
ТLPA is the noise temperature of a low-noise preamplifier.

Under standard physical conditions, the Earth noise temperature is TΣ,EN ¼
300K. The Earth noise component, which is present at the PLL input (ТΣ,EN), is
determined by the antenna pattern as follows [18]:

TEN ¼ 100 ∙
β

2θ

� �2

∙TΣ,EN (8)

where β
2θ is the ratio of the angular aperture of a groundward part of the antenna

pattern, with respect to the total angular aperture of the antenna pattern.
According to Eq. (8), the higher the β

2θ ratio, the higher the magnitude of the
Earth noise. With regard to the known antenna pattern of typical navigation

receiver antennas, the value β
2θ

� �2
can be within 0.004–0.01 [18]. Thus, the Earth

noise temperature at the PLL input is ТEN = 1.2–3 К, and the correspondent noise
spectral power varies from �227.8 to �223.8 dBW/Hz.

Similarly, the Sun noise temperature can be obtained. The total noise tempera-
ture of the Sun is TΣ,S ¼ 6000K. The angular size of the Sun visible from the Earth’s
surface is βС = 0,5°. Considering the above mentioned typical antenna pattern, the
β
2θ

� �2
ratio is about 10�5. When the sunlight falls into the antenna aperture, the Sun

noise temperature ТSN = 0,00001 � 6000 ≈ 0,06 К. This corresponds to the Sun
noise temperature at the PLL input of about -241 dBW/Hz.
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The sky noise temperature (ТCN), including all cosmic radio noise sources, can
be considered equal to 100 K [18]. This noise is accepted for the entire antenna
aperture. If we consider an ideal antenna without losses, the corresponding sky
noise power at the PLL input is about �208 dBW/Hz.

The inherit antenna noise temperature TA results from the noise of active loss
resistance in the antenna [18]:

TA ¼ T0 ∙ 1� ηð Þ (9)

where T0 is the antenna physical temperature and η is the antenna efficiency.
If the antenna temperature is equal to 300 K and the typical antenna efficiency is

between 80 and 90%, the temperature ТА ≈ 60… 30 K and the corresponding
antenna noise power is between �211 and � 214 dBW/Hz.

The noise temperature of the preamplifier is defined as follows [18]:

TLPA ¼ T01 ∙ ε� 1ð Þ (10)

where ε is the preamplifier noise coefficient and T01 is the receiver physical
temperature. Let us assume that the typical noise coefficient for the modern pre-
amplifiers varies from 1.4 to 2 dB and T01 is 300 K. These conditions result in
TLNA ≈ 120 ... 300 K, and the corresponding thermal noise power is from �204 to
�208 dBW/Hz.

Table 1 shows the values of noise temperatures and noise spectral power for the
above mentioned components of the receiver thermal noise (NT) and external
noises. According to the table, the thermal noise at the PLL input significantly
depends on the receiver hardware and the antenna pattern. This can result in the
significantly different carrier phase measurements accuracy and noise level when
using navigation receivers and antennas of various types and models.

Using the information from the Table 1 and formulas (2)–(5), we can estimate
the noise level of the phase measurements in a stationary receiver when measuring
the phase at different GPS frequencies and satellite elevations. Let us assume that
ΔFPLL ¼ 18Hz, accumulation time TCOR ¼ 20mc, Allan deviation of the reference
generator σF τð Þ ¼ 10�11, the maximum and minimum power levels of the signals
(Prec), received at L1, L2 and L5 frequencies are described by curves in Figure 1
[19, 20]. The values of the standard deviation of the phase noise for this case are
given in Table 2.

The quality of the receiver radio-frequency chain (RFC) and the regular varia-
tions in the signal level at the reception point play an important role in the potential
accuracy of the signal phase measurements. In particular, the sustainable phase
tracking threshold equals 15° [17] is almost reached under conditions of the worst
radio-frequency chain parameters (Table 2) and the minimum signal receiving

Noise source Noise temperature, K Power spectral density dBW/Hz

Preamplifier noise 120… 300 �204…�208

Antenna noise 30… 60 �214…�211

Sky noise (all sources) 100 �208

Earth noise 1.2… 3 �228…�224

Sun noise 0.06 �241

Total value 251.26…463.06 �204.6…�202.1

Table 1.
The receiver and external thermal noises.
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level at the L2 frequency. Thus, although the phase measurements yield the best
accuracy for ionospheric scintillation detection, still the careful presetting of GNSS
receiver hardware and the consideration of measurement conditions are needed. To
note, under the similar conditions, the best accuracy of the phase measurements is
achieved if the signals are used at the L5 GPS frequency. This can be explained by
the highest carrier-to-noise ratio in the given measurement channel (Figure 1).

Another important factor for the high accuracy of carrier phase measurements is
the correct choice of the PLL settings such as accumulation time (TCOR) and the PLL
filter noise bandwidth (ΔFPLL). It is known that the third-order tracking system has
stable and unstable operation zones. If there are no impacts on the navigation
receiver in the form of vibrations, jerks, and electromagnetic jammer interference,
then the stable tracking of the carrier phase is provided with the following condi-
tions fulfilled [17]:

0<ΔFPLL <
0:7
TCOR

(11)

When using an optimal phase discriminator, the measured parameter (phase)
should not be changed during the accumulation time (TCOR). In this case, when
estimating the phase, it is necessary to head for the longest character of the trans-
mitted message. This is the character of the navigation message, which is transmit-
ted simultaneously with the ranging code on the same carrier frequency. If the

Figure 1.
The power levels of signals received by a linearly polarized antenna with 3dBi antenna gain at L1, L2, and L5
GPS frequencies (the curves were reconstructed based on [19, 20]).

Frequency, MHz Minimal value σφ, deg Maximal value σφ, deg

L1 = 1575.42 1.59 7.22

L2 = 1227.60 3.35 14.85

L5 = 1176.45 1.33 6.06

Table 2.
Noise values of phase measurements.
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duration of the navigation message character is 20 ms [21], the accumulation of
measurements should be TCOR ≥ 20 ms.

The measured parameter is not obligatory constant within TCOR interval in case
of a quasi-optimal phase discriminator [21]. Therefore, the accumulation time
should be within the interval 1ms≤TCOR ≤ 20ms. Here, the ranging code sequence
length (1 ms for the CA code) determines the lower limit of the accumulation time
(1 ms). The final decision about the optimal TCOR value is limited by two factors: (1)
the carrier-to-noise ratio in the phase measuring channel and (2) the influence of
the low-frequency processes on the phase measurement accuracy. The longer the
time interval, the higher both the carrier-to-noise ratio and the phase measurement
accuracy. However, with an increase of the accumulation time more than 10–20 ms,
the effects of instability in the reference oscillator frequency and Doppler frequency
drift can appear [21]. Therefore, it is not appropriate to increase the accumulation
time over these limits.

After the determination of the optimal TCOR value, the selected PLL noise
bandwidth should satisfy Eq. (11). In addition, according to Eq. (1) the noise level
of the phase measurement depends on the noise bandwidth ΔFPLL. Therefore, the
practical choice of the noise bandwidth depends on the expected measurement
conditions and usually lies within the range from 10 to 20 Hz. If there is an impact
of external electromagnetic interference, the phase tracking stability reduces.
Therefore, the choice of the wider noise bandwidth increases the reliability of the
phase tracking. Finally, according to expressions (3) and (4), the increase of the
noise bandwidth leads to the proportional increase of the average RMS of the
receiver equipment thermal noise. On the other hand, as ΔFPLL increases, the noise
component related to the short-term frequency instability of the reference oscillator
decreases. Thus, the noise bandwidth can be reduced without the significant loss of
the phase measurement quality by using a better-quality reference oscillator.

The multipath effect is another important source of the carrier phase noises. In
general, the phase error due to multipath can be calculated as a difference between
the carrier phase of the reflected composite signal and the carrier phase of the direct
signal. In the presence of multipath propagation, the composite signal phase shifts
randomly from the direct signal phase, and the NCO-generated local carrier locks to
the composite carrier phase, resulting in the error of the phase measurement. In the
case of one reflected signal, the error of the phase measurement is defined as
follows [10]:

ΔΨ ¼ arctan
α1 ∙R τ̂C � τ1ð Þ ∙ sinφ1

R τ̂Cð Þ þ α1 ∙R τ̂C � τ1ð Þ ∙ cosφ1

� �
(12)

where R τ̂Cð Þ is the autocorrelation function of the PRN code, R τ̂C � τ1ð Þ is the
cross-correlation function between the direct GNSS signal and the reflected signal,
τ̂C is the receiver estimate of the incoming signal code delay, τ1 is the reflected
signal code delay, α1 is the reflection coefficient that corresponds to the Signal to
Multipath Ratio (SMR) as SMR ¼ 20 ∙ log α�1

1

� �
, and φ1 is the phase of the reflected

signal.
If the direct signal has no distortion in the form the PRN code, the autocorrela-

tion function (R τ̂Cð Þ) depends on the front-end bandwidth of the GNSS receiver
radio-frequency chain. The PRN codes have one main lobe and several side lobes in
the frequency domain. In practice, the signal is band limited, and only the main lobe
and one or more side lobes are used for the signal processing. As a result, the sharp
correlation peaks are rounded and the ends are trailed-off. It was found earlier that
the RFC bandwidth affects the maximum error value significantly [10, 11]. In the
case of the unlimited bandwidth, the misalignment in the τ̂C value computation is
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level at the L2 frequency. Thus, although the phase measurements yield the best
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duration of the navigation message character is 20 ms [21], the accumulation of
measurements should be TCOR ≥ 20 ms.

The measured parameter is not obligatory constant within TCOR interval in case
of a quasi-optimal phase discriminator [21]. Therefore, the accumulation time
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drift can appear [21]. Therefore, it is not appropriate to increase the accumulation
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practical choice of the noise bandwidth depends on the expected measurement
conditions and usually lies within the range from 10 to 20 Hz. If there is an impact
of external electromagnetic interference, the phase tracking stability reduces.
Therefore, the choice of the wider noise bandwidth increases the reliability of the
phase tracking. Finally, according to expressions (3) and (4), the increase of the
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zero. In the case of 10 MHz bandwidth, the misalignment is not equal to zero and
can vary within �0.03 tC, where tC is PRN code chip length. The narrower band-
width of 2 MHz brings the significant misalignment to the calculation of the τ̂C
value which can reach the values of � (0.1…0.3) tC [10].

The cross-correlation function R τ̂C � τ1ð Þ significantly depends on the early-late
correlator spacing (d) and PRN code rate. It is well known that the code delay
discriminator output (Δd,out) depends on the correlator spacing time (Td), the input
tracking error τ̂C � τcð Þ, and the PRN code chip length (tC) as follows [17]:

Δd,out ¼ �2 ∙
τ̂C � τcð Þ

tC τe≤Td

(13)

This equation describes the discriminator output in case if the input tracking
error (τe) is within linear part of the discriminator performance. The maximal
discriminator output value is limited by the correlator spacing time and depends on
the code chip length [17]

Δd,MAX ¼ 2 ∙
Td

tC τe¼Td

(14)

Thus, both the correlator spacing and the PRN code chip length define the
maximal code tracking error value and, as a result, the cross-correlation function
R τ̂C � τ1ð Þ. Let us consider the particular example of L1 C/A code and the coherent
discriminator using a standard correlator with the correlator spacing of Td = �0.5tC
and a narrow correlator with the spacing of Td = �0.1tC. The work [10] proved that
for this particular case, the maximum and the minimum errors are much higher
than the narrow correlator with 0.1 chip spacing. If the correlator spacing is �0.5tC,
the code tracking error lies within �0.4…0.5 tC. It corresponds to the code delay
computation error τ̂C = � 120… 150 m for C/A PRN code. In contrast to that, in the
case of the narrow correlator, the code tracking error is τ̂C = � 25… 30 m for C/A
code.

To estimate the possible impact of the PRN code rate on the multipath error, the
multipath error envelopes can be used [22, 23]. Table 3 illustrates the GPS PRN
code characteristics transmitted at L1 and L5 GPS frequencies. Table 4 was
reconstructed based on the results [23]. It illustrates the maximal code multipath
error (τ̂C ∙ c) in relation to the PRN code rate and correlator spacing for the coherent
discriminator.

Table 4 shows that the size of the area, where the multipath effect is significant,
depends on the code rate or, to be exact, on the PRN chip length (tc). This is because
the discriminator function value varies within 0 < Td < tc. If the input code
tracking error exceeds tc, the discriminator function values saturate. Hence, the
code discriminator is sensitive within � tc. Moreover, in the case of the standard
correlator, the multipath error beyond the multipath delay of 1.5 tc can differ from
zero. This is due to the fact that the PRN code autocorrelation characteristics has
one major peak and many minor peaks [17]. If the reflected signal is received more

Frequency/PRN code Carrier frequency, MHz Code rate (Mbps)

L1 C/A 1575.25 1.023

L5 I5, L5 Q5 1176.45 10.23

Table 3.
L1, L2, and L5 GPS signal characteristics [19, 20].
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than 1.5 chip delayed, it can cause the minor peak or a non-zero correlation value as
well [24]. This effect is not significant for our analysis, thus we will not consider it
further.

The maximum error values of the phase measurement due to multipath are
calculated according to Eq. (12). It was supposed that there is only one reflected
signal that has the phase shift angle φ1,max, rad and delayed τ1 seconds. This angle
corresponds to the case when the multipath errors reach the maxima and affects the
multipath error envelope which contains all the smaller variations of the ΔΨ values.
The angle φ1,max can be found by differentiating Eq. (12) with respect to φ1, putting
it to zero and solving it for φ1. It results in the following [10]:

φ1,max ¼ cos �1 �α1 ∙R τ̂C � τ1ð Þ
R τ̂Cð Þ

� �
(15)

Figure 2 shows the standard deviations of the carrier phase multipath errors
with respect to multipath delays for different SMR using the correlator spacing of
Td = �0.1tC and the coherent discriminator for code tracking. The results in
Figure 2 correspond to L1 C/A PRN code (solid lines) and L5 I5 (Q5) PRN codes
(dashed lines). Here, the unlimited RFC bandwidth and τ1 variations within the
range of � tc are supposed. The results are obtained changing the reflected signal
relative phase shift by discrete steps of 0.1 of a total phase cycle, calculating the

Frequency/PRN code Maximal code multipath error
( ^τC ∙ c), meters

Maximal relative multipath delay
(τ1 ∙ c), meters

Td = �0.5tC Td = �0.1tC Td = �0.5tC Td = �0.1tC

L1/CA 39.0 8.0 350 300

L5/I5, L5/Q5 4.0 0.8 40 35

Table 4.
The code multipath error in relation to the relative multipath delay at the fixed SMR = 3 dB and different
correlator spacing.

Figure 2.
The multipath error envelopes for L1 C/a (solid lines) and L5 I5 (Q5) PRN codes (dashed lines) in relation to
SMR.
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multipath error (ΔΨ) at each step and then taking their mean values and standard
deviation.

According to Figure 2, there is a dependence of the error on SMR. The magni-
tude of the multipath error (ΔΨ) is proportional to the strength of the multipath
signal. Moreover, the multipath error value is independent on the carrier wave-
length (Eq. 12), but it is mostly a function of the antenna-reflector distance through
the correlation function R τ̂C � τ1ð Þ. If the multipath delay (τ1) is high, the correla-
tion value decreases and so does the multipath error amplitude. The maximal
multipath error in the phase measurement does not exceed 0.6 rad under the above
mentioned assumptions (Figure 2). However, under real conditions the multipath
error is formed as a sum of several reflected signals or as a result of another kind of
multipath sources such as diffuse scattering or diffraction. Thus, the higher values
of the error of the phase measurement due to multipath can be expected. The
authors [10, 11] demonstrated that the maximal value of the error due to multipath
does not depend significantly on the code correlator spacing and there is no similar
dependence on the code discriminator type as well.

3. Experimental results and analysis

3.1 Indices comparison

This section discusses the performance of the “standard” ionospheric scintilla-
tion indices and the index D2fi based on high-rate sampling data. The D2fi index
and the ionospheric indices/parameters TEC, DROTI, S4, and σφ were compared
during the geomagnetic storm conditions. The ionospheric scintillations are consid-
ered to be more typical for high and low latitudes. Mid-latitude scintillations are
supposed to occur much less often. Here, first, we analyze the data of the mid-
latitude station where the scintillation detection is a rather challenging problem and
estimate the indices performance. Then we consider the example of high latitudes.

The 50 Hz L1 and L2 GPS data were obtained at the mid-latitude station ISTP
(Irkutsk, Russia, geographic coordinates 52° N, 104° E) equipped with JAVAD
GNSS receiver. The station is a part of SibNet network [25, 26].

As the de-trended TEC data is used to calculate DROTI indices, the uncalibrated
code-leveled phase TEC time series were derived from GPS phase and code
measurements for this study. The phase TEC time series were de-trended by the
centered moving window with 30 second accumulation time. DROTI values were
calculated from the de-trended 50 Hz TEC data with 1 second time resolution based
on [5]. The indices S4 and σφ were calculated from the de-trended 50 Hz L1 data
based on the standard procedure [6] with 1 second time resolution as well.

Figure 3.
SYM-H variations during June 20–25, 2015. The MP and RP are indicated with the vertical red lines.
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The storm period was chosen for the analysis as geomagnetic storms are known
to cause ionospheric disturbances including the small-scale disturbances that are of
the particular interest for this work. The intense storm of June 22–25, 2015, was
under analysis. Figure 3 shows SYM-H index variations during the storm. Main
phase (MP) and recovery phase (RP) of the storm are marked with red lines [27].
SYM-H reached its minimum on June 23rd. SYM-H index data was obtained from
Data Analysis Center for Geomagnetism and Space Magnetism following the link
http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/aeasy/index.html (last access: August 2018).

According to [3], the relationship between S4, σφ, and DROTI is complex, but in
most cases the S4 increase means DROTI increase and viсe versa. Figure 4 shows
variations of the D2fi index, DROTI, S4, and σφ indices during the storm for the
GPS satellites PRN 04, PRN 15, and PRN 27 observed at ISTP station. Good

Figure 4.
Time behavior of D2fi and standard scintillation indices. The dots indicate the approximate SV angular
positions when the scintillation events were observed. (a) Elevation of the satellites, (b) D2fi, (c) σφ,
(d) S4 and (e) DROTI.
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correlation between the D2fi index and σφ variations is seen for all the scintillation
events and for all considered satellites, including the weakest event for PRN 04
(Figure 4b and c). Nevertheless, the peaks of the D2fi index are pronounced more
sharply for all the cases. The correlation between the D2fi index and S4 variations is
worse. There is a general similarity in behavior of these parameters, but S4 distri-
bution is rather noisy and contains several peaks which do not coincide in time with
the peaks of the D2fi index (Figure 4b and d).

The worst correlation is between the D2fi index and DROTI for all the cases
under consideration (Figure 4b and e). The form of DROTI envelope significantly
differs from the envelope of the D2fi index. To add, DROTI observations are rather
noisy. Almost no DROTI response is seen for the SV PRN 27 (Figure 4e, middle
panel). The small-scale ionospheric irregularities do not provoke significant
TEC response [28]. Consequently, even weaker response can be expected in
TEC-derived indices like DROTI, which is probably the case of Figure 4e.

Let us consider the advantages of the D2fi index in comparison to other indices
by the example in Figure 4. First, it marks the sharper and more precise in time
response to small-scale turbulences than other indices. Furthermore, only one GPS
frequency is needed to obtain the D2fi index. Thus, it avoids the possible impact
from the inter-frequency noises and L1-aiding technique features [23]. Third, as the
D2fi index is calculated from either L1 or L2 phase data, it does not require any
additional preprocessing and does not depend on the data processing technique [8].
Finally, another advantage of the D2fi index is its high sensitivity. We recall that
mid-latitudes are usually considered as the region where the scintillation occurrence
is null except during geomagnetic disturbances. Even for the presented case, the
scintillation intensity is very low (S4 is not higher than 0.1, Figure 4d). Neverthe-
less, the D2fi index response on these scintillation events is clear, and it is more
precise in time than other scintillation indices under consideration.

Now, let us consider the data from high-latitude region, where scintillations are
more frequent. Figures 5 and 6 are similar to Figure 4 and show the results derived
from the 50-Hz data at stations EDM (53,35° N, 247,02° W) and GJO (68,63° N,
254,15° W). Both stations belong to the Canadian High Arctic Ionospheric Network
(CHAIN) [29] and equipped with the same type SEPTENTRIO PolaRxS GNSS
receivers [30]. The station EDM is still within mid-latitudes (however in Canada
it strictly depends on current geomagnetic conditions), but the station GJO is in
high-latitude region.

The scintillation events are detected at both sites in the same time interval by all
the considered indices: at EDM with PRN 30, PRN 26, and PRN 15 (Figure 5) and at
GJO with PRN 06 (Figure 6).

It is seen that the weaker scintillation, the weaker the response of D2fi and σφ,
which is not surprising as both indices are calculated from the same phase ranging
data. Note that σφ index quality depends on the phase de-trending and filtering
procedure. This could bring the artificial effect that is seen at 19.87 UT at Figure 6c
(left column).

The comparison of different indices allows us to reveal the prevalence of phase
or amplitude scintillations. In our case (Figure 5) the obvious difference in S4 and
σφ behavior is seen for PRN 30, PRN 26, and PRN 15. Amplitude scintillations
prevail at the ray path from PRN 30 (S4 exceeds 0.15, Figure 5c). On the other
hand, phase scintillations are predominant at the ray paths from PRN 26 and 15
(σφ index reaches 0.2 but S4 index does not exceed 0.02 at the same time).

To sum up, Figures 4–6 prove the following: (a) D2fi peaks are caused by
scintillation events (as there are also responses in other scintillation indices
though less precise) and (b) that the D2fi index shows more sensitivity to phase
scintillations.
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3.2 Time resolution comparison

The time resolution of input data is very important to detect scintillations. For
example, the work [12] showed the significant sampling rate influence on ROTI.
Indeed, the minimal size of the refractive irregularities is about the first Fresnel
zone size (300–400 m at GNSS frequencies band). Such irregularities сan cause
both refractive and diffractive variations not only in the input carrier phase data but
also in the ionospheric TEC and its derivatives as well as variations of S4 and σφ
indices which are calculated based on 0.1–10 Hz data.

The smaller irregularities (from tens of meters to 100–300 m) are mostly con-
sidered to provoke the diffractive amplitude and phase variations. To detect them
the highest time rate possible is needed (higher that 10 Hz). Diffractive phenomena
can cause the phase scintillations that are usually accompanied by the intense
amplitude fluctuations. These can be detected by σφ and S4 indices. When the
diffractive Fresnel irregularities dominate, CNR and/or S4 can vary significantly
and show high correlation with σφ [3].

Several kilometer size irregularities usually cause the refractive scintillations of
0.01–0.1 Hz. When such irregularities dominate, S4 does not vary significantly and
almost has no correlation to ROTI, DROTI, and even to σφ. Scintillations of refrac-
tive origin are better observed with the sharp TEC variations (i.e., by means of
ROTI and DROTI) and with σφ [3, 5]. There are studies focused on the scintillation

Figure 5.
The same as in Figure 4, but for the high-latitude GJO station (Canada).
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tive origin are better observed with the sharp TEC variations (i.e., by means of
ROTI and DROTI) and with σφ [3, 5]. There are studies focused on the scintillation

Figure 5.
The same as in Figure 4, but for the high-latitude GJO station (Canada).
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indices use based on the data of high-latitude receivers. For instance, the sDPR
index was introduced in [15].

Usually, the irregularities of different scales are present in the ionosphere
simultaneously. It can occur during the volcanic eruptions, powerful explosions,
rocket launching, under disturbed geomagnetic conditions, etc. [4]. The iono-
spheric irregularities can move with the quiet different velocities and in different
directions. The 1 Hz or lower time resolution data does not allow us to reveal if the
ionospheric event was caused by the diffractive irregularities of hundreds of meters
or by the larger refractive irregularities of tens of kilometers.

We suggest that the high data sampling rate such as 10 Hz and higher provides
the opportunity to reveal and analyze the weak small-scale ionospheric irregulari-
ties. To test this assumption, we compared 1, 10, and 50 Hz time series of the D2fi
index for the same events and under the same geomagnetic storm conditions.
Figure 7 shows the results of comparison for PRN 04, PRN15, and PRN27 at ISTP
station on June 22, 2015, during the main phase of the geomagnetic storm
(Figure 3).

The D2fi index obtained from 1 Hz GPS data does not reveal any scintillation
event for all three satellites (Figure 7c). In contrast, the time series obtained from
10 Hz data show the clear peaks for the SV PRN 15 and PRN 27 (Figure 7b), but not
for the weakest event for SV PRN 04 (Figure 7b, left). The peaks of 50 Hz time
series are the most pronounced for all the satellites (Figure 7a). Note that the 1 Hz

Figure 6.
The same as in Figure 4, but for the high-latitude EDM station (Canada).
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data shows both the highest noise level and the additional regular trend. The low-
frequency trends are mostly removed from the time series of higher sampling rate.

In case of the highest data rate (50 Hz), the background values of D2fi do not
exceed 0.4 rad/s*s (Figure 7a). For the lower data rate (10 Hz), the weak regular
trend appears, and the background noise increases to 0.6 rad/s*s (Figure 7b). The
D2fi variations increase 4–5 times and exceed 2–3 rad/s*s in the last case (1 Hz data,
Figure 7c).

Apart from the ionospheric scintillations, one of the common sources of the
phase fluctuations is the multipath effect. The majority of the multipath-induced
fluctuations are observed at lower elevation angles. It is also not a thorough deter-
mination of multipath as it is possible to observe it at the higher elevations as well
[1]. Thus, we should test if the scintillation events revealed above are related to
multipath and/or blocked signal effects. Usually, the multipath-induced phase var-
iations are caused by the repeating events due to local reflection or diffuse scatter-
ing. The picture of such events repeats from day to day at the same location. At the
same time, the picture of such “scintillations” has the regular time shift about 16 s
from one day to another due to GPS orbits daily motion [17]. This means that to
determine whether the scintillation candidate events are caused by repeating local
multipath effects, the raw data for the day before and after the scintillation should
be analyzed. Figure 8 illustrates such the analysis for 50 Hz data on June 21, June 22,
and June 23, 2015, for PRN 04, PRN15, and PRN27.

No significant phase scintillations on the day before (June 21, Figure 8, left
column) and/or after (June 23, Figure 8, right column) were observed. In contrast,
there were the sharp and rapid variations of the second-order derivative of the

Figure 7.
The D2fi index in case of 50 Hz data sampling rate (a), 10 Hz data sampling rate (b), and 1 Hz data
sampling rate (c) for PRN 04, PRN 15, and PRN 27 on June 22, 2015, at ISTP station.
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carrier phase on June 22, 2015, for all the satellites. This fact proves that the phase
scintillation events observed on June 22, 2015, are not related to the multipath
effect. Thus, the above mentioned phase scintillation events probably have the
ionospheric origin.

4. Conclusions

The performance of the well-known “standard” ionospheric scintillation indices
ROTI, DROTI, S4, σφ, and the new scintillation index D2fi that is the second-order
derivative of the GPS signal carrier phase was analyzed in this study. The features of
GNSS receivers and antennas that can have an effect on this performance were
considered. The benefits and limitations of the indices were discussed.

The overall accuracy of the GNSS carrier phase measurements is limited by both
thermal and external noises and significantly depends on the GNSS hardware and
software presets and architecture. The accuracy of the carrier phase measurements
can be improved if the particular specification is used for GNSS equipment
suggested for the ionospheric studies. This particular specification means that the
narrowband code delay discriminator, the large code rate for the open-access GNSS
signals, the expanded front-end bandpass of the RFC, the low-noise preamplifier,
and the specific pattern antenna should be specified for the ionospheric study.

In the present study, the new index D2fi is proved to be an effective tool to
detect the small-scale ionospheric irregularities. It was shown that the sensitivity of
the D2fi index depends on the data sampling rate. The higher the sampling rate, the

Figure 8.
The D2fi index during June 21–23, 2015, for satellites PRN04 (a), PRN15 (b), PRN27 (c).
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clearer the peaks of the D2fi index, and the weaker both the noise background and
the low-frequency trend. The comparison between the D2fi index and DROTI, S4,
and σφ showed that they have different “sensitivities.” Each index has its own
“critical” sensitivity for the particular ionospheric turbulences depending on the
data sampling rate and preprocessing procedures. The advantage of the new D2fi
index is that it is easily derived from the single-frequency carrier phase data. It
provides both the reliable detection of the ionospheric scintillation and the phase
time series de-trending with no complex data preprocessing. The new index can be
applied as an independent scintillation indicator or as an additional tool together
with other scintillation indices.
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Chapter 2

The Influence of the Lower
Ionospheric Disturbances on the
Operating Conditions of
Navigation Satellite Systems
Boris Gavrilov, Yuriy Poklad and Iliya Ryakhovskiy

Abstract

The study of the impact of ionospheric disturbances on the conditions of func-
tioning of satellite communication and navigation systems and the development of
methods to reduce this effect requires the development of methods for evaluating
the parameters of ionospheric disturbances and their spatial and temporal distribu-
tion. Studies show that electron concentration disturbances, which can have a
significant impact on the functioning of transionospheric radio channels, can occur
both in the upper and lower ionosphere. At the same time, the methods of studying
the dynamics of ionospheric disturbances in the lower ionosphere are not enough
developed, and the interrelation of the lower and upper perturbations of the iono-
sphere is insufficiently studied. The aim of the work is an experimental study of
disturbances of the upper and lower ionosphere in order to clarify the mechanisms
of their relationship and study the spatiotemporal distribution of mid-latitude dis-
turbances. The results obtained show that the contribution of the electron density
disturbances in the D region to the total electron content of the ionosphere can be
significant and considerably depends on the type of heliogeophysical processes.

Keywords: upper and lower ionosphere, traveling ionospheric disturbances, TEC,
VLF signals, magnetic storms, solar X-ray flares

1. Introduction

The ionosphere is a region in the near-Earth space, where a number of technical
systems vital for the life and safety of mankind (telecommunication, navigation,
aircraft, surveillance systems, etc.) work continuously. These systems based on
radio signals are sensitive to the varying electron density in the ionosphere. Its
strong perturbations may cause failures and malfunction in these systems. So the
investigation of the state and dynamics of the ionosphere and a prediction of
irregularities and disturbances appearing are key questions.

Ionospheric disturbances are closely related to geomagnetic storms, solar flares,
and other natural and anthropogenic processes [1–6]. The effect that the lower and
upper ionospheres have on the propagation of a radio signal depends on their
frequency. The F region is critical for the propagation of high-frequency (HF)
waves. State and dynamics of the D and E regions define the conditions of
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propagation of low-frequency (LF) and very low-frequency (VLF) waves. Due to
these reasons, HF and LF-VLF waves can be used to study F and D–E regions,
respectively.

The impact of the processes of interaction in the lithosphere, atmosphere, iono-
sphere, and magnetosphere system on the upper and lower ionosphere and radio
wave propagation was studied for decades [7–10]. Total electron content (TEC)
values determined from data of dual-frequency measurements of global navigation
satellite system (GNSS) signals are widely used to study the state and dynamics of
the ionosphere [1, 3, 5, 6]. TEC is an integral of electron density in a tube with a
cross section of 1 m2 along the path of radio signal propagation from the navigation
satellite to the receiver. It is assumed that TEC value mainly characterizes the state
of the F region where (at least in quiet heliogeophysical conditions) the maximum
electron density is observed.

Obtaining direct data on the state and dynamics of the lower ionosphere is
a more complex experimental task, since at these altitudes the ionosondes,
radars, and spacecraft practically do not work. The state of the lower ionosphere
is often monitored by analyzing the characteristics of VLF (3–30 kHz) radio
signals that propagate in the waveguide formed by the Earth’s surface and the D
region of the ionosphere. Variations in the amplitude and phase of VLF signals
are mainly associated with changes in the state of the upper wall of the
waveguide [11–13].

Despite the fact that both methods of ionosphere studying are quite effective,
they are used separately as a rule, which does not allow investigating the relation-
ship between the disturbances of the upper and lower ionosphere.

The focus of this article is an experimental study of the relationship between the
perturbations of the upper and lower ionosphere.

The experiments were carried out during a strong geomagnetic storm and strong
solar X-ray flares. Total electron content (TEC) data obtained from measurements
of global navigation satellite system (GNSS) signals were used to study the F region.
Information about the disturbances of the lower ionosphere is obtained by analyz-
ing the amplitude and phase variations of VLF signals. Coordinated analysis of TEC
and VLF signals is a powerful tool for studying interrelated processes in the D and F
regions of the ionosphere. The results obtained strongly indicate their
interconnected perturbations.

2. Experimental setup

Disturbances of the electron density and radio wave propagation in the D, E, and
F regions of the ionosphere were investigated in the latitude range from 40° to 70°
N and in the longitude range from 0° to 40° E. The “Mikhnevo” geophysical
observatory (MIK, 54.9617° N, 37.7626° E) of the Institute of Geosphere Dynamics
of the Russian Academy of Sciences (http://idg.chph.ras.ru/ru/watch/mikhnevo)
continuously monitors the amplitudes and phases of signals in the frequency band
from 9 to 30 kHz received from VLF stations located in Europe, Asia, and North
America [14].

For the investigation of the upper ionosphere, we use the data of GPS receivers
in Mikhnevo observatory and the worldwide GPS vertical TEC data included in the
Madrigal database at MIT Haystack Observatory (http://www.openmadrigal.org/).

The Madrigal data contain TEC values with a time step of 5 min. These data were
averaged over a 15-min interval and distributed over the 180° � 360° grid with a
step of 1°.

The deviation of TEC from the median value is calculated by the formula
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ΔTEC lat; long; tð Þ ¼ TEC lat; long; tð Þ �M, (1)

where lat and long are latitude and longitude, t is UT, and M is the median value
of TEC for the previous 27 days for the point with coordinates lat and long.

The equipment used to make the VLF signal measurements is the Metronix
Analog/Digital Signal Conditioning Unit ADU-07 data logger connected to
Metronix MFS-07 magnetic field sensor. MFS-07 is a high-frequency induction coil
magnetometer, and two are mounted along the geographic north-south (X) and
east-west (Y) axes. The magnetic field sensors cover a wide frequency range from
1 mHz up to 50 kHz and a dynamic range >130 dB and have excellent low noise
characteristics (5 � 10�7 nT/√Hz at 1000 Hz). ADU-07 unit and MFS-07 induction
coils have a very stable transfer function over temperature and time. A GPS clock
provides the timing signals.

Radio signals with a frequency below 30 kHz propagate in the Earth-ionosphere
waveguide at distances of thousands and tens of thousands of kilometers with low
attenuation. The relationship of the amplitude and phase of the VLF signal on the
state of the D layer makes it possible to detect disturbances of the lower ionosphere
in the path of the radio signal propagation. The transmitting stations were chosen so
that the radio paths were under different azimuths over the territory of Europe. In
our experiments the data of synchronous measurements and the signals from four
transmitters were used: JXN (Gildeskål, Norway, 66.98° N, 13.87° E), GQD
(Anthorn, UK, 54.91° N, 2.27° W), GBZ (Skelton, UK, 54.73° N, 2.88° W), and NAA
(Cutler, USA, 44.65° N, 67.28° W).

When analyzing the parameters of the VLF signal, it should be taken into
account that their variations are associated with changes in the parameters of the
upper wall of the waveguide along the entire path of signal propagation. In order to
localize disturbances in the lower ionosphere, data on the signal propagation along
the path were additionally used, crossing the paths JXN-MIK, GQD-MIK, and NAA-
MIK. We chose the data of Kiel Longwave Monitor (http://www.lf-radio.de/) where
signals were received from Norwegian transmitter JXN (66.96° N, 13.90° E).

Radio signals received at the MIK and Kiel (54.4° N, 10.1° E) observatories were
compared with data on variations in TEC of the ionosphere according to the Scripps
Orbit and Permanent Array Center (SOPAC) http://sopacold.ucsd.edu/dataBrowser.
shtml and Madrigal (http://www.openmadrigal.org) databases. Since we were

Figure 1.
The location of VLF transmitters (gray circles), GPS receivers (asterisks), and MIK observatory.
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interested in the interrelated perturbations of the upper and lower ionospheres, GPS
stations located near the used VLF signal traces were chosen. The location of the
transmitters and measuring stations is shown in Figure 1.

The possibility of detection of interconnected disturbances in the upper and
lower ionosphere by GPS and VLF receivers is shown by the example of the study of
the ionospheric effects of the magnetic storm on 17 March 2015 and the solar X-ray
flash on 6 September 2017. These events were chosen because they caused signifi-
cant changes in the ionosphere, but the mechanisms of generation and evolution of
ionospheric inhomogeneities during magnetic storms and solar X-ray flares are very
different, which should be manifested in the pattern of the reaction of the D and F
layers of the ionosphere to these phenomena.

3. St. Patrick’s Day geomagnetic storm

The storm began on 15 March 2015 as a series of mid-level solar flares culminat-
ing in a class C9 flare at 02:13 UT. At 04:05 UT on 17 March 2015, the Advanced
Composition Explorer (ACE) satellite recorded a sharp increase in the solar wind
speed up to 500 km/s. The lowest value of the disturbance storm time index Dst
exceeded 200 nT, the auroral activity index AE exceeded 2200, and the planetary
index of the geomagnetic activity Kp reached a value of 8. Such values of these
indices make it possible to define the event on 17 March 2015 as an extreme
magnetic storm, which caused a storm in the ionosphere.

Figure 2.
Variations of TEC according to observatories mar6 and vis0 (top panel), VLF signal amplitude on NAA and
GQD-MIK paths (bottom panel) on 17 March 2015.
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The strongest geomagnetic storm in the current solar cycle has been studied in
sufficient detail. Ground-based and space-born measurements demonstrate the
response of the ionosphere to the geomagnetic storm. Astafyeva et al. and Borries
et al. [15, 16] presented the results of investigation of the effects of the St. Patrick’s
Day ionospheric storm from the data of ground-based the GPS receivers,

Figure 3.
Variations of VLF signal amplitude on GQD, NAA-MIK paths and on JXN-Kiel path (http://www.lf-radio.
de/) from 17 to 18 UT on 17 March 2015.

Figure 4.
The ΔTEC value determined by Eq. (1) for 17.5 UT on 17 March 2015.
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ionosondes, and satellite missions. They reveal both a positive effect (TEC increase)
at low- and mid-latitudes and positive and negative phases throughout all the
latitudes. So, the results of these studies are mostly related to disturbances in the F
region of the ionosphere. The effect of the magnetic storms in the lower ionosphere
is less known due to the limited possibilities of ionosondes and incoherent scattering
radars for the investigation of this region. Our data should allow to compare the
results of the study of the F layer of the ionosphere with the effects observed in the
lower ionosphere.

The upper panel of Figure 2 shows the ionospheric variations of TEC calculated
from data of GPS receivers located at stations vis0 and mar6. The lower panel shows
the VLF signal amplitude variations on the NAA-MIK and GQD-MIK paths. TEC
disturbances and VLF signal variations correspond to the main phase of the
magnetic storm.

The Figure 3 shows the change in the VLF signal amplitude on the JXN-Kiel path
together with signals on the GQD-MIK and NAA-MIK paths. The maximum ampli-
tude of all signals also corresponds to the main phase of the storm.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of TEC deviation from the previous 27 days over
Europe at 17:30 UT according to data of the Madrigal network. The Madrigal data
contain TEC values with a time step of 5 min. These data were averaged over a 15-
min interval and distributed over the geographic grid with a step of 1°.

It can be seen that the strongest ionospheric perturbations are localized at this
time in the region of our measurements around the Kiel and along the GQD-
Mikhnevo path.

4. Ionospheric effects of the solar X-ray flares in September 2017

The solar X-ray flares were chosen as another high-energy event,
different from the magnetic storm by the mechanisms of influence on the iono-
sphere. The main perturbation agent of the ionosphere is X-ray and ultraviolet
radiation.

Monitoring of VLF signals is conducted in the Mikhnevo since 2014. The most
powerful solar X-ray flares for this period occurred in early September 2017. Two
solar X-ray flares X2.2 at 09 UT and X9.3 at 12 UT were observed on 6 September
2017. 10 September 2017 was observed X8.3 flare. But at this time, our receivers in
Mikhnevo and part of VLF paths were in the region of evening terminator. So its
flare was not used in our analysis.

To analyze flare effects in the upper and lower ionosphere, we used the same
GPS stations and the same VLF signal paths that were used at observing the effects
of the magnetic storm on 17 March 2015. Note that all measuring points and radio
paths were located in the territory illuminated by the flashes.

Graphs of vertical TEC variations at flare 6 September 2017 at 12 UT according
to GPS receiver located at mar6 and vis0 stations are shown in Figure 5a. Variations
in the amplitude and phase of the radio signal received in the Mikhnevo from two
VLF radio transmitters (GQD and NAA) are shown in Figure 5b and c. The maxi-
mum response to the flare was observed at 12 UT as a simultaneous jump in the
ΔTEC and in phase and amplitude of VLF signals.

Comparing Figures 2 and 5, we can conclude that the growth of TEC during the
X-ray flash was about 10 times less and the increase in the amplitude of the VLF
signal was about 5 times greater than during the magnetic storm. To evaluate the
effect of the X-ray flash on the additional ionization of the D layer, it is necessary to
use theoretical models that allow to relate the parameters of the VLF signals to the
change in the parameters of the lower ionosphere.
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One of the most common ways to describe the D region is the Ferguson-White
model [17, 18]. According to this model, the altitude profile of the electron concen-
tration in the lower ionosphere is described by the equation:

Ne zð Þ ¼ 1:49 � 107 � exp β � 0:15ð Þ z� h0
� �� � � exp �0:15h0

� �
cm�3� �

(2)

where h' is the referenced altitude of the ionosphere, β is the slope factor or
sharpness of the electron concentration profile, and h is the current height.

The approach proposed in [19] can be used to estimate variations of these
ionospheric parameters during solar flares. In this work, the effects of solar ener-
getic phenomena on the lower ionosphere using parameters of subionospherically

Figure 5.
(a) Variations of TEC according to GPS receiver mar6, (b) amplitude, and (c) phase of VLF signals on the
paths JXN-MIK, GQD-MIK, and NAA-MIK on 6 September 2017.
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use theoretical models that allow to relate the parameters of the VLF signals to the
change in the parameters of the lower ionosphere.
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One of the most common ways to describe the D region is the Ferguson-White
model [17, 18]. According to this model, the altitude profile of the electron concen-
tration in the lower ionosphere is described by the equation:

Ne zð Þ ¼ 1:49 � 107 � exp β � 0:15ð Þ z� h0
� �� � � exp �0:15h0

� �
cm�3� �

(2)

where h' is the referenced altitude of the ionosphere, β is the slope factor or
sharpness of the electron concentration profile, and h is the current height.

The approach proposed in [19] can be used to estimate variations of these
ionospheric parameters during solar flares. In this work, the effects of solar ener-
getic phenomena on the lower ionosphere using parameters of subionospherically

Figure 5.
(a) Variations of TEC according to GPS receiver mar6, (b) amplitude, and (c) phase of VLF signals on the
paths JXN-MIK, GQD-MIK, and NAA-MIK on 6 September 2017.
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propagating VLF signals were studied. This is done in two steps. At the first stage,
initial values of h' and β are selected for this VLF signal propagation path from
empirical models [20–22] that take into account the impact on the value of h' and β
zenith angle of the sun, latitude, day of the year, and solar activity in the form of the
Wolf number. In the second stage, the standard for estimation of the VLF signals
propagation Long Wavelength Propagation Capability (LWPC) code is used to
estimate the amplitude change in the exponential ionosphere. As a result, the values
of h' and β as a function of the X-ray flux were obtained.

The disadvantage of this approach is that the actual state of the ionosphere
before a flash may differ from the model due to disturbances from such effects as
magnetic storms and an increased X-ray flux.

Figure 6.
Variations of the amplitude A* (a) and phase P* (b) of the signals from GQD and GBZ transmitters and X-ray
flux (c) from GOES 15 satellite data (https://www.polarlicht-vorhersage.de/goes/2017-09-06_110000_
2017-09-06_130000.png) on 6 September 2017.
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In this paper, a different approach is used to evaluate changes in the lower
ionosphere caused by X-ray flashes. The key difference between our method and
[19] is the approach to determining the parameters of the ionosphere. We obtain
initial conditions by processing experimental data on the amplitude and phase of
VLF signals under the action of X-rays. We have developed a method for restoring
the altitude profile of electron concentration in the D region of the ionosphere by
using the amplitude and phase characteristics of signals from VLF transmitters on a
two-frequency path. To implement this technique, the signals of two VLF trans-
mitters located at a distance of 32 km from each other were used. GQD and GBZ
transmitters operate at frequencies of 22.1 and 19.58 kHz, respectively. Taking into
account the length of the path of about 2600 km, we can assume that the signals
from these two stations are distributed along one two-frequency path.

The key difference between our method and [19] is the approach to determine
the parameters of the undisturbed ionosphere. Statistical data do not take into
account the impact on the ionosphere of factors not described by empirical models.
We obtain initial conditions by processing experimental data on the amplitude and
phase of VLF signals under the action of X-rays.

Let us consider in detail this technique on the example of ionosphere parameter
recovery during X-ray flash of class X9.3 on 6 September 2017.

Figure 7 shows the experimental data on the variations of the amplitude and
phase of the signals from GQD and GBZ stations. The bottom panel shows the X

Figure 7.
The calculated values of the amplitude (top panel) and phase (bottom panel) signals of the stations of
GQD и GBZ.
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flux in two spectral bands according to the Geostationary Operational Environ-
mental Satellite (GOES) data.

Denote the X9.3 flash start time as t0 = 11:52:20 UT and the time of maximum
radiation as tmax = 12:02:14 UT. Let variations of the amplitude and phase dAi(t) and
dPi(t) be determined as

dAi tð Þ ¼ A ∗
i tð Þ � A ∗

i t0ð Þ
dPi tð Þ ¼ P ∗

i tð Þ � P ∗
i t0ð Þ (3)

where Ai
* and Pi

* are the measured amplitudes and phases of the signals of the
GQD (i = 1) and GBZ (i = 2) transmitters shown in Figure 6.

On the other hand, the amplitude and phase of the signals of the GQD and GBZ
transmitters depend on the parameters of the ionosphere h0 and β on the signal
propagation path. Suppose that for the whole GQD-/GBZ-Mikhnevo path, the
parameters h0 and β are the same. Then, the amplitude and phase values of the
signals from the transmitters for all possible pairs of h0 and β values were calculated
using LWPC code. This code allows to calculate amplitude and phase of the VLF
signal for the given path and the values of h' and β parameters. The calculations
were carried out in the range of 50–90 km with 0.035 km increments for h' and 0.2–
0.95 km�1 with 0.001 km�1 increments for β. The ranges of values of h0 and β were
selected according to [20–22]. Thus, four matrices with the size of 1143 � 751
elements with values of amplitudes and phases of VLF signals versus h0 and β
parameters were obtained. Let us denote the calculated values of the amplitude and
phase as Ai(h0, β) and Pi(h0, β), where i = 1 for GQD and i = 2 for GBZ transmitters.
The graphical representation of these data is shown in Figure 7.

Let us denote the parameters of the ionosphere at a time t0 as h
0
0 and β0 and at a

time tmax as h
0
max and βmax. In the matrices Ai(h0, β) и Pi(h0, β), we can find all pairs

of points (h00, β0) and (h'max, βmax) for which the difference between the values of
amplitudes and phases for t0 and tmax coincides with that measured with given
precision:

Ai h
0
max; βmax

� �
� Aiðh0

0; β0Þ � dAi tmaxð Þ
���

���< δA

Pi h
0
max; βmax

� �
� Piðh0

0; β0Þ � dPi tmaxð Þ
���

���< δP
: (4)

where δ A = 0.12 dB and δP = 0.06 rad are the accuracy of estimation of the
parameters of the ionosphere.

Based on the data [20–22], we assume that the parameters of the ionosphere at t0
lie in the range of 68 < h00 < 77 km and 0.22 < β0 < 0.35 and the parameters of the
ionosphere at the tmax lie in the range of 54 < hmax' < 68 and 0.31 < βmax < 0.95.

The regions of existence of pairs of points (h0', β0) and (hmax', βmax) that satisfy
condition Eq. (4) are shown in Figure 8 by extended gray areas. They show the
entire possible range of ionospheric parameters before the flash Eq. (1) and at
maximum X-ray radiation Eq. (2).

The range of the obtained parameter values is quite wide. Let us try to narrow
down the ranges of values of h00 and β0. To do this, according to Eq. (3), we
calculate the variations of the amplitude and phase of the signals for a time step of
15 seconds. So, for time from t0 to tmax, we obtained 39 intermediate values of the
variations of amplitudes and phases of the signals from the transmitters. Among the
family of points (h00, β0), we find those for which there are such points (ht0, βt)
and for which the variation of amplitude and phase corresponds to that measured
for all registered intermediate values:
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Ai h
0
t; βt

� �
� Aiðh

0
0; β0Þ � dAi tð Þ

���
���< δA

Pi h
0
t; βt

� �
� Piðh

0
0; β0Þ � dPi tð Þ

���
���< δP

, (5)

where t0 < t < tmax. This family of values is shown in Figure 8 as black points.
From Figure 8 it is seen that the initial parameters of the ionosphere lie in a very

narrow range. It is approximately 0.6 km in h0 and 0.015 km�1 in β. The dispersion
of the ionospheric parameters at the time of maximum flare is approximately the
same in h0 and 10 times larger in β (about 0.15). This is due to the fact that the flash
was sufficiently powerful and at the time of the maximum X-ray flux, the “rigidity”
of the upper wall of the waveguide became so large that its further increase had
virtually ceased to influence the amplitude-phase characteristics of the received
signals.

Further, for the initial parameters of the ionosphere that we calculated (i.e.,
h0 = 70.7 and β = 0.33 km�1), we can use Eq. (5) to continue the calculation of the
parameters of the ionosphere for another time: during the decay phase of the X-ray
flux, i.e., for time t > tmax, and for the time before flash, i.e., t < t0. Thus, we can
restore the time history of the parameters h0 and β for the X-ray flash. These results
are shown in Figure 9b. This figure clearly shows the advantage of our method. It
can be seen how the parameters of the ionosphere changed before the flash from
11:30 to 11:55 UT. The parameter h’ changed from 69.5 to 71 km and the β parameter
from 0.36 to 0.33 km�1. This is due to the relaxation of the ionosphere after the
previous flare of class X2.2 that occurred at 9:00 UT. The same method was used for

Figure 8.
The regions of ionospheric parameters h0 and β before the flash Eq. (1) and at maximum X-ray radiation
Eq. (2). The regions of existence of pairs of points (h00, β0) and (hmax

0, βmax) that satisfy the condition Eq. (4)
are extended gray areas.
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X2.2 flash at 9:00 UT on 6 September 2017. The results of these calculations are
shown in the Figure 9a.

Knowing the parameters h0 and β of the altitude profile of the electron concen-
tration in the D region, it is possible to calculate the electronic content in it. Let us
call this parameter DEC. To do this, the value of the electron concentration, that is,
defined by Eq. (2), must be integrated in height in according to

DEC ¼
ðh0þδh

50

1:49 � 107 � e β�0:15ð Þ z�h0ð Þe�0:15h0dz (6)

The lower limit of integration is not very important, since according to Eq. (2)
for small z, the electron concentration of Ne is minimal. But there is a problem of
choosing the upper limit of integration. This is due to the fact that the according to
Eq. (2), the ionosphere shows the exponential growth of the electron concentration
with height. At the same time, the electromagnetic wave cannot penetrate into the
region of high concentrations and, therefore, does not carry any information about
the state of the ionosphere at these heights. So, the VLF radio waves should be
reflected in a layer of thickness of the order of wavelength. Therefore, it would be
reasonable to carry out the integration up to the height h0 + δh, where δh is a value
comparable to the wavelength.

Now consider the effect of solar X-ray flares in the upper and lower ionosphere
comparing the change in TEC of the ionosphere according to GNSS receiver data to
electronic content in the D region (let us call this parameter DEC), according to the
parameters of VLF radio signals.

Figure 10 shows DEC and TEC variations caused by flashes X2.2 (a) and X9.3
(b) on 6 September 2017. Here, to calculate DEC the integration of the electron
density Ne was carried out up to a height of h0 + 12 km. TEC was calculated from the
GPS receiver data installed in the Mikhnevo observatory.

You can see that at the solar flash X2.2, (a) the amplitude of the increase in
TEC and DEC was about four times less than during the flash X9.3. So, the change
of the amplitude of the perturbations of both the upper and lower ionosphere was
directly proportional to the change in the X-ray flux. But the most interesting result
of these measurements is the proximity of the electron density perturbations in the

Figure 9.
The time history of the lower ionosphere parameters h0 and β for the X2.2 flash (a) and for the X9.3 flash (b)
on 6 September 2017.
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upper and lower ionosphere. This result shows that the increase in TEC in both
cases was provided by an increase in the electron concentration in the lower
ionosphere.

Figure 11 shows the deviations of TEC from the median value over the
preceding month of 6 September 2017. This map was constructed from the Madrigal
navigation network by using algorithm Eq. (1) as in the previous section.
Comparison of Figures 4 and 11 shows that the maximum deviation of TEC
during a solar flare is about four times less than in the main phase of a strong
magnetic storm.

Figure 10.
Variations of DEC and TEC during solar flashes X2.2 (a) and X9.3 (b) on 6 September 2017.

Figure 11.
The ΔTEC value determined by Eq. (1) for 6 September 2017.
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5. Conclusion

The study of the influence of heliogeophysical phenomena on the conditions of
GNSS functioning was carried out under strong magnetic storms and powerful solar
X-ray flares. Experiments on these types of events were carried out in one latitudi-
nal zone using one set of data sources. This allows not only to study the disturbances
of the upper and lower ionospheres for different geophysical processes but also to
compare their nature and magnitude.

The combined analysis of data from GPS receivers, data from the Madrigal
network, and data from measurements of VLF radio signals provides a fairly com-
plete picture of the effects caused by X-ray flashes and magnetic super storm in the
upper and lower ionospheres.

Both during the solar X-ray flares on 6 September 2017 and during the magnetic
storm on 17 March 2015, the significant changes in the electron concentration of the
ionosphere were observed. But the amplitude of these changes and most impor-
tantly the ratio of the growth of the electron concentration in the D and F regions of
the ionosphere differed significantly in these two events.

During the geomagnetic storm on 17 March 2015, TEC disturbances and VLF
signal variations correspond to its main phase. TEC increase was about 15–20 TECU
(Figure 2a). The perturbation of the F layer at solar X-ray flares was much lower
and did not exceed 2.5 TECU (Figure 5a), so it was approximately eight times less
than during the magnetic storm.

Comparison of TEC estimated from theMadrigal GPS network (Figures 4 and 10)
with the data obtained for individual stations is not correct. However, it can be seen
that according to Madrigal, TEC increase during the magnetic storm was significantly
stronger. It is also obvious that during the solar flashes, there is a much more uniform
distribution of TEC, as it should be in the conditions of illumination by the radiation
of the flash throughout Europe.

The analysis of the results of VLF radio signal amplitude variations on the paths
from several European and American VLF transmitters to the receiver at Mikhnevo
observatory during St. Patrick’s Day magnetic storm on 17 March 2015 and solar X-
ray flares on 6 September 2017 shows the effects of the both events to the lower
ionosphere as well.

To estimate the lower ionospheric contribution to the TEC value, we have
developed a method for restoring the high-altitude profile of electron concentration
in the D region of the ionosphere by using the amplitude and phase characteristics
of signals from VLF transmitters on a two-frequency path.

This method is based on known approaches to solving this problem [17–19]. But
if in these works the determination of the parameters of the lower ionosphere was
carried out by analyzing the contribution to the ionization of X-ray radiation and as
the initial (before the flash) parameters of the ionosphere were used parameters
determined by models, our technique allows to calculate parameters of the lower
ionosphere, in which it was before the disturbance using only the measurement
data.

A comparison of TEC value calculated from GPS receiver data with the calcula-
tion of the electron content in the D region from the data of the VLF radio signal
parameters indicates the possibility of a significant contribution of the lower iono-
sphere, at least during the powerful X-ray flashes.

We have not been able to calculate DEC for magnetic storm conditions. Chang-
ing the parameters of VLF signals was complex and ambiguous. However, the fact
that the increase in the amplitudes of VLF signals during the storm was close to the
growth of this value during solar X-ray flares and the growth of TEC in a storm
significantly exceeded the growth of TEC during solar X-ray flares clearly indicates
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a substantially smaller contribution of DEC to TEC in a magnetic storm than in solar
X-ray flares.

So, the combined analysis of variations of GNSS signals and signals from VLF
radio stations is an effective method for studying the interrelated processes in the
upper and lower ionosphere [23, 24].

We believe that an important result of our research is to demonstrate that the
interpretation of data on the total electronic content of the ionosphere obtained
from the data of GNSS receivers should take into account the contribution that can
make to the TEC value by the change of electron concentration in the lower iono-
sphere. On the other hand, the occurrence of significant electron density perturba-
tions in the lower ionosphere should be taken into account in the analysis of factors
affecting the accuracy and reliability of GNSS operation.
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Chapter 3

Real-Time Monitoring of
Ionospheric Irregularities
and TEC Perturbations
Giorgio Savastano and Michela Ravanelli

Abstract

The ionosphere is a part of the upper atmosphere that is a threat to GNSS and
satellite telecommunication systems. In this chapter, we will dive into the GNSS
real-time monitoring of ionospheric irregularities and TEC perturbations, with a
focus on the detection of small- and medium-scale traveling ionospheric distur-
bances (TIDs) for natural hazard applications. We will describe the Variometric
Approach for Real-Time Ionosphere Observation (VARION) algorithm, which is
capable of estimating TEC variations in real time, and it was used to detect tsunami-
induced TIDs. In particular, the analytical and physical implications of applying the
VARION algorithm both to GNSS dual-frequency MEO (medium Earth orbit) and
GEO (geostationary orbit) satellites will be provided, thus highlighting its relevance
for natural hazard early warning systems and real-time monitoring of ionospheric
irregularities.

Keywords: VARION algorithm, GNSS, GEO, traveling ionospheric disturbances,
tsunami early warning systems, ionospheric irregularities

1. Introduction

As the title of this book suggests, the Earth’s atmosphere represents a threat for
GNSS and telecommunications satellites. In particular, the charged component of
the upper atmosphere, the ionosphere, is responsible for errors in GNSS positioning
that can reach values of tens of meters for single-frequency GNSS receivers [1, 2].
These errors have to be corrected or eliminated in order to make GNSS a valuable
scientific instrument for geodesy and geodynamics applications.

However, the use of GNSS signals is nowdays not only limited to the estimation
of the receiver’s position, but it has eventually become a key instrument for iono-
spheric and tropospheric remote sensing studies and for soil features (GNSS reflec-
tometry) [3]. In particular, GNSS can be used to monitor the ionosphere at different
time and space scales. On a global scale, GNSS observations are used to generate
global ionosphere maps (GIM) by interpolating in both space and time measure-
ments of TEC from stations distributed around the world [4]. On a regional scale,
the same signals can be used to detect fast ionospheric disturbances, such as TIDs
with periods of minutes to about 1 h [5] and ionospheric scintillation with periods of
seconds [6, 7].
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The ionosphere is a very important region of the atmosphere as it carries much
valuable information about the Earth’s system. In fact, the ionosphere is affected
from both ends: (a) from above by space weather, such as geomagnetic storms
induced by strong solar events, and (b) from below by events such as extreme
terrestrial weather and natural hazards.

In this chapter, we focus on the real-time monitoring of ionospheric irregulari-
ties and TEC perturbations through the application of the VARION algorithm. In
Section 2, we review the main mechanisms by which numerous near-ground geo-
physical (e.g., earthquakes, volcano eruptions, tsunamis) and man-made (e.g.,
rocket launches) events induce variations in electron density in the ionosphere. In
Section 3, we describe the VARION algorithm, which is capable of estimating in
real- time changes in the ionospheres’ TEC using stand-alone GNSS receivers and
can be used for real-time ionosphere remote sensing. In Section 4 we present the
main results of the application of the VARION method for two case studies: the
2012 Haida Gwaii tsunami event and a Falcon 9 rocket launch. In Section 5 we
present our conclusions.

2. Earth’s surface and ionosphere coupling mechanisms

Acoustic and gravity waves are the two main mechanisms by which energy
produced by geophysical events at the Earth’s surface can propagate in the atmo-
sphere [8]. The coupling of these atmospheric waves with the ionospheric electron
density [9] produces deviations in TEC from the dominant diurnal variation. Trav-
eling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) are the ionospheric manifestation of these
AGWs’ induced TEC perturbations. In several applications, such as TID detection,
the deviations (also known as fluctuations or perturbations) from the background
level are of interest [10, 11]. Other mechanisms by which the ionospheric plasma
highly deviates from the dominant diurnal variability are the chemical processes
responsible for the ionospheric hole induced by rockets. These processes were
described as the interactions between water (H2O) and hydrogen (H2) molecules
in the exhaust plume and electrons in the ionosphere, through dissociative
recombination.

2.1 Acoustic waves

Pressure-induced TEC anomalies from earthquakes were widely observed in the
last decade, for example, coseismic ionospheric disturbances (CIDs) were
documented with the 2003 MW 8.3 Tokachi-Oki, Japan and the 2008 MW 8.1
Wenchuan, China earthquakes [12] observed at Japanese GEONET sites. CIDs
produced by the 2011 MW 9.0 Tohoku-Oki, Japan earthquake were reported by
several independent research groups [13, 14]. Volcanic eruptions can also excite
acoustic waves and induce anomalies in the TEC measurements [15].

When an earthquake occurs, shock acoustic waves (SAWs) are produced in the
proximity of the epicenter (within 500 km), and secondary acoustic waves are
caused by surface Rayleigh waves propagating far from the epicenter. These pres-
sure waves, upon reaching the ionosphere, will locally affect electron density
through particle collisions between the neutral atmosphere and the ionospheric
plasma [16]. SAWs, governed primarily by longitudinal compression, can propagate
through the atmosphere at the sound speed which varies from several hundred m/s
near sea level to 1 km/s at 400 km altitude [17]. At the height of the ionosphere F
layer, it is about 800–1000 m/s [18], so it takes between 10 and 15 min to reach the
ionosphere and cause the abovementioned disturbance (CID) [19]. Their waveform
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is “N-type wave,” consisting of leading and trailing shocks connected by smooth
linear transition regions. The waveform arises from nonlinear propagation effects:
the amplitude of N waves depends on earthquake magnitude, losses of shock fronts,
neutral wind speed, etc. This means that also CID is N-shaped and propagates at
such velocity [18]. Rayleigh waves travel along the Earth surface at a velocity of
3–4 km/s. They propagate in the form of a train consisting of several oscillations
whose typical period is about ten of seconds [20]. As already mentioned, they
trigger secondary acoustic waves emitted in the form of the same train, propagating
at sound speed. These waves also appear as CID 10–15 min after the earthquake.

It is important to highlight that only acoustic waves which have a frequency
greater than the cutoff frequency can propagate up to the ionosphere [21]. Such
frequency is defined as ωa ¼ γg

2cS
where cS is the speed of sound and γ and g are,

respectively, the specific heat ratio (of the atmosphere) and gravitational accelera-
tion [22, 23]. Thus, waves with a frequency greater than the cutoff one can reach the
ionosphere; otherwise their amplitude decreases exponentially with altitude [22],
and in this case, the waves are named evanescent. The typical values of cutoff
frequency fall within the range 2.1–3.3 mHz [15, 22].

2.2 Gravity waves

Gravity waves (GW) form when air parcels are lifted due to particular fluid
dynamic and then pulled down by buoyancy in an oscillating manner. This can
occur when air passes over mountain chains [24] or when a “mountain,” which is
read as tsunami wave, moves with a certain velocity. Let us imagine the displace-
ment of a volume of atmospheric air from its equilibrium position; it will then find
itself surrounded by air with different density. Buoyant forces will try to bring the
volume of air back to the undisturbed position, but these restoring forces will
overshoot the target and lead it to oscillate about its neutral buoyancy altitude. It
will continue this oscillation about an equilibrium point, generating a gravity wave
that can propagate up through the ionosphere.

Perturbations at the surface that have periods longer than the time needed for
the atmosphere to respond under the restoring force of buoyancy will successfully
propagate upward. This is known as the Brunt-Vaisala frequency N and represents
the maximum frequency for vertically propagating gravity waves. N ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

g=θð Þ dθ=dzð Þp
where g is the gravitational acceleration, θ is the potential tempera-

ture (the temperature that a parcel of air would attain if adiabatically brought to the
ground), and z is the altitude.

Tsunamis have periods longer than this frequency and thus excite atmospheric
gravity waves (AGWs) that can propagate upward in the atmosphere and ulti-
mately cause perturbations in the ionospheric electron density. As the kinetic
energy is conserved up to an altitude of about 200 km, and air density decreases
exponentially with altitude, the AGWs are then strongly amplified in the atmo-
sphere. The ratio of the amplitude of the velocity wave between the ionospheric
height and the ground level is about 104–105 [25]. This fact was first established in
Daniels [26] and was theoretically further developed in Hines [27, 28]. Therefore, it
is possible to remotely detect the effects of ocean tsunamis by observing perturba-
tions in the ionosphere. In detail, AGWs which have frequency lower than the
Brunt-Vaisala frequency can propagate up through the ionosphere [22]. In the
Earth’s atmosphere, it depends on the altitude, and it varies from 3.3 to 1.1 mHz
(typical value is 2.9 mHz [22]), corresponding to a buoyancy period of 5 min at
sea level and about 15 min at 400 km altitude, near the F region peak of the
ionosphere [19].
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is “N-type wave,” consisting of leading and trailing shocks connected by smooth
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2cS
where cS is the speed of sound and γ and g are,
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TIDs can be detected using different observing methods, including ionosondes
[29]; ground-based GPS total electron content (TEC) [17, 30]; dual-frequency,
space-based altimeters [31]; incoherent backscatter radar (ISR) [32]; and space-
based GNSS-RO measurements [33]. Perturbations in the neutral atmosphere after
the 2011 Tohoku-Oki tsunami event have also been detected using accelerometers
and thruster data from the GOCE mission [34]. Several other causes are responsible
for TIDs, such as intense or large-scale tropospheric weather [35], geomagnetic and
auroral activity [36, 37], and earthquakes [38–40]. For this reason, the relationship
between detected TIDs and those that are induced by a tsunami has to be proven,
for example, by verifying that the horizontal speed, direction, and spectral band-
width of the TIDs match that of the ocean tsunami [5].

The vertical propagation speed of an atmospheric gravity wave at these periods
is 40–50 m/s [41], so these perturbations should first be observed about 2 h after the
onset of the tsunami. The TEC anomalies can be identified by their horizontal
propagation speed, which is much slower (200–300 m/s) than that of the acoustic
TID or Rayleigh-wave-induced anomalies and follows the propagation speed of the
tsunami itself, which is, much like the Rayleigh waves in the acoustic case, a moving
source of gravity waves. However, following the 2011 MW 9.0 Tohoku-Oki, Japan
event, which provided dense near-field TEC observations, it was noted that the
onset of the gravity-wave-induced TEC anomalies was shorter, at about 30 min
after the start of the earthquake, and not the 1.5–2 h predicted by previous theoret-
ical computations [17]. This is explained as evidence that it might not be necessary
for the gravity wave to reach the F layer peak (around 300 km altitude) for the TEC
disturbance to be measurable. Rather, disturbances at lower altitudes within the E
layer and the lower portion of the F layer might be substantial enough to be seen in
the TEC observations. This is supported by previous modeling results that showed
significant TEC perturbations over a broad area around the F layer peak [14].
Through comparisons with tsunami simulations of the event, it was convincingly
demonstrated that the tsunami itself must be the source of the observed gravity
waves [17]. In light of these observations, ionospheric soundings may be used to
monitor tsunamis and issue warnings in advance of their arrival at the coast [3, 5].

2.3 Traveling ionospheric disturbances

Disturbances in the ionosphere naturally occur at many different scales. On a
planetary scale, Rossby waves result from latitudinal variations in the strength of
the Coriolis effect and have wavelengths of 1000s of km, while, at smaller scales,
acoustic gravity waves induced by natural hazards have typical wavelengths in the
range of 10-300 km. Based on their phase velocity, wave period, and horizontal
wavelength, TIDs are often classified into medium-scale TID (MSTID) and large-
scale TID (LSTID). Some guidelines on the properties of these two groups are
summarized in Table 1, which was created from [42, 43].

In this chapter, we mainly take into account MSTIDs, as they are the one
typically generated by tsunami waves and other natural hazards.

Period [min] Phase velocity [m/s] Horizontal wavelength [km]

Large scale 30–300 400–1000 1000–3000

Medium scale 10–60 50–300 10–500

Table 1.
TID classification based on phase velocity, wave period, and horizontal wavelength.
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2.4 Dissociative recombination

Several studies were carried out to analyze the ionospheric responses to rocket
launches. The first detection of a localized reduction of ionization due to the inter-
action between the ionosphere and the exhaust plume of the Vanguard II rocket was
reported in [44]. More than a decade after that observation, a sudden decrease in
total electron content (TEC) was observed after the 1973 NASA’s Skylab launch [45]
by measuring the Faraday rotation of radio signals from a geostationary satellite.
This study [45] was reported a dramatic bite-out of more than 50% of the TEC
magnitude having a duration of nearly 4 h and spatial extent of about 1000 km
radius. The chemical processes responsible for the ionospheric hole were described
as the interactions between water (H2O) and hydrogen (H2) molecules in the
exhaust plume and electrons in the ionosphere, through dissociative recombination.
At the level of concentration at which the reactants (H2O andH2) were added to the
ionosphere by the rocket’s engines, the loss process became 100 times more efficient
than the normal loss mechanism in the ionosphere (e.g., N2). Localized plasma
density depletions during rocket launches were detected also using other measure-
ment techniques, such as ground-based incoherent scatter radar and digisonde
[46, 47] and continuous Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers [48, 49].

3. VARION approach

Multiple algorithms were developed to estimate useful ionospheric parameters
from GNSS signals, such as absolute TEC measurements [4, 50], relative TEC
[51, 52], and TEC variations [5]. In this section, we review the main concepts of the
VARION approach, which was first presented in [5] for GNSS satellites (Section
3.1) and subsequently expanded to geostationary satellites in [53] (Section 3.2).

3.1 VARION-GNSS

The VARION approach is based on single time differences of geometry-free
combinations of GNSS carrier-phase measurements (L1 � L2), using a stand-alone
GNSS receiver and standard GNSS broadcast orbits available in real time. The
unknown carrier-phase ambiguity can be considered constant between two consec-
utive epochs as long as no cycle slips occur. In the case that a cycle slip does occur,
then the phase jump can be removed in real time as it represents an outlier in the
time series analysis. The receiver and the satellite IFBs in the carrier-phase iono-
spheric observable are also assumed as constant for a given period [54]. Multipath
terms cannot be considered constant between epochs for sampling rates greater
than 1 second [55]. However, these terms can be mitigated by applying an elevation
cutoff mask of 20 degrees or higher and will be ignored in the following equations
for the sake of simplicity. For these reasons, we can write the geometry-free time
single-difference observation equation [5], with no need of estimate in real time the
phase ambiguity and the IFB:

LGF tþ 1ð Þ � LGF tð Þ ¼ f 21 � f 22
f 22

I S
1R tþ 1ð Þ � I S

1R tð Þ� �
(1)

where the term LGF refers to the geometry-free combination and f 1 and f 2 are
the two frequencies in L-band transmitted by any GNSS satellites. Taking into
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account the ionospheric refraction along the geometric range, we compute the sTEC
variations between two consecutive epochs:

δsTEC tþ 1, tð Þ ¼ f 1
2f 2

2

A f 1
2 � f 2

2� � LGF tþ 1ð Þ � LGF tð Þ½ � (2)

where A ¼ 40:3 � 1016 m½ � Hz½ �2 TECU½ ��1 is the standard conversion factor
linking TEC [TECU] to ionospheric delay in metric unit [meters]. The discrete
derivative of sTEC over time can be simply computed dividing δsTEC by the
interval between epochs t and (t + 1). sTEC is an integrated quantity representing
the total number of electrons included in a column with a cross-sectional area of
1 m2, counted along the signal path s between the satellite S and the receiver R. The
sTEC observations are modeled by collapsing them to the ionospheric pierce point
(IPP) between the satellite-receiver line-of-sight and the single-shell layer located
above the height of F2 peak, where the electron density is assumed to be maximum.
The IPP position can be computed in real time using standard GNSS broadcast orbit
parameters [5], after having chosen the height of the F2 peak.

In this work, single-shell ionospheric layer approximation was applied to explain
the physical meaning of the δsTEC values provided by VARION and to explicitly
show the effect of the IPP motion in the VARION observation equation. This single-
shell ionospheric approximation means that the ionospheric sTEC is assigned to an
IPP point which renders a 2D picture without vertical dependence of any parame-
ter. In this 2D representation of the ionosphere, the variation δsTEC in the interval
δt is equivalent to a total derivative over time where the observational point (IPP)
moves independently of the motion of the medium (ionospheric plasma). The total
derivative encompasses both the variation in time in a certain fixed position (sTEC
partial time derivative) and the variation in time due to the sTEC horizontal spatial
variation and to the horizontal motion of the IPP relative to the horizontal plasma
flow (the relative IPP velocity times the sTEC 2D space gradient on the ionospheric
layer); therefore the VARION-MEO (hereafter called VARION-GNSS):

d sTEC t, sð Þ
dt

¼ ∂ sTEC t, sð Þ
∂t

þ V
!

pla � V
!

ipp

� �
� ∇sTEC t, sð Þ, (3)

where V
!

pla and V
!

ipp are the horizontal plasma and IPP vector velocity field in an
Earth-centered Earth-fixed (ECEF) reference frame (WGS84, in our case, since we
are using broadcast orbits), respectively, and ∇sTEC t, sð Þ is the horizontal spatial
gradient of sTEC. It is clear that the convective derivative term accounts for IPP

motion and plasma motion (V
!

pla � V
!

ipp). It is important to underline that in a full

3D representation of the ionosphere, V
!

pla, V
!

ipp, and ∇sTEC t, sð Þ are altitude-
dependent terms; in our 2D single-shell ionospheric layer approximation, all these
terms are referred to a 300 km height. However, for the purpose of this paper,
Eq. (3) already shows that the ionospheric remote sensing based on GNSS observa-
tions acquired from MEO satellites depends on the time-dependent position of the

IPPs. It is crucial to underline that the V
!

ipp magnitude is not constant during the
period of observation, but it increases for lower elevation angles [56]. In [53] it was

shown that the V
!

ipp magnitudes range 40–120 m/s for elevation angles 30–90
degrees, meaning that these IPPs have a velocity of the same order of magnitude of
most of the ionospheric perturbations induced by natural hazards (e.g., tsunami-
induced TIDs). Also, the background noise, and long period trends of δsTEC in
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Eq. (3), increases for lower elevation angles, when the length of the signal path
inside the ionosphere is longer, leading to larger δsTEC values. This explains the
current limitation of GNSS ionospheric-based early warning algorithms for low
elevation angles. In particular, it is a common practice to apply a cutoff elevation
angle for GNSS ionospheric remote sensing studies which is much higher (20
degrees or higher) than the one normally used for GNSS positioning applications
(5 degrees or lower).

After identifying and removing cycle slips from δsTEC time series, we integrate
Eq. (3) over time in order to reconstruct the final ΔsTEC perturbation term. The
VARION approach overcomes the problem of estimating the phase initial ambiguity
and the satellite inter-frequency biases (IFBs), which can be assumed constant for
a given period [5], thus being ideal for real-time applications.

3.2 VARION-geo

A GEO satellite experiences libration only (i.e., drifting back and forth between
two stable points), so that it can be considered motionless relative to an ECEF

reference frame, and as a result the IPP’s velocity vector V
!

ipp is negligible. For this
reason, Eq. (3) becomes:

d sTEC t, sð Þ
dt

¼ ∂ sTEC t, sð Þ
∂t

þ V
!

pla � ∇sTEC t, sð Þ, (4)

which can be considered the new VARION-GEO observable. Eq. (4) formally
reveals the fundamental property of GEO satellites: independence of the estimated
δsTEC value on the motion of the IPP. Since GEO observations have a constant
elevation angle, we can assume a constant level of observational noise throughout
the entire period of observation. Furthermore, GEO observations are less prone to
trends induced at low elevation angles, when the length of the signal path inside the
ionosphere is longer, leading to larger δsTEC values. The other important advantage
of GEO satellites is the fact that they provide long-term continuous time series over
a fixed location.

4. Main results

In this section, we will give an outlook on the main results achieved through the
VARION approach. In particular, we will show the main results from [5] for
tsunami-generated TID detection (Section 4.1) and from [53] for ionospheric
plasma depletion analysis (Section 4.2). For more details on these test cases and on
the related data processing performed with VARION, please refer to the cited
papers.

4.1 Haida Gwaii tsunami-induced TIDs

4.1.1 Dataset

Using the VARION algorithm, we compute TEC variations induced by the 2012
Haida Gwaii tsunami event at 56 GPS receivers from Plate Boundary Observatory
(PBO) in Hawaiian Islands. All the GPS permanent stations are located in Big Island
(see Figure 1) and acquired observations at 15 and 30 second rate. In order to
validate the methodology, results were, hence, compared with the real-time
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d sTEC t, sð Þ
dt

¼ ∂ sTEC t, sð Þ
∂t

þ V
!

pla � V
!

ipp

� �
� ∇sTEC t, sð Þ, (3)

where V
!

pla and V
!

ipp are the horizontal plasma and IPP vector velocity field in an
Earth-centered Earth-fixed (ECEF) reference frame (WGS84, in our case, since we
are using broadcast orbits), respectively, and ∇sTEC t, sð Þ is the horizontal spatial
gradient of sTEC. It is clear that the convective derivative term accounts for IPP

motion and plasma motion (V
!

pla � V
!

ipp). It is important to underline that in a full

3D representation of the ionosphere, V
!

pla, V
!

ipp, and ∇sTEC t, sð Þ are altitude-
dependent terms; in our 2D single-shell ionospheric layer approximation, all these
terms are referred to a 300 km height. However, for the purpose of this paper,
Eq. (3) already shows that the ionospheric remote sensing based on GNSS observa-
tions acquired from MEO satellites depends on the time-dependent position of the

IPPs. It is crucial to underline that the V
!

ipp magnitude is not constant during the
period of observation, but it increases for lower elevation angles [56]. In [53] it was

shown that the V
!

ipp magnitudes range 40–120 m/s for elevation angles 30–90
degrees, meaning that these IPPs have a velocity of the same order of magnitude of
most of the ionospheric perturbations induced by natural hazards (e.g., tsunami-
induced TIDs). Also, the background noise, and long period trends of δsTEC in
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Eq. (3), increases for lower elevation angles, when the length of the signal path
inside the ionosphere is longer, leading to larger δsTEC values. This explains the
current limitation of GNSS ionospheric-based early warning algorithms for low
elevation angles. In particular, it is a common practice to apply a cutoff elevation
angle for GNSS ionospheric remote sensing studies which is much higher (20
degrees or higher) than the one normally used for GNSS positioning applications
(5 degrees or lower).

After identifying and removing cycle slips from δsTEC time series, we integrate
Eq. (3) over time in order to reconstruct the final ΔsTEC perturbation term. The
VARION approach overcomes the problem of estimating the phase initial ambiguity
and the satellite inter-frequency biases (IFBs), which can be assumed constant for
a given period [5], thus being ideal for real-time applications.

3.2 VARION-geo

A GEO satellite experiences libration only (i.e., drifting back and forth between
two stable points), so that it can be considered motionless relative to an ECEF

reference frame, and as a result the IPP’s velocity vector V
!

ipp is negligible. For this
reason, Eq. (3) becomes:

d sTEC t, sð Þ
dt

¼ ∂ sTEC t, sð Þ
∂t

þ V
!

pla � ∇sTEC t, sð Þ, (4)

which can be considered the new VARION-GEO observable. Eq. (4) formally
reveals the fundamental property of GEO satellites: independence of the estimated
δsTEC value on the motion of the IPP. Since GEO observations have a constant
elevation angle, we can assume a constant level of observational noise throughout
the entire period of observation. Furthermore, GEO observations are less prone to
trends induced at low elevation angles, when the length of the signal path inside the
ionosphere is longer, leading to larger δsTEC values. The other important advantage
of GEO satellites is the fact that they provide long-term continuous time series over
a fixed location.

4. Main results

In this section, we will give an outlook on the main results achieved through the
VARION approach. In particular, we will show the main results from [5] for
tsunami-generated TID detection (Section 4.1) and from [53] for ionospheric
plasma depletion analysis (Section 4.2). For more details on these test cases and on
the related data processing performed with VARION, please refer to the cited
papers.

4.1 Haida Gwaii tsunami-induced TIDs

4.1.1 Dataset

Using the VARION algorithm, we compute TEC variations induced by the 2012
Haida Gwaii tsunami event at 56 GPS receivers from Plate Boundary Observatory
(PBO) in Hawaiian Islands. All the GPS permanent stations are located in Big Island
(see Figure 1) and acquired observations at 15 and 30 second rate. In order to
validate the methodology, results were, hence, compared with the real-time
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tsunami Method of Splitting Tsunami (MOST) model produced by the NOAA
Center for Tsunami Research [57, 58].

4.1.2 Results and discussion

VARION processing outcame a TEC perturbation with amplitudes of up to 0.25
TEC units and traveling ionospheric perturbations (TIDs) moving away from the
earthquake epicenter at an approximate speed of 277 m/s. To better study the
localized variations of power in the TEC time series, a Paul wavelet analysis was
performed [59, 60]. We find perturbation periods consistent with a tsunami typical
deep ocean period. In particular, periods in the range of 10–30 min were obtained:
these periods are similar to the ones of the tsunami ocean waves, which can range
from 5 min up to an hour with the typical deep ocean period of only 10–30 wave-
lengths around 400 km and the velocity approximately 200 m/s.

Figure 2 shows the sTEC time series wavelet analysis for the seven satellites in
view at the station AHUP. The upper panels show the sTEC time series obtained
with the VARION software in a real-time scenario. The bottom panels indicate the
wavelet spectra. The colors represent the intensity of the power spectrum, and the
black contour encloses regions of greater than 95% of confidence for a red noise
process. We can identify five satellites (PRNs 4, 7, 8, 10, 20) with peaks consistent
in time and period with the tsunami ocean waves. These results clearly show TIDs
appearing after the tsunami reached the islands, with an increase of the power
spectrum for periods between 10 and 30 min during the TIDs.

Figure 3 shows time sTEC variations for 2 h (08:00–10:00 UT � 28 October
2012) at the IPPs vs. distance from the Haida Gwaii earthquake epicenter, for the
same seven satellites under consideration. The TIDs are clearly visible in the inter-
val of significant sTEC variations (from positive to negative values and vice versa).
The vertical and horizontal black lines represent the time (when the tsunami
arrived at the Hawaii Islands) and the distance (between the epicenter and the Big
Island), respectively. In this way, we identify the green rectangle as the alert area,
and it is evident that satellite PRN 10, the closest to the earthquake epicenter,
detected TIDs before the tsunami arrived at Hawaiian Islands (08:30:08 UT).

Figure 1.
Map indicating the epicenter of the 10/27/2012 Canadian earthquake (left panel) and zoomed-in image of the
Hawaii big island, where the 56 used GPS stations are located. Figure adapted from Savastano et al. [5].
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In the distance vs. time plots (also called hodochrons), the slope of the straight line,
fitted considering corresponding sTEC minima for different satellites, represents
the horizontal speed estimate of TIDs. This plot indicates that the linear least
squares’ estimated speed of the TIDs is about 316 m/s, and it is found to be in good

Figure 3.
sTEC variations for 2 h (08:00–10:00 UT � 28 October 2012) at the IPPs vs. distance from the Haida Gwaii
earthquake epicenter, for the 7 satellites observed from the 56 Hawaii big islands GPS permanent stations. The
TIDs are clearly visible in the interval of significant sTEC variations (from positive to negative values and vice
versa). The vertical and horizontal black lines represent the time (when the tsunami arrived at the Hawaii
Islands) and the distance (between the epicenter and the big island), respectively; it is evident that PRN 10
detected TIDs before the tsunami arrived at Hawaii Islands (08:30:08 UT). The slope of the straight line fitted,
considering a linear least squares regression for corresponding sTEC minima for different satellites, represents
the TIDs’ mean propagation velocity. Figure adapted from Savastano et al. [5].

Figure 2.
(a), (b), (e), (f) Four of 260 time series used for the wavelet analysis, station AHUP, satellite PRN 4, 7, 8, 10.
(c), (d), (g), (h) the wavelet power spectrum used the Paul wavelet. The vertical axis displays the Fourier
period (min), while the horizontal axis is time (s). The black vertical line represents the time when the tsunami
reached the Hawaiian islands. The color panels represent the intensity of the power spectrum; the black contour
encloses regions of greater than 95% confidence for a red noise process with a lag-1 coefficient of 0.72; the
external black line indicates the cone of influence, the limit outside of which edge effects may become significant.
Figure adapted from Savastano et al. [5].
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Figure 2.
(a), (b), (e), (f) Four of 260 time series used for the wavelet analysis, station AHUP, satellite PRN 4, 7, 8, 10.
(c), (d), (g), (h) the wavelet power spectrum used the Paul wavelet. The vertical axis displays the Fourier
period (min), while the horizontal axis is time (s). The black vertical line represents the time when the tsunami
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agreement with a typical speed of the tsunami gravity waves estimated with
ground-based GNSS receivers.

Figure 4 displays a sequence of maps of the region around the Hawaiian Islands
showing the variations in sTEC (determinable in real time) at IPP/SPI locations on
top of the MOST model sea-surface heights. Note that, just as the MOST model
wavefronts are moving past the IPPs, the sTEC variations in the region become
pronounced, correlated with the passage of the ocean tsunami itself. In particular, at
08:22:00 GPS time (08:21:44 UT), we are able to see sTEC perturbations from 56
stations looking at satellite PRN 10. The propagation of the MOST modeled tsunami
passes the ionospheric pierce points located NW of the Big Island and offers insight
with regard to the ionospheric response to the tsunami-driven atmospheric gravity
wave. These perturbations are detected before the tsunami reached the islands as
seen from the locations of the SIP points. The following frames indicate the
tsunami-driven TIDs detected from the other four satellites (PRNs 4, 7, 8, 20)
tracking the propagating tsunami (see supplementary video SV1 online).

4.2 Falcon 9 rocket-induced ionospheric plasma depletion

4.2.1 Dataset

To estimate the slant TEC variations associated with the rocket launch, we
applied the VARION algorithm to the WAAS-GEO observations collected at 62
Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) sites located in California (https://www.unavc
o.org/instrumentation/networks/status/pbohttps://www.unavco.org/instrumenta
tion/networks/status/pbo). In this study, we used satellite S35 (PRN 135) located at
133 degree West and satellite S38 (PRN 138) located at 107.3 degree West. Figure 5
(left panel) shows the IPP location for satellites S35 (blue dots) and S38 (yellow
dots) and the location of the ionosonde site PA836 (red dot). We use the standard
single-shell ionospheric layer approximation at the height of 300 km to calculate the
IPP locations [61]. On the right, two maps representing the Earth as seen from these

Figure 4.
Space–time sTEC variations at six epochs within the 2-h interval (08:00–10:00 UT � 28 October 2012) at the
SIPs for the five satellites showing TIDs over-plotted the tsunami MOST model. TIDs are consistent in time and
space with the tsunami waves. Figure adapted from Savastano et al. [5].
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two GEO satellites are shown. The raw GEO observations are available in RINEX
format with a sampling rate of 15 seconds.

The ionosonde observations from site PA836 (located less than 5 kilometers
from the Vandenberg Air force Base) are used here for an independent comparison
with the VARION-GEO solutions. The electron density profiles derived from the
sweeping ionosonde observations extend from the lower E region to the F region
peak with 15 min of cadence.

4.2.2 Results and discussion

Figure 6(a) shows the closest VARION-GEO ΔsTEC time series to the
ionosonde site and (b) shows the ionosonde peak electron density (NmF2)

Figure 5.
Map showing the IPP location for satellites S35 (blue dots) and S38 (yellow dots) seen from the 62 GNSS
stations. The IPPs for GEO satellites can be considered to be fixed over time. The red dot represents the location
of the ionosonde site PA836. On the right, we display two maps representing the earth as seen fromWAAS-GEO
satellites S35 and S38. Figure adapted from Savastano et al. [53].

Figure 6.
(a) Shows the VARION-GEO ΔsTEC solutions obtained from station p215, satellite S38. (b) Shows the NmF2
time variability obtained from ionosonde PA836. (c) Shows the down-sampled and normalized ΔsTEC
solutions (red curve) and the normalized NmF2 time series (blue curve) plotted using a common scale [0, 1].
This figure shows a high correlation between the VARION-GEO ΔsTEC solutions and ionosonde data. The
correlation coefficient between the two curves is 0.97. Figure adapted from Savastano et al. [53].
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two GEO satellites are shown. The raw GEO observations are available in RINEX
format with a sampling rate of 15 seconds.

The ionosonde observations from site PA836 (located less than 5 kilometers
from the Vandenberg Air force Base) are used here for an independent comparison
with the VARION-GEO solutions. The electron density profiles derived from the
sweeping ionosonde observations extend from the lower E region to the F region
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Figure 6(a) shows the closest VARION-GEO ΔsTEC time series to the
ionosonde site and (b) shows the ionosonde peak electron density (NmF2)
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(a) Shows the VARION-GEO ΔsTEC solutions obtained from station p215, satellite S38. (b) Shows the NmF2
time variability obtained from ionosonde PA836. (c) Shows the down-sampled and normalized ΔsTEC
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extracted for each electron density profile measured by the ionosonde and plotted
as a function of time. An electron density depletion in the F2 layer is clearly visible
from both data sets. In order to quantify the agreement between the two curves, we
applied a min-max normalization to the two curves to bring all values into the range
[0, 1]. This procedure allows us to study the correlation between the two curves:
Figure 6(c) displays the normalized ΔsTEC (red) and NmF2 (blue) curves. We
then down-sampled the normalized VARION-GEO solutions in order to have the
same sampling rate as the ionosonde data (15 min). Finally, we computed the
correlation coefficient between the two curves, and we found a value of 0.97.
Despite the fact the ionosonde electron density profiles extend up to the F2 peak,
and that two measurements are not exactly co-located, the agreement between the
two datasets is very good.

Figure 7 displays a sequence of six maps (every 5 min) in the region around
Vandenberg Air Force Base in California. These maps show the VARION-GEO
ΔsTEC solutions at GEO-IPP locations for satellites S35 and S38 (squared markers)
and the VARION-GPS solutions for satellites G02, G05, G06, G12, G25, and G29
(circle markers). The colors represent variations in the ΔsTEC. The ionospheric hole
(blue color) is clearly detected from both GEO satellites 5 min after the rocket
launch. The GPS satellites start detecting the ionospheric hole as they are moving
inside the depleted ionospheric region. This figure well illustrates the difference
between GEO and GPS solutions. VARION-GEO solutions provide a direct estima-
tion of the time evolution of the ionosphere over a fixed location, while VARION-
GPS solutions are also affected by the ionospheric spatial gradients as they move
along the IPP trajectory (Section 3.2). The figure shows the potential benefits of
GEO satellites as a complementary technique for well-established GPS satellites.

5. Conclusions

It is widely known that ionospheric anomalies can be a threat to GNSS and
satellite telecommunications; therefore real-time monitoring of the ionosphere

Figure 7.
Space–time ΔsTEC variations for 30 min after the launch (one frame every 5 min) at the SIPs (same positions
of the corresponding IPPs on the map) for the 2 GEO satellites (square symbols) and 6 GPS satellites (denoted
by circles) seen from the 62 GNSS permanent stations. The ionospheric hole is detected from both GEO satellites
5 min after the rocket launch. The coordinates are expressed in geodetic latitude (in degrees north) and
longitude (in degrees west). Figure adapted from Savastano et al. [53].
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represents an important outreach. This chapter finds its reasons in this background,
but in the meantime it extends its fields of application to natural hazard early
warning systems. It represents an overview about the possible real-time VARION
applications for the monitoring of ionospheric irregularities and TEC perturbations.

The VARION is based on single time difference of geometry-free combination of
carrier-phase observations that makes it suitable for real-time application. The
VARION algorithm was applied both to standard GNSS MEO satellites and to GNSS
GEO satellites. It is important to underline that these analyses were carried out in
real-time scenario: only data available in real time were used.

In detail, the 2012 Haida Gwaii tsunami event represents a fundamental study
case as it showed for the first time that real-time detection of tsunami-induced TEC
perturbations is possible and that these TIDs become clear before the tsunami
waves hit the Hawaii Big Island [5]. This paper demonstrated that real-time GNSS
tracking of TEC perturbations can provide information on tsunami propagation that
is consistent with that generated by NOAA’s current real-time forecast system [62].
The ability of VARION to detect the TIDs before the tsunami arrival represents a
valid contribution for the enhancement of tsunami early warning system.

In [53], it was demonstrated that the extension of the VARION algorithm to
GEO satellites enabled a better description of the ionospheric plasma depletion
induced by a Falcon 9 rocket. These results are relevant for different GNSS appli-
cations, since an ionospheric plasma depletion can potentially lead to a range error
of several meters. Lastly, the VARION was implemented in the JPL’s Global Differ-
ential GPS System (GDGPS) real-time interface that may be accessed at (https://
iono2la.gdgps.net/), allowing real-time monitoring of the status of the ionosphere.

Therefore, the VARION extreme versatility makes it suitable for real-time iono-
spheric monitoring and anomaly detection applications.
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is consistent with that generated by NOAA’s current real-time forecast system [62].
The ability of VARION to detect the TIDs before the tsunami arrival represents a
valid contribution for the enhancement of tsunami early warning system.

In [53], it was demonstrated that the extension of the VARION algorithm to
GEO satellites enabled a better description of the ionospheric plasma depletion
induced by a Falcon 9 rocket. These results are relevant for different GNSS appli-
cations, since an ionospheric plasma depletion can potentially lead to a range error
of several meters. Lastly, the VARION was implemented in the JPL’s Global Differ-
ential GPS System (GDGPS) real-time interface that may be accessed at (https://
iono2la.gdgps.net/), allowing real-time monitoring of the status of the ionosphere.

Therefore, the VARION extreme versatility makes it suitable for real-time iono-
spheric monitoring and anomaly detection applications.
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Chapter 4

GPS Signal Multipath Error
Mitigation Technique
Bharati Bidikar, Babji Prasad Chapa,
Mogadala Vinod Kumar and Gottapu Sasibhushana Rao

Abstract

The performance of GPS receiver depends on the accuracy of the range
measurements. The predominant errors in range measurements are due to propa-
gation path delays, making the measured range longer than it would be, if the signal
has not reflected or refracted while propagating. In this chapter, an algorithm is
proposed to mitigate the multipath error on the pseudorange measured from L1
carrier frequency. The error is estimated considering the linear combination of the
GPS measurements and carrier frequencies of L band, viz. L1 and L2. This algorithm
exploits the random nature of the multipath error and it avoids complex calcula-
tions involving sensitive parameter like reflection coefficient of the nearby reflec-
tors. The multipath error is mitigated for standalone GPS receiver located in Indian
subcontinent. Implementation of the algorithm shows pseudorange error due to
multipath varied from 7 to 52 m, where the signals of low elevation satellites are
most affected. GPS receiver position is calculated by considering multipath error
corrected pseudoranges of all the visible satellites. This resulted in maximum error
reduction of 30 m in receiver position estimates. This mitigation technique will be
useful in selecting the site for GPS receiving antenna, where reflection coefficients
are difficult to measure.

Keywords: GPS, L1 and L2 frequencies, elevation angle, pseudorange, carrier phase
range, multipath error, ionospheric delay

1. Introduction

GPS finds its applications in most of the day to day activities of human life, viz.
precise farming, surveying, missile guidance, military and civil aviation [1]. How-
ever, the accuracy, availability, reliability, and integrity of GPS navigation solution
are impaired by various errors which are originating at the satellites, like orbital
errors, satellite clock errors, etc. [2]; whereas, the receiver clock errors, multipath
errors, receiver noise, and antenna phase center variations are the errors originating
at the receiver [3]. Also, the propagation medium contributes to the delays in the
GPS signal, as it passes through the ionosphere and troposphere [4]. In addition
to these errors, the accuracy of the navigation solution is also affected by GPS
satellites location as viewed by the receiver. Hence, error estimation and
correction is a primary concern in precise navigation applications. In this chapter,
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the error originating at the receiver which is due to GPS signal multiple paths is
addressed.

The signal transmitted by the satellite, taking multiple paths, affects both the
pseudorange and carrier phase measurements [5]. But the effect of multipath on
pseudorange is much higher than the carrier phase [6, 7]. The pseudorange
multipath error in an urban environment is characterized by considering signal to
noise ratio and elevation angle for DGPS [8]. The multipath effect on carrier phase
measurements was also detected [9]. The GPS receiver cannot distinguish the direct
signal from the several multipath signals. This problem in tracking loop was
addressed by several authors [10, 11]. For the same GPS receiver, multipath error
differs depending on the reflecting surfaces, viz. multipath effect due to large water
bodies like sea surface. Multipath due to water bodies and its impact on the preci-
sion of GNSS positioning in marine application was also studied [12] and similar
studied were done for static and kinematic receivers [13]. There are several studies
mitigating the multipath error by antenna based mitigation methods. A choke ring
antenna with ground plane to absorb multipath signals was proved to mitigate the
error to large extent [14, 15]. Mitigation of the error and the performance of the
receivers are analyzed for dual frequency receiver as well [16]. Some techniques
also rely on the analysis of the signal-to-noise ratio values of GPS signals [17]. Apart
from these methods the filter-based techniques are also implemented to extract or
eliminate multipath effects, such as wavelet filters [18–20], Vondrak filter [21] and
adaptive filter [22]. In precise positioning applications, multipath is a major error
source and impact needs to be calculated especially in urban canyon while setting
up GPS receiver antenna [23]. The multipath error originating at the receiver is very
sensitive to geometry (like size and surface texture) and the reflection coefficients
of the nearby reflectors [24]. These parameters limit the efficiency of the conven-
tional multipath modeling methods. But in this chapter, an algorithm is proposed to
calculate the multipath error affecting GPS L1 pseudorange range measurement.
The algorithm utilizes the relationship between the code range measurements,
carrier phase measurements and carrier frequencies (L1 = 1575.42 MHz and
L2 = 1227.60 MHz) [25]. In this chapter, the multipath error affecting the
pseudorange measurements of Satellite Vehicle Pseudorandom Noise (SVPRN) 07,
23, 28 and 31 are estimated using the proposed algorithm. The ephemerides data of
these satellites for the entire day was collected on March 11, 2019, from a standalone
GPS receiver, located in the Indian subcontinent. The proposed algorithm and the
impact analysis done in this chapter will also be a valuable aid for setting up the GPS
receiver antenna for air traffic control and navigation. Section 2 briefly explains the
error budget and explains multipath error in detail. It also gives brief overview of
the existing multipath error mitigation techniques. Section 3 gives the proposed
multipath error estimation algorithm. Finally, the results and conclusions are given
in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.

2. Multipath error in GPS

GPS measurements are biased by many errors. These errors are specific to each
satellite signal and translate into a receiver position error (the receiver position
being calculated from the estimated travel time of the signal from each satellite to
the receiver). The errors are divided into three major groups as,

• Errors originating at the satellite like satellite clock error, ephemeris error, and
error due to orbital eccentricity
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• Errors originating in the propagation medium like ionospheric delay and
neutral atmospheric delay

• Errors originating at the receiver like multipath error, receiver clock error, and
instrument biases.

The major error sources their impact on PGS range measurements are given in
Table 1 [26].

A GPS signal may take several paths to a receiver’s antenna and the signal can be
reflected from buildings or ground and interfere with the direct signal creating a
range error of several meters or more. The error impact on pseudorange measure-
ment is much larger than that on the carrier phase. The inaccuracy in pseudorange
directly affects the receiver position estimation. But for carrier phase measure-
ments, the inaccuracy due to multipath will lead to a wide ambiguity search space
and hence takes a longer time to resolve the ambiguity. This will result in incorrect
determination of initial ambiguity which further leads to positioning errors. The
signal delay due to multipath is very sensitive to the reflection coefficients of the
nearby reflectors. These parameters limit the efficiency of the multipath modeling
techniques. The impact of the multipath error on GPS satellite signal is given in the
following sub section.

2.1 Multipath effect on GPS measurements

GPS receiver determines the pseudorange by code tracking and carrier tracking
method. Code tracking method estimates the propagation time and carrier phase
tracking method estimates phase delay between the received carrier and the locally
generated signal. To measure the propagation time, i.e., the code range measure-
ment, the locally generated code is shifted in time and correlated with the received
signal. The correlation parameter is used by a discriminator to adjust the locally
generated code with the received code and obtain the time delay. This time delay
when scaled by the speed of light gives the range between the satellite and the
receiver. A common code discriminator function used in GNSS receivers is the early
correlator (E) minus Late correlator (L) values (E-L). The early correlator value is

Error source Nominal
values (m)

Remarks

Orbit 1–5 Error in broadcast ephemeris due to residual errors in curve fitting

Clock 3–5 Due to satellite clock drift

Ionosphere 2–50 Depends upon satellite elevation angle and solar activity

Troposphere 2–30 Depends upon the water vapor content in the lower part of
atmosphere

Code multipath 15–150 Maximum 150 m using one chip correlator spacing and 15 m using
0.1 chip correlator spacing

Code noise 0.1–3 For C/A code. Depends upon receiver technology and dynamic
stress

Carrier multipath 0.001–0.03 Maximum 4.75 cm for L1 carrier and 6.11 cm for L2 carrier

Carrier noise 0.0002–0.002 For L1 carrier. Depends upon receiver technology and dynamic
stress

Table 1.
GPS error sources for SPS receivers.
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• Errors originating in the propagation medium like ionospheric delay and
neutral atmospheric delay

• Errors originating at the receiver like multipath error, receiver clock error, and
instrument biases.

The major error sources their impact on PGS range measurements are given in
Table 1 [26].

A GPS signal may take several paths to a receiver’s antenna and the signal can be
reflected from buildings or ground and interfere with the direct signal creating a
range error of several meters or more. The error impact on pseudorange measure-
ment is much larger than that on the carrier phase. The inaccuracy in pseudorange
directly affects the receiver position estimation. But for carrier phase measure-
ments, the inaccuracy due to multipath will lead to a wide ambiguity search space
and hence takes a longer time to resolve the ambiguity. This will result in incorrect
determination of initial ambiguity which further leads to positioning errors. The
signal delay due to multipath is very sensitive to the reflection coefficients of the
nearby reflectors. These parameters limit the efficiency of the multipath modeling
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generated code with the received code and obtain the time delay. This time delay
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the correlation between the incoming code and an early version of the locally
generated code. The Late correlator value is the correlation value between the
incoming code and a late version of the locally generated code. In the presence of
multipath, the time delay is estimated by correlating the composite signal with
locally generate code(s), which result in code measurement errors. The impact of
multipath on code phase measurements can be up to half a chip equivalent to a
range error of about 150 m for the GPS C/A code.

In a GPS receiver, the carrier phase is measured by accumulating the phase of
the numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) output. In an environment, where
there are no reflected signals, the incoming signal carrier is the same as the direct
signal carrier. The NCO generated local carrier locks onto the direct carrier very
accurately, and, as a result, the true phase difference between the incoming signal
carrier and the locally generated carrier is nearly zero, (actually zero mean), at
steady state. The resulting phase measurements are very accurate. In the presence
of multipath, however, the composite signal phase shifts from the direct signal
phase, and the NCO-generated local carrier locks onto the composite carrier phase,
resulting in an error in the phase measurement. The processing of the received
signal in GPS receiver is shown below.

The change in carrier phase due to multipath effect can be determined in the
PLL section of the GPS receiver as shown in Figure 1. Following steps are carried
out to extract the error in phase due to multipath,

Step 1: The direct signal received at the receiver is Acosφ. Here the “A” is
amplitude and “φ” is phase angle.

Step 2: The reflected signal is modeled as α Acosφþ Δφð Þ, where “α” is
attenuation constant and “Δφ” is change in carrier phase of the maximum
reflected signal.

Step 3: The composite signal received as the GPS receiver is

A cosφþ α A cosφþ Δφð Þ (1)

Figure 1.
GPS receiver block diagram showing extraction of code and carrier phase measurements from received composite
signal.
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Step 4: The error in phase measurement due to multipath is modeled as,

δφ ¼ tan �1 sin Δφ
α�1 þ cos Δφ

� �
(2)

The above explained method involves tedious trigonometric relationship and is
difficult to determine the error due to multipath. To mitigate the multipath error,
highly sensitive GPS receivers utilize multiple narrow-spaced correlators. But most of
the multipath mitigation techniques related to GPS receiver hardware are not cost
effective and need complex hardware to implement; whereas the data processing
methods to mitigate the multipath error are more effective. These methods involve
correction of GPS code and carrier phase measurements. Multipath elimination delay
lock loop are used to mitigate multipath at the receiver signal processing level [27].
Most modern GPS receivers now employ similar algorithms. However, multipath
cannot be completely removed and the residuals may still be too large to ignore when
high accuracy positioning results are required. The antenna based mitigation tech-
niques involve the use of antenna with a high sensitivity to right-hand circular
polarized (RHCP) signals, choke-ring-ground-plane antenna and antenna arrays. The
reflected signals typically contain a large LHCP component. Multipath susceptibility
of an antenna can be quantified with respect to the antenna’s gain pattern character-
istics by the multipath ratio (MRP) [28]. Most of the multipath error modeling or
mitigation methods are complex to implement; hence in the following section, a
multipath mitigation technique on pseudorange on L1 carrier is given, which makes
the use of the linear combination of GPS measurements.

3. Pseudorange multipath error mitigation

Among the many errors affecting the GPS measurements [29], the predominant
errors like ionospheric delay, multipath error and integer ambiguity are considered
in the method. The range measurements on L1 and L2 carrier frequency are given
by Eq. (3), (4), and (5).

PL1 ¼ ρþ IL1 þMPL1 (3)

where PL1 = pseudorange on L1 frequency [m]; ρ = geometric range [m];
IL1 = ionospheric delay on L1 frequency [m]; MPL1 = multipath error on PL1 [m].

φL1 ¼ ρ� IL1 þ λL1NL1 þmφL1 (4)

φL2 ¼ ρ� IL2 þ λL2NL2 þmφL2 (5)

where φL1 = Carrier phase measurement on L1 frequency [m]; φL2= Carrier
phase measurement on L2 frequency [m]; NL1, NL2= Integer ambiguity on L1 and
L2 frequencies respectively; λL1=Wavelength of L1 carrier frequency [m];
λL2=Wavelength of L2 carrier frequency [m]; mφL1 = Multipath error on φL1[m];
mφL2= multipath error on φL2 [m].

The multipath error in carrier phase measurements (mφL1 and mφL2) are
assumed to be negligible compared to the error in pseudorange measurement. The
expression forMPL1 can be obtained by forming the appropriate linear combination
of code range and carrier phase measurements (subtract Eq. (4) from Eq. (3)).

PL1 � φL1 ¼ 2IL1 � λL1NL1 þMPL1

PL1 � φL1 � 2IL1 ¼ MPL1 � λL1NL1
(6)
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Step 4: The error in phase measurement due to multipath is modeled as,

δφ ¼ tan �1 sin Δφ
α�1 þ cos Δφ

� �
(2)

The above explained method involves tedious trigonometric relationship and is
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To make the above equation free from ionospheric delay, the Eq. (5) is
subtracted from Eq. (4) and rearranged as below,

φL1 � φL2 ¼ IL2 � IL1 þ λL1NL1 � λL2NL2 (7)

Since the ionosphere is dispersive medium, the delay is frequency dependent.
Hence the delays (IL1 and IL2) are related to the respective carrier frequencies ( f L1
and f L2) as,

f L1= f L2
� �2 ¼ IL2=IL1 (8)

By substituting the above equation for IL2 in terms of IL1, we get

φL1 � φL2 ¼ f L1= f L2
� �2 � IL1 � IL1 þ λL1NL1 � λL2NL2

φL1 � φL2 ¼ f L1= f L2
� �2 � 1

� �
� IL1 þ λL1NL1 � λL2NL2

(9)

Simplifying Eq. (9) we get,

IL1 ¼ 1= f L1= f L2
� �2 � 1

� �
� φL1 � φL2ð Þ þ 1= f L1= f L2

� �2 � 1
� �

� λL2NL2 � λL1NL1ð Þ
(10)

Substituting the above expression for I1 in Eq. (6) we get,

MPL1 � λL1NL1 ¼ PL1 � φL1 � 2= f L1= f L2
� �2 � 1

� �
� φL1 � φL2ð Þ

þ 2= f L1= f L2
� �2 � 1

� �
� λL2NL2 � λL1NL1ð Þ (11)

Rearranging the terms in Eq. (11) we get,

MPL1 � λL1NL1 � 2= f L1= f L2
� �2 � 1

� �
� λL2NL2 � λL1NL1ð Þ

� �

¼ PL1 � f L1= f L2
� �2 þ 1

� �
= f L1= f L2

� �2 � 1
� �

� φL1 þ 2= f L1= f L2
� �2 � 1

� �
� φL2

(12)

MPL1 ¼ λL1NL1 � 2= f L1= f L2
� �2 � 1

� �
� λL2NL2 � λL1NL1ð Þ

� �
PL1

� f L1= f L2
� �2 þ 1

� �
= f L1= f L2

� �2 � 1
� �

� φL1 þ 2= f L1= f L2
� �2 � 1

� �
� φL2

(13)

In above equation λL1NL1 � 2= f L1= f L2
� �2 � 1

� �
� λL2NL2 � λL1NL1ð Þ

� �
is con-

stant and expectation ofMPL1 is assumed as zero. The impact of the multipath error
and its variation with respect to elevation angle of the satellites for the entire
duration of observation are analyzed. This analysis will be helpful in kinematic
applications where multipath signal becomes more arbitrary, particularly in aircraft
navigation and missile guidance where the reflecting geometry and the environ-
ment around the receiving antenna changes relatively in random way [29].
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4. Results and discussion

Statistical analysis of the results shows that multipath error is too large to
neglect. These errors are estimated for location having ECEF coordinates as
xu = 706970.90 m, yu = 6035941.02 m, and zu = 1930009.58 m in the Indian
subcontinent for typical ephemerides data collected on March 11, 2019, from the
dual frequency GPS receiver located at Department of Electronics and Communi-
cation Engineering, Andhra University College of Engineering, Visakhapatnam
(Lat: 17.73oN/Long: 83.319°E), India. The city of Visakhapatnam with an area of
11,161 sq.kms is surrounded by Eastern Ghat Range, viz. Kailasa, Yarada and
Narava hill ranges on north, south and west, respectively, and Bay of Bengal in the
east. Due to this geography the GPS signals bound to get reflected. The data are
collected on March 11, 2019, for entire 24 hrs with an epoch interval of 30 s. On
March 11, 2019, the global geomagnetic activity index, i.e., Kp-index was 3. The
average level for geomagnetic activity, i.e., Ap index was 2 and the noise level
generated by the sun at a wavelength of 10.7 cm at the earth’s orbit, i.e., solar index
F10.7 was 69.5. These indices imply that on this particular day there was no solar
storm or geomagnetic storm and the solar activity was normal. The solar activity
affects the ionization in ionosphere and hence the signal propagation through this
layer. The expression derived above for multipath error is ionospheric delay free.
Hence the estimated multipath error is unaffected by ionospheric delay. For the
observation period of 24 h, error analysis which is supported by the relevant graphs
and tables are presented in this chapter. During this observation period, out of 32
satellites, minimum of 9 satellites were visible in each epoch. Though the error is
computed and analyzed for all the visible satellites, the multipath error estimated
for SV PRN07, 23, 28 and 31 are presented in this chapter. Navigation solution for
each epoch is calculated using pseudoranges (multipath error corrected) of all the
visible satellites.

Table 2 illustrates the multipath error for four satellites. Similar results were also
obtained for all the visible satellites. Table also details the error in receiver position
distance from the surveyed location. Figure 2 shows the trajectories of the satellites
07, 23, 28 and 31 with respect to elevation and azimuth angles. The subplots of
Figure 3 show the change in multipath error with respect to change in elevation
angle. Figure 2 shows that the satellites were visible to the receiver at low elevation
angle and rose to highest elevation angle of 70°, 84°, 52° and 82°, respectively. The
receiver continued tracking the satellites. The satellites went out of the sight of the
receiver when they set with low elevation angle. In each of the subplots Figure 3
two curves of the change in multipath against the elevation angle are shown. One
curve indicates the multipath error while the satellite was rising and the other when
it was setting after reaching the highest elevation angle. From Figure 3(a)–(d), it is

Pseudorange multipath error on L1 frequency[m] Error in receiver
position

distance [m]SV PRN07 SV PRN23 SV PRN28 SV PRN31

Min 7.362 14.11 40.21 9.136 �25.8

Max 14.32 18.79 52.88 13.52 31.49

Standard deviation 1.816 1.439 1.984 1.019 10.78

Table 2.
Pseudorange multipath error for satellites signal on L1 frequency.
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To make the above equation free from ionospheric delay, the Eq. (5) is
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observed that for the elevation angle of less than 10°, the multipath errors are
14.32 m, 18.79 m, 52.88 m and 13.52 m respectively. Figure 4 shows the receiver
position error in distance with respect to actual ECEF coordinates of the receiver.
The figure shows the maximum error of 30 m. This is due to the residual errors in
the pseudorange measurement. Though the pseudoranges of all the visible satellites
are corrected for multipath error but the errors other than multipath remain
uncorrected. The standard deviation of position error in distance is 10.78 m.

Figure 2.
Sky plot for the mentioned satellite orbits as viewed from GPS receiver located at Department of ECE, Andhra
University (Lat: 17.73oN, Long: 83.31°E).

Figure 3.
(a)–(d) Pseudorange multipath error for respective satellites against the elevation angle for the observation
period of 24 h.
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5. Conclusions

The statistics and result analysis comprises of investigation of error magnitude
variations over a period of 24 h. Signals transmitted from the satellites, visible at
low elevation angles, travel a longer path through the propagation medium and are
subjected to multiple reflections than the satellites at higher elevation angle. From
the results, the maximum multipath error of 52 m is observed for SVPRN28 at an
elevation angle of 8° and minimum error of 7 m is observed for SVPRN7 at an
elevation angle of 70°. But for SVPRN23, the minimum error is 14 m even though
the elevation angle of the satellite is 84°. This is due to the multiple reflections the
signal underwent for that particular azimuth angle, which determines the direction
of the signal. The GPS receiver location is surrounded by high hill ranges and large
water body, this would have led to multiple reflections and hence the large
multipath error in spite of high elevation angle of the satellite. The receiver position
error in distance with respect to actual position is 30 m. This is due to the residual
errors in the pseudorange measurement as the errors other than multipath remain
uncorrected. Along with the multipath error mitigation technique mentioned in this
chapter, if other errors are also corrected the receiver position will be more accu-
rate. The proposed algorithm to estimate multipath error is essential for all precise
navigation applications (e.g., CAT I/II aircraft landings, missile navigation) and
especially in surveying applications in urban canyon. The impact analysis done in
this chapter will also be a valuable aid in selecting a location to set up the GPS
receiver antenna with least multipath error for surveying, aircraft navigation and
tracking.

Figure 4.
Error in distance of GPS receiver position from surveyed position over the observation period of 24 h on March
11, 2019.
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Chapter 5

The Impact of Space Radiation 
Environment on Satellites 
Operation in Near-Earth Space
Victor U. J. Nwankwo, Nnamdi N. Jibiri and Michael T. Kio

Abstract

Energetic particles and electromagnetic radiation (EM) from solar events and 
galactic cosmic rays can bombard and interact with satellites’ exposed surfaces, and 
sometimes possess enough energy to penetrate their surface. Among other known 
effects, the scenario can cause accelerated orbit decay due to atmospheric drag, spo-
radic and unexplainable errors in functions of sensitive parts, degradation of criti-
cal properties of structural materials, jeopardy of flight worthiness, transient and 
terminal health hazard to both onboard passengers and astronauts, and sometimes 
a catastrophic failure that can abruptly end satellite mission. The understanding of 
the dynamics of the space radiation environment and associated effects is critically 
important for satellites design and operation in ionospheric plasma environment, 
in which satellites are designed to function. In this chapter we review some satel-
lite anomalies associated with the space radiation environment and conclude with 
mitigation effort that can reduce such impact.

Keywords: solar activity, energetic particles, radiation environment,  
single event effects, total ionizing dose, impact mitigation

1. Introduction

Solar activity drives dynamic changes in the atmosphere and ionosphere that 
can affect the performance and reliability of satellites in near-Earth space environ-
ment, as well as ground-based technological systems and services that rely on them. 
This condition is referred to as space weather. The principal medium through which 
the Sun’s activity is communicated to the region of the near-Earth space environ-
ment, is the solar wind, which occurs in form of a continuous outflow of streams of 
energized charged particles and/or momentary eruption of large-scale, high-mass 
plasma known as coronal mass ejections (CMEs). Sources of energised particles and 
strong magnetic energy also include the solar flares and galactic cosmic ray, originat-
ing from outer space. The energetic particles and electromagnetic radiation from 
these processes form the near-Earth radiation environment and can be divided into 
(i) trapped radiation environment and (ii) transient radiation environments. The 
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Chapter 5

The Impact of Space Radiation 
Environment on Satellites 
Operation in Near-Earth Space
Victor U. J. Nwankwo, Nnamdi N. Jibiri and Michael T. Kio

Abstract

Energetic particles and electromagnetic radiation (EM) from solar events and 
galactic cosmic rays can bombard and interact with satellites’ exposed surfaces, and 
sometimes possess enough energy to penetrate their surface. Among other known 
effects, the scenario can cause accelerated orbit decay due to atmospheric drag, spo-
radic and unexplainable errors in functions of sensitive parts, degradation of criti-
cal properties of structural materials, jeopardy of flight worthiness, transient and 
terminal health hazard to both onboard passengers and astronauts, and sometimes 
a catastrophic failure that can abruptly end satellite mission. The understanding of 
the dynamics of the space radiation environment and associated effects is critically 
important for satellites design and operation in ionospheric plasma environment, 
in which satellites are designed to function. In this chapter we review some satel-
lite anomalies associated with the space radiation environment and conclude with 
mitigation effort that can reduce such impact.

Keywords: solar activity, energetic particles, radiation environment,  
single event effects, total ionizing dose, impact mitigation

1. Introduction

Solar activity drives dynamic changes in the atmosphere and ionosphere that 
can affect the performance and reliability of satellites in near-Earth space environ-
ment, as well as ground-based technological systems and services that rely on them. 
This condition is referred to as space weather. The principal medium through which 
the Sun’s activity is communicated to the region of the near-Earth space environ-
ment, is the solar wind, which occurs in form of a continuous outflow of streams of 
energized charged particles and/or momentary eruption of large-scale, high-mass 
plasma known as coronal mass ejections (CMEs). Sources of energised particles and 
strong magnetic energy also include the solar flares and galactic cosmic ray, originat-
ing from outer space. The energetic particles and electromagnetic radiation from 
these processes form the near-Earth radiation environment and can be divided into 
(i) trapped radiation environment and (ii) transient radiation environments. The 
charged particles that are trapped or confined by the Earth’s magnetic field to certain 
regions in space such as the Van Allen belts form the trapped radiation environment. 
The transient particles environment consists of energetic particles from solar events, 
and galactic cosmic radiation that exist in the interplanetary space regions and in the 
near-Earth regions. Satellites and other space application systems are vulnerable to 
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both trapped and transient energetic particles since they are basically designed to 
operate in the space plasma environment. The particles can bombard and interact 
with satellites’ surfaces, and sometimes posses enough energy to penetrate their 
exposed surfaces with possible access to their electrical, electronic and electrochemi-
cal components (EEECs). This scenario can induce sporadic and unexplainable 
errors in sensitive parts of spacecrafts, degrade the critical properties of their struc-
tural materials, jeopardize the flight worthiness of spacecrafts, constitute transient 
and terminal health hazard to both onboard passengers and astronauts, and even 
lead to total failure that can end the mission of affected spacecrafts [1, 2].

There are documented cases or evidence of satellites anomaly associated with 
space weather (or space radiation environment). In their study, Iucci et al. [3] veri-
fied and quantified the linkage between a large fraction of spacecraft anomalies and 
space weather perturbations. They compiled a large database of about 5700 anoma-
lies registered by 220 satellites in different orbits over the period of 23 years (1971–
1994). Their findings revealed that very intense fluxes (>1000 particles cm−2 s−1 sr−1 
(pfu) at energy >10 MeV) of solar protons are linked to anomalies registered by the 
satellites in high-altitude (>15,000 km) near-polar (inclination >55°) orbits and to 
a much smaller extent to anomalies in geostationary orbits. They also reported that 
elevated fluxes of energetic (>2 MeV) electrons >10 8 cm−2 d−1 sr−1 are observed 
by the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) on days with 
satellite anomalies occurring at geostationary and low-altitude (<1500 km) near-
polar (>55°) orbits [3]. On the 22nd and 23rd of March 1991, an intense solar event 
occurred, which resulted to severe geomagnetic storms. This strong solar flare event 
with high energetic solar radiation caused disruption in high latitude point-to-point 
communication, and solar panel degradation on GOES-6 and -7 satellites, and was 
estimated to have decreased the expected lifetime of GOES-7 by 2 to 3 years. During 
the event, high energetic solar particles also increased the frequency of single event 
upsets (SEU) recorded by the spacecrafts; up to six geostationary satellites, includ-
ing GOES-6 and -7, and the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS)-1 had about 
37 reported cases of SEU during the main phase of the event. SEU will be explained 
in detail in Section 3.2. Other impacts associated with this solar activity include 
the loss of automatic altitude control of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA)-11 satellite, increased satellite drag due to the heated 
atmosphere, which necessitated a massive update of the North American Air 
Defense Command (NORAD) catalogue of orbiting objects, and the complete fail-
ure of the geosynchronous orbiting Maritime European Communication Satellite 
(MARECS)-1 as a result of critical damage to its solar panels [4, 5].

On September 2009, South Africa’s SumbandilaSat (in low Earth orbit [LEO]) 
was reported to have experienced a power distribution failure due to radiation 
shortly after its launch, which rendered the Z- and Y-axis wheel permanently 
inoperable. However, the satellite continued to work as a technology demonstrator 
until 25 August 2011 when it failed completely. Its failure was again attributed to 
solar storm event, which caused the satellite’s onboard computer to stop responding 
to commands from the ground station [6]. On 5 April 2010, Galaxy 15 spacecraft 
(at geosynchronous altitudes) was reported to have experienced an anomaly that 
caused it to stop responding to any ground command [7]. The failure was attributed 
to an onboard electrostatic discharge (ESD), which led to a lockup of the field-
programmable gate array within the spacecraft baseband communications unit. 
The interaction of the spacecraft with substorm-injected energetic particles caused 
the ESD after the spacecraft experienced surface and deep dielectric charging. A 
concise documentation of many other cases of satellite anomalies and losses that 
have been attributed to space weather can be found in several literatures (e.g., p. 33 
of Refs. [8] and [9].
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2. Solar activity and the space radiation environment

The Sun’s activity varies with time and position on the Sun, and characterized 
by 11-year cycle, which can be divided into solar minimum and solar maximum 
phases. The sunspots (and other solar indices such as solar radio flux) are viewed as 
main indicators of solar activity cycle. They are transient phenomenon seen as dark 
patches against photospheric bright background on the Sun. Observations made 
over the past two centuries have shown that the number of sunspots vary periodi-
cally, moving from minimum to maximum count approximately every 11 years. 
Figure 1 show a historic sunspot number. The latest solar cycle (cycle 24) peaked 
around year 2014. Currently, solar activity is on the decline and has been predicted 
to reach its minimum in late 2019 or 2020, while the solar maximum is expected to 
occur between 2023 and 2026 [10].

Solar energetic events such as high-speed solar wind streams (HSS), solar flares 
and CMEs that give rise to solar particle events and geomagnetic storms affecting 
the space environment are more frequent during solar maximum. Therefore, their 
impact on the atmosphere and air-based technology are expected to be higher dur-
ing this phase of the solar cycle than the declining or minimum phase. Solar events 
and associated phenomena mainly contribute to trapped and transient energetic 
particles in near space that constitute the space radiation environment, in addition 
to galactic cosmic ray from outer space. The summary of types of space radiation, 
their origin or sources, and where they are important is shown in Figure 2.

2.1 The trapped particles

When charged particles from the solar wind encounters and interacts with the 
Earth’s magnetic field, it compresses it sun-ward, forming the magnetosphere (see, 
Figure 3). This scenario creates a supersonic shock wave known as the Bow Shock. 
The solar wind drags out the night-side of the inner magnetosphere. This extension 
is known as the magnetotail. Although the magnetosphere is constantly being bom-
barded by charged particles, they are being deflected and cannot easily penetrate 
the region; however, some particles gain entrance through the polar region and 
become trapped in the Earth’s magnetic field. The trapped particles are contained in 
one of two doughnut-shaped magnetic rings surrounding the Earth called the Van 
Allen radiation belts, Figure 3. The inner belt contains a fairly stable population of 
protons with energies exceeding 10 MeV. The outer belt contains mainly electrons 

Figure 1. 
Historic sunspot number (source: SILSO graphics (http://sidc.be/silso) Royal Observatory of Belgium).
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with energies up to 10 MeV. The charged particles which compose the belts circulate 
along the Earth’s magnetic lines of force. These lines of force are known to extend 
from the area above the equator to the North Pole, to the South Pole, and then circle 
back to the Equator. There is a part of the inner Van Allen belt (VAB) that dips down 
to about 200 km into the upper region of the atmosphere over the southern Atlantic 
Ocean off the coast of Brazil. This region is known as the South Atlantic Anomaly 
(SAA). The dip results from the fact that the magnetic axis of the Earth is tilted 
approximately 11° from the spin axis, and the center of the magnetic field is offset 
from the geographical center of the Earth by 280 miles. The largest fraction of the 
radiation exposure received during spaceflight missions has resulted from passage 
through the SAA. Low inclination flights typically traverse a portion of the SAA up 
to six or seven times a day (see Figure 3).

2.2 The transient particles

The transient particles or radiation environments consist of particles from solar 
events such as solar wind, solar flares, CMEs and galactic cosmic radiation in the 
interplanetary and near-Earth space regions. The solar wind consists of relatively 
low energy electrons and protons that can significantly affect externally mounted 
spacecraft components. Solar flares are also a major contributor to the overall 

Figure 2. 
Summary of types of space radiation, their origin or sources, and where they are important in the outer planets, 
planetary space and Earth, including the low Earth orbit (LEO), geostationary orbit (GEO), medium Earth 
orbit (MEO) and high Earth orbit (HEO) (source: Ref. [11]).

Figure 3. 
(a) The Earth’s magnetosphere showing the Van Allen radiation belt. (b) Outer and inner (proton) belt 
(source: Ref. [12]).
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ionizing radiation level. A solar flare can emit and accelerate energetic particles 
or protons in the interplanetary space that can reach Earth within 30 minutes of 
the flare’s peak. CMEs can propagate into the solar wind and drive shocks, which 
in turn accelerates solar energetic particles, and also deflect the galactic cosmic 
rays (GCRs) entering the heliosphere [13, 14]. CME can cause geomagnetic storms 
and other associated phenomena, leading to large-scale disturbances with adverse 
consequences in the geospace environment that can affect satellite systems.

2.3 Galactic cosmic radiation

Galactic cosmic radiations (GCR) are not directly connected to our Sun. They 
originate from outside the solar system. GCR consists of ionized atoms ranging 
from a single proton up to a uranium nucleus. The flux level of these particles is very 
low. Notwithstanding, they produce intense ionization as they pass through matter 
because they travel at a speed that is very close to that of light, and because some of 
them are composed of very heavy elements such as iron [15]. The energy of cosmic 
rays is usually measured in units of mega electron volt (MeV), or the giga electron 
volt (GeV). Most GCRs have energies between 100 MeV and 10 GeV. Cosmic rays 
include essentially all of the elements in the periodic table; about 85% protons, 
14% alpha particles, and 1% heavy nuclei [16]. The Earth’s magnetic field provides 
natural shielding from both cosmic and solar particles depending primarily on 
the inclination and secondarily on the altitude. As inclination reaches auroral to 
polar regions, a satellite is outside the protection of the geomagnetic field lines. At 
polar orbits intense fluxes of energetic electrons, known as precipitating electrons, 
propagate down along magnetic field lines (and create the aurora), and as altitude 
increases, the exposure to these particles gradually increases [12].

3.  Effects of space particles and radiation environment on satellites 
operation in near-Earth space environment

When charged trapped or transient particles from solar events or cosmic sources 
bombards and interacts with the exposed surfaces of spacecraft, their effects can 
affect the system in a several ways. The effects from the natural space environment 
include spacecraft charging (SC), single event effects (SEEs), total ionizing dose 
(TID), and displacement damage (DD). However, the specific effect depends on the 
type of incident particle, its energy and probably the source. Trapped heavy ions 
do not have sufficient energy to generate the ionization required to cause SEEs, and 
they do not make a significant contribution to TID. Galactic cosmic rays and cosmic 
solar particles, which are heavily influenced by solar flares and trapped protons 
in the radiation belts, can cause SEEs, but electrons are not known to cause SEEs. 
Although their physical mechanisms are different, the ionizing radiation of the 
space environment causes both TID and SEEs. Charged particle effects in the space 
environment are summarized below according to the particle source.

3.1 Spacecraft charging (SC)

Spacecraft charging (SC) is the build-up of charge on spacecraft surfaces or in 
the spacecraft interior; SC causes variations in the electrostatic potential of a space-
craft surface with respect to the surrounding plasma environment, and potential 
variations in different portions of the spacecraft [17]. The major natural space 
environments which contribute to SC include the thermal plasma environment, 
high energy electrons, solar radiation and magnetic fields. Although SC has many 
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effects, electrostatic discharges appear to be the most dangerous of all. Electrostatic 
discharges can cause structural damage, degradation of spacecraft components and 
operational anomalies due to damages to electronics. SC can be categorised into 
two: Surface charging which include differential charging, and internal dielectric 
charging. Surface charging is caused by low energy plasma (<100 keV) and photo-
electric currents. Surface charging can either be absolute or differential. Absolute 
charging occurs when the satellite potential relative to the ambient plasma is 
charged uniformly, while differential charging occurs when parts of the spacecraft 
are charged to different potential relative to one another. Differential charging 
can also be caused by satellite self-shadowing. The charge control mechanism, and 
differential charging in spacecrafts are depicted in Figure 4. Differential charging 
of spacecraft surfaces is more detrimental than the absolute charging (relative to 
ambient plasma). The former can have a discharge effects that can disrupt satellite 
operations such as physical materials damage and electromagnetic interference 
(EMI) generation, and resultant transient pulses. Discharge consequences also 
include noise in data and wiring, sputtering and attraction of chemically active 
species [18]. Differential charging has been reported after geomagnetic sub-storms, 
which result in the injection of keV electrons into the magnetosphere.

Internal charging is caused by high-energy electrons (>100 keV), which pen-
etrate into the spacecraft equipment where they deposit charge inside insulating 
materials [8]. Internal discharge is more damaging since it occurs within dielectric 
materials and well-insulated conductors, which are in close proximity to sensitive 
electronic circuitry [19]. Based on data from the Combined Release and Radiation 
Effects Satellite (CRRES) obtained at GEO, most environmentally induced space-
craft anomalies result from deep dielectric charging and the resulting discharge 
pulses and not from surface insulator charging or single-event upsets [20].

3.2 Single event effects (SEEs)

Single event effects (SEEs) are individual events which occur when a single 
incident ionizing particle deposits enough energy to cause an effect in a device. 
SEEs are generally caused by two space radiation sources: high energy protons, and 
cosmic rays. Single event phenomenon can be classified into four: (i) single event 
upset (SEU), (ii) single event latch-up (SEL), (iii) single event burnout (SEB) and 
(iv) single event gate rupture (SEGR). SEU is a change of state caused by ions or 
electromagnetic radiation striking a sensitive node in a micro-electronic device, 
such as in a microprocessor, semiconductor memory, or power transistors. The state 
change is a result of the free charge created by ionization in or close to an important 
node of a logic element (e.g., memory bit). The error in device output or operation 

Figure 4. 
(a) Satellite’s charge control mechanism, and (b) differential charging in satellites due to self-shadowing 
(source: Ref. [12]).
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caused as a result of the strike is called a soft error. The mechanisms for heavy ion 
and proton SEU in devices (e.g., dynamic random access memories (DRAM)), and 
galactic cosmic ray energy deposition in devices are depicted in Figure 5. SEU can 
cause a reset or re-writing in normal device such as in analogue, digital, or optical 
components, and may also have effects in surrounding interface circuitry. A severe 
SEU is the single-event functional interrupt (SEFI) in which an SEU in the device’s 
control circuitry places the device into a test mode, halt, or undefined state. The 
SEFI halts normal operations, and requires a power reset to recover [1].

SEL is used in integrated circuits (ICs) to describe a particular type of short 
circuit which can occur in an improperly designed circuit. It is the generation of 
a low-impedance path between the power supply rails of a MOSFET circuit that 
can trigger a parasitic structure which disrupts proper functioning of the part and 
possibly even leading to its destruction due to over-current. SELs are hard errors, 
and can cause permanent damage. It can results in a high operating current, above 
device specifications, drag down the bus voltage, or damage the power supply. 
Latch-up can be caused by protons in very sensitive devices [22]. An SEL is cor-
rected or cleared by a power off–on reset or power strobing of the device. SEL is 
strongly temperature dependent. If power is not removed quickly, catastrophic 
failure may occur due to excessive heating or metallization or bond wire failure [23].

SEB is a condition caused by high current state in a power transistor. It is a 
highly localized phenomenon, and includes burnout of the drain-source in power 
MOSFETs and BJTs, gate rupture, frozen bits, and noise in charged-coupled devices 
(CCDs). SEGR is the formation of a conducting path or localized dielectric break-
down in the gate oxide resulting in a destructive burnout. It occurs at MOSFETs, 
BJTs, and CMOS.

Figure 5. 
(a) Mechanisms for heavy ion and proton SEU, (b) schematic showing how GCR deposit energy in an electronic 
device [12], and (c) upset mechanism for dynamic random-access memories (DRAMs) (from Ref. [21]).
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Solar flare particle events pose the most extreme SEU producing environment, 
especially for spacecraft in interplanetary space [24]. Experiments aboard CRRES 
showed a significant increase during a solar flare [25]. Based on CRRES’s data, most 
SEUs come from high energy protons through nuclear interactions and not through 
direct deposition from either protons or cosmic rays [20]. For LEO satellites, 
trapped protons, especially in the SAA, are the greatest SEE threat.

3.3 Total ionizing dose (TID)

Total ionizing dose (TID) refers to the amount of energy that ionization pro-
cesses create and deposit in materials such as semiconductor or insulator when 
energized particles pass through it. TID can result in device failure or biological 
damage to astronauts. Radiation-induced trapped charges can build up in the gate 
oxide of a MOSFET and cause a shift in the threshold voltage. Such device cannot 
be turned off even at zero volts applied, if the shift is large enough. Under this 
condition the device is said to have failed by going into depletion mode [26]. TID is 
mostly due to electrons and protons, mainly from solar energetic particle event and 
passage through the SAA. In low Earth orbit, the main dose source is from electrons 
and inner belt protons, while the primary source is outer belt electron and solar 
protons in geostationary orbit. The first recorded satellite failure resulting from 
total dose was the Telstar. The satellite was launched a day after the Starfish nuclear 
test on 9 July 1962. The nuclear weapon of about 1.4 Megaton was detonated at an 
altitude of about 400 km above Johnston Island in the Pacific Ocean. The explosion 
produced beta particles (electrons) that were injected into the Earth’s magnetic 
field, forming an artificial radiation belt. This artificial electron belt lasted until the 
early 1970s. Consequently, Telstar experienced a total dose 100 times that expected 
before its total failure. Up to seven satellites were destroyed by the Starfish nuclear 
test within 7 months mainly from solar cell damage [12].

3.4 Displacement damage (DD)

When energetic particles are incident on a solid material, they lose their energy 
to ionizing and non-ionizing processes as they travel through the material. The 
consequence of the energy loss is in the production of electron–hole pairs and 
atoms displacement or displacement damage. Vacancies (i.e., absence of an atom 
from its normal lattice position) and interstitials (i.e., movement of displaced 
atom into a non-lattice position) are the primary lattice defects that are initially 
created. The combination of a vacancy and an adjacent interstitial is known as a 
Frenkel or close pair. Two adjacent vacancies can form a defect known as divacancy. 
Also, larger local groupings of vacancies may occur in irradiated silicon. A defect 
resulting from vacancy and interstitials being adjacent to impurity atoms is known 
as defect-impurity complexes. Once formed by incident radiation, the defects 
will reorder to form more stable configuration. The extent to which defects alter 
the properties of bulk semiconductor material and devices depends on nature 
of the particular defects and the time following the creation of defect at a given 
temperature.

The effectiveness of radiation-induced displacement damage depends on 
factors such as bombardment condition, particle type and energy, irradiation and 
measurement temperature, time after irradiation, thermal history after irradiation, 
injection level, material type, impurity type and concentration [27]. Displacement 
damage causes degradation of materials and device properties. Figure 6 depicts the 
collision between an incoming particle and a lattice atom, causing the displacement 
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of the atom from its original lattice position. Displacement damage can also degrade 
minority carrier lifetime, and a typical effect would be degradation of gain and 
leakage current in bipolar transistors [12].

4.  The stopping power, range of particles and deposited dose in 
spacecraft materials

The review presented here include portion of the work [1], part of which was 
published in [2]. We analyzed particles, electrons and protons flux of various 
energies from NOAA database for 3 months (April–June 2010). The mass stopping 
power, range and possible deposited dose of protons were calculated, and applied 
to the scenario of possible interaction of the particles with satellite surface and its 
electrical, electronic and electrochemical components.

4.1 Stopping power

Stopping power is the average energy loss of a particle per unit length 
(measured in MeV/cm) when passing through the material. Charged particles 
are known to ionize the atom or molecule which they encounter when passing 
through matter, and they lose energy in the process. The stopping power depends 
on the type and energy of the particle and on the properties of the material it 
passes. Although numerical values and units are identical for both quantities, the 
Stopping power refers to the property of the material while energy loss per unit 
path length describes what happens to the particle. The density of ionization along 
the particles path is proportional to the stopping power of the material because 
the production of an ion pairs requires a fixed amount of energy [28]. The Bethe-
Bloch formula for stopping power derived from relativistic quantum mechanics is 
given by:

  S = −   dE _ dx   =   4π  z   2   k  0  2   e   4  _ 
m  v   2 

   [ln   2m  v   2  _ I   − ln  (1 −    v   2  _ 
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where z is the atomic number of the heavy particle, e is magnitude of the elec-
tron charge, m is the electron rest mass, c is the speed of light, I is the mean excita-
tion energy of the medium, v is the velocity of the particle and k0 is the Boltzmann 
constant (= 8.99 × 109 N m2 C−2).

Figure 6. 
Displacement of atom from its original lattice position by incoming particle through collision [12].
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The mass stopping power of the material is obtained by dividing the stopping 
power by the density (ρ) of the material. It is a useful quantity because it expresses 
the rate of energy loss of the charged particle per g/cm2 of the medium traversed [28].

 S = −   dE _ 
𝜌𝜌dx   

4.2 The range of particle

The range R of a particle (e.g., proton) of initial kinetic energy Ek and mass m is 
the mean distance it travels before coming to a stop. R depends on the particle type, 
initial energy and the material through which it traverses. A theoretical approach to 
the determination of charged particle range utilizes stopping power expression. The 
range of a proton computed by numerical integration of the stopping power using 
the continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA) is given by:

  R =  ∫  
E
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E

  max        (−   dE _ 
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−1
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where R (Emin) is the measured range at minimum energy Emin which is added to 
the integral equation and treated as a constant for a particle and material. For the 
calculations of ranges for proton Emin is taken to be as 1 MeV as much data is avail-
able at 1 Mev. R (Emax) is the measured range at maximum energy Emax.

In previous work we used the empirical relations suggested by [28] to calculate 
the mass stopping power of particles in spacecraft materials [1, 2]. However, we 
anticipate limitations in the equations because they were originally formulated 
for low energy particles. Values obtained using Bethe’s equations are higher and 
assumed more accurate at higher particle energies.

4.3 Dose deposition and absorption

The total ionizing dose (TID), explained in Section 3.3, can be measured in 
terms of the absorbed dose; which is a measure of the energy absorbed by matter. 
Absorbed dose is quantified using either a unit called the rad (radiation absorbed 
dose) or the SI unit which is the gray (Gy). 1 Gy = 100 rads = 1 J/kg. The total accu-
mulated dose on a satellite depends on orbit altitude, orientation, and time spent in 
orbit. To compute TID we need to know the integrated particle energy spectrum, 
ø(E) or the fluence as a function of particle energy. The dose is a function of the 
particle flux. It becomes important as the spacecraft spends more time in the space 
radiation environment. The stopping power is used to determine dose from charged 
particle by the following relationship:

  D = ∅   dE _ 
𝜌𝜌dx    

where  ∅  is the particle fluence (i.e., the number of particles striking the material 
over a specified time interval).

Satellite and space probes typically encounter TID between 10 krad (100 Gy) 
and 100 krad(Si) (1000 Gy(Si)). The time taken, t (in years) for a satellite’s com-
ponent to fail due to total ionizing dose can be obtained by dividing the maximum 
absorbed dose or TID threshold by the total absorbed dose per year, given as:

  t  (in yrs)  =    TID  threshold   _ Dose / yr    

We performed theoretical calculations to predict the mean time to failure of 
a model satellite due to TID. The assumption is that the model satellite’s body is 
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made of aluminum alloy and 20 mm thickness (without impact mitigation such as 
protective coating on the satellite), in which the electrical, electronic and electro-
chemical components (mainly of silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge) materials) are 
housed [1, 2]. Our calculations were based on particles with E ≥ 78 MeV. When 
particles of this energy range bombard and penetrate the satellite, parts of their 
energies are lost due to the stopping power of the alloy but the reminder constitute 
significant dose to the components. With continuous exposure, the dose continues 
to build over time until the threshold is exceeded leading to completed failure of the 
affected satellite. Our calculations showed that a dose of 10 krad can build up on the 
model satellite’s component within 3 years and 100 krad within 29 years.

5. Mitigating the impact of space radiation environment

5.1 Spacecraft charging

The electrons impinging on spacecraft surface in the space environment are 
faster than their ion counterpart because of their very small mass (when compared 
to that of ions). As a result the ambient electron flux is usually more than the ambi-
ent ion flux, leading to high level negative charging of the spacecraft. The regions 
of concern (in space) for internal charging of spacecrafts is illustrated in [29] 
and shown in Figure 7. Spacecraft charging can be mitigated by the methods of 
electron emission and ion reception [30]. Electron emission is the method in which 
a device pulls (or draws) electrons from the spacecraft ground and ejects them 
into space, while the ion reception is the method in which positive ions arrive at a 
spacecraft that is negatively charged to neutralize the negative charges. The former 
method is effective for reducing the negative charge of the spacecraft ground but 
not effective for dielectric surfaces. As a demerit, the process can lead to differen-
tial charging between the dielectric and the conducting ground. The later method 
is effective for mitigating negatively charged surface (whether dielectric or 
conductor), and reducing differential charging. However, it has the disadvantage 
of electroplating the entire spacecraft with extended use. Because each method 
has advantage (or disadvantage) over the other, the use of a combination of both 
types has been recommended. Other mitigation methods include plasma emission, 
partially conducting paint, polar molecule emission, mirror reflection and violet 
irradiation [31].

Figure 7. 
Regions of concern for internal charging of spacecrafts in space (source: Ref. [29]).
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5.2 Single event effects

For memories and data related devices, some of the error mitigation approach or 
methods include Parity check, cyclic-redundancy check (CRC) coding, Hamming 
code, Reed-Solomon (R-S) coding, convolutional encoding and overlying protocol 
(see: Ref. [32] and references therein). Parity is a single bit added to the end of a 
data structure, such that it states whether an odd or even number of ‘ones’ was in 
the structure. The parity method counts the number of logic-one states or ‘ones’ 
that are occurring in a data path. The CRC coding method detects if any errors 
occurred in a given data structure based on performing modulo-two arithmetic 
operations on a given stream of data, and interpreting the results as a polynomial. 
The hamming code method detects the position of a single error and the existence 
of more than one error in a data structure. The R-S code can detect and correct 
multiple and consecutive errors in a data structure. The convolutional encoding can 
also detect and correct multiple bit errors. However, it is distinguishable from block 
coding (e.g., R-S code) by interleave of the overhead or check bits into the actual 
stream of data instead of being grouped into separate words at the end of the data 
structure. Errors in the control-related devices can also be mitigated using some of 
the above mentioned methods. A more effective mitigation approach for control-
related devices with complex difficulties (e.g., large scale integration circuitry 
or microprocessors) is the software-based mitigation, which includes tasks or 
subroutines dubbed health and safety (H&S). The H&S tasks can perform memory 
scrubbing that utilizes parity or other method on either external memory devices 
or registers that are internal to the microprocessor. In the software mitigation 
methods, the internal microprocessor timers can also be used to operate a watchdog 
timer or for passing H&S messages between spacecraft systems (see: Ref. [32] for 
more detail).

5.3 Total ionizing dose

TID on satellites system can be mitigated by methods such as shielding, derat-
ing and conservative circuit design [33]. Shielding is the processes of protecting 
spacecraft (and the occupants) from ionizing radiation using a configuration of 
appropriate massive materials. Derating refers to techniques usually employed in 
electrical power and electronic devices in which devices are operated at maximum 
power dissipation that is less than their rated value, with consideration of the case 
or body temperature, ambient temperature and the type of cooling mechanism 
used. This method can increase the safety margin between part design limits and 
applied stresses, consequently enhancing protection of the part [34]. Hardening 
of critical components in satellites at design level is also a viable method. This has, 
however, been the practice of satellite manufacturers. These methods can also be 
used to mitigate Displacement damage because DD is similar to TID as the effect is 
also cumulative [33].

Other important mitigation approach includes the development of appropriate 
environmental model that can mimic the perturbed scenarios that are expected 
under extreme space environmental condition. A well-accomplished or more 
sophisticated model should account for the individual effects of various solar 
forcing mechanisms, which cause fluctuations in neutral and ionized density [35]. 
One other very important mitigation approach to consider is the development of 
extensive warning system for solar energetic events. Although solar activity can 
be predicted days in advance but ascertaining their level of impact on the satellite 
and the Earth environment is quite challenging. Therefore, effective monitoring of 
solar activity is essential in order to be able to predict atmospheric or ionospheric 
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responses to solar events and their consequence on satellite in orbit. In all, orbit 
consideration (and satellite’s trajectory) is also important. Satellites in medium 
Earth orbit (MEO) and geostationary orbit (GEO) are subject to impacts of outer 
Van Allen radiation belt. LEO satellites encounter the most intense particle fluxes in 
the SAA [36], which is considered to be the main region where spacecrafts receive 
the largest fraction of the radiation exposure during spaceflight missions. The 
schematic diagram of Earth’s radiation belts and their space weather concerns is 
shown in Figure 8.

6. Conclusion

The space radiation environment driven by solar activity (and galactic cos-
mic rays) poses potent and unequivocal treat to satellites in near-Earth space. 
Understanding atmospheric and ionospheric dynamic responses to solar-driven 
particles and radiation, and their space weather implications are critical and of 
practical importance to satellites design and operation. The specific effects of radia-
tion environment on as satellite depends on the source, type and energy of incident 
particle, as well as the satellite’s orbit and/or position at the time of solar energetic 
events. Radiation mitigation measures can increase the safety margin between part 
design limits and the applied stresses resulting from particles impact, consequently 
enhancing protection of the part. However, it is important that the solar maximum 
phase be given more consideration in all mitigation effort because the rate of impact 
is higher during this interval. Severe solar storms can occur during the solar maxi-
mum that can produce huge short-lived increase in radiation levels, as well as high 
levels of SEEs that current mitigation measures might not be able to bear [37]. Also 
as dependence on satellites services increase, the economic and societal risk associ-
ated with space weather also increases, and likely impact can be unprecedented. 
In view of this, a contingency plans that include the possibility of switching to or 
benefitting from other independent satellite services have been recommended [8]. 
The upcoming multi-constellation GNSS receivers can play a significant role in 
this regard, such that the individual GNSS receivers will be inherently robust to a 
satellite service denial. Space weather-induced enhancement of atmospheric drag 
on satellites and consequent accelerated orbit decay is also a major perturbing force 
to reckon with, for satellites in low Earth orbit [35, 38–42]. A concise review of the 
impact and mitigation of this phenomenon will be published in the future. We note 

Figure 8. 
Schematic diagram of Earth’s radiation belts and their space weather concerns (from Ref. [36]).
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The upcoming multi-constellation GNSS receivers can play a significant role in 
this regard, such that the individual GNSS receivers will be inherently robust to a 
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on satellites and consequent accelerated orbit decay is also a major perturbing force 
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Schematic diagram of Earth’s radiation belts and their space weather concerns (from Ref. [36]).
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Chapter 6

Ionospheric Scintillation Modeling
Needs and Tricks
Shishir Priyadarshi

Abstract

The wavelength of the radio-wave satellite signal is of the order of the minimal
small-scale ionospheric irregularities (i.e., a few centimeters). As the satellite signal
passes through the ionosphere, its interaction with the ionospheric irregularity
structures causes refraction, reflection, and polarization in the satellite signal.
Ionospheric irregularities degrade the trans-ionospheric radio-wave signal quality,
between the satellite and the receivers, due to scintillation. The physics-based
model often fails to produce global morphology during the extreme solar events,
whereas empirical models based on the ionospheric scintillation data demonstrate
better quality to forecast the scintillation effects during extreme solar event. It is
really tricky to make a scintillation model that is sensitive to low and high solar
activities as well as extreme solar events simultaneously. In the presented book
chapter, we will discuss/review the needs and tricks of modeling ionospheric
scintillation during extreme solar events as well as all weather and latitudinal cases.
There are several aspects that influence the scintillation occurrence, its strength,
and global distribution. The latitudinal dependence, local weather, solar/geomag-
netic activity conditions, and local times are the widely accepted factors that control
and influence ionospheric scintillation most. This book chapter discusses all these
aspects and also suggests the ways to cast aside those factors that led to the wrong
measure of scintillation indices.

Keywords: ionospheric scintillation, empirical scintillation model,
GPS/GNSS scintillation modeling, global scintillation model

1. Introduction

Whenever the radio-wave signals pass through the ionospheric irregularities,
these signals feel reflection, refraction, and scintillations (i.e., sharp and rapid
carrier-phase variations and signal-to-noise ratio fading). In general it is more
typical when the carrier-phase loss of lock happens due to the sharp signal-to-noise
ratio fading ([1, 2] and references therein). As the wave propagates to the ground,
scintillation models are needed to produce global as well as local ionospheric scin-
tillation data and maps during the required solar activity condition, day, season, and
geographic locations. Generally, scintillation models are made to serve special needs
and not for all the spatial and temporal situations; due to this generally each scintil-
lation model is not fit for all the geographic and solar activity conditions.

In general, scintillation models often have two significant limitations; firstly
physics-based models often fail in producing scintillation morphology during
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extreme solar and geomagnetic events. The second limitation is there is no possibil-
ity of a correction in the model once its algorithm is derived. In the presented book
chapter, scintillation empirical modeling methods and their limitations are
discussed. Geometrical effects contaminate scintillation observations most. We
have discussed in this chapter how to overcome scintillation modeling limitations
and use some tricks that replicate the actual scintillation morphology. The presented
text in this chapter will enrich the knowledge of ionospheric modelers and make
them understand how beginners should proceed with the ionospheric scintillation
or ionospheric electron density as a model input data, if they decided to model
certain ionospheric parameters (such as spectral index, turbulence strength
parameters of the ionospheric irregularities, amplitude and phase fluctuations,
scintillation indices, etc.).

2. Scintillation modeling tricks and correction for the geometry
of propagation

As the elevation angle of the signal wave source changes, we observe the changes
in the intensity of ionospheric scintillation. Such changes are significant as they
are caused due to enhancement in the path of the radio-wave signal through the
ionospheric irregularity layer with decreasing elevation angle and vice versa [3].
The signal ray path through the ionospheric irregularity also depends on the size
and orientation of the ionospheric irregularity structure along with the height and
thickness of the ionospheric irregularity layer [1]. All these elements influence the
intensity of the ionospheric scintillation, and the effect caused by them on the trans-
ionospheric radio-wave is termed as the geometrical effect [3–5]. In this section, we
will cover the scintillation modeling tricks and method to minimize the multipath
effect and impact ways to overcome other geometrical effects such as irregularity
orientation with respect to the local geomagnetic field lines, multipath at higher
elevation angle, radio-wave signals’ extended path near the Earth’s horizon, etc.

2.1 Scintillation modeling tricks

For the empirical scintillation modeling, first, we should need to have data for all
the seasons and solar as well as geomagnetic activity situation. For instance, if we
are planning to model ionospheric scintillation during high solar activity in winter
months, we must have winter-month data collected during high solar activity
period. Similarly, for the low solar activity period and in particular month scintilla-
tion modeling, we must have alike data. An adequate empirical modeling study
expands understanding of ionospheric irregularities and can be used to better eval-
uate the impact of scintillation on different resources. The physics-based model
often fails to produce global morphology during extreme solar events, whereas
empirical models based on the ionospheric scintillation data demonstrate better
scintillation effects during extreme solar events. It is really tricky to make
a scintillation model which is sensitive to low and high solar activities as well as
extreme solar events simultaneously.

The modeler should also derive the relationship between solar activity and
provisional activity indices with the ionospheric scintillation data in order to make
the scintillation data sensitive to the solar activity condition. One should always
keep in mind that all the solar activity, geomagnetic, and provisional indices are not
equally beneficial to all the geographic locations. Therefore, one should use the
proper geo, solar, and provisional activity indices for specific geographic locations.
If the modeler is planning to develop a global ionospheric scintillation model, they
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should always keep in mind that their algorithm should be sensitive to the geo-
graphic locations, solar activity as well as local weather. This can be achieved by
having different derivation algorithm for each and every geographic location, and
the final algorithm should combine all these sub-algorithm to demonstrate the
global scintillation response.

2.2 Geometrical error correction and lower elevation multipath

It is better to have the latest data for modeling new events, but, in case of new
data unavailability, the previous data may be from the previous solar cycle [6]. The
latest data are generally close to the new solar/or geomagnetic event, and they are
from the same solar cycle activity period. Therefore, the scintillation models based
on the latest data are comparatively closer to the new observations in comparison to
the data from the previous solar cycles. The advent of scintillation effect on the
trans-ionospheric radio-wave signal lower elevation angles (≤ 20°) is being
discarded from the data to minimize the effect of multipath. Multipath can occur on
any elevation angle. To reduce the high-elevation angle, multipath scintillation
receiver’s antenna must be setup to minimize CODE and PHASE reflections
(multipath), by mounting it away from close reflecting surfaces [6]. The multipath
effect also depends on the PRN code rate (please see [7] for details). Moreover the
multipath effect can appear at higher elevation angles than 20° (please see [8] for
details). Multipath effects occurring at any elevation can be minimized by the
geometrical corrections in the data [2]. But, to do it one should be well familiar with
the other high-altitude structures (such as mountains or high-altitude building,
etc.) near the GPS/GNSS receivers’ location and filter the datasets reflected from
such structures to reduce the multipath effect. To avoid the high-altitude structures,
we have to manual check the data and avoid those elevation angles which show
unusual enhancement in the scintillation indices. Following Rino [9], ionospheric
irregularities orient themselves according to the local geomagnetic field lines. The
phase lock loss highly depends on the angle between the geomagnetic field lines and
receiver-transmitter line of sight [10, 11]. For example, at the polar ionosphere,
ionospheric irregularities often form rodlike structure and orient themselves along
the vertical geomagnetic field lines, whereas at the mid and equatorial latitudes, the
local geomagnetic field line is merely horizontal to the Earth’s surface due to which
sheet- or winglike ionospheric irregularity structures frequently appear. If the
irregularity orientations are along the geomagnetic field lines, they form a rodlike
structure; if the ionospheric irregularity orientation is across the geomagnetic field
lines, it may appear either as a wing- or as a sheetlike structure. We are addressing
both cases (rodlike structure and the high-latitude and sheet-/winglike structure at
the equatorial and mid-latitude) in this book chapter.

Following Rino [9] and Booker [12], phase and amplitude scintillations can be
expressed as follows:

< δφ2> ¼ r2eλ
2 Lsecθð ÞGCs
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where re is the classical electron radius; λ is the wavelength of the signal; L is the
irregularity slab thickness; θ is the satellite zenith angle; Cs is the turbulence
strength parameter, which is a function of the fluctuation in the electron density
(ΔN/N) in the irregularity slab along the satellite signal path; G is the geometric
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factor and is a function of ionospheric irregularity elongation parameters F(a,b),
“a” is the elongation parameter of the irregularities along the filed lines and “b” is
used for elongation across the geomagnetic field lines; υ is the three-dimensional
spectral index; q0 is the inner scale constant and Z➔λZRSecθ

4π ; ZR = ZZs/(Z + Zs) and Zs

are the distance to the source; ℊ is the common geometry and propagation factor,
which is also a function of elongation parameters a and b; and < δφ2> is the phase
variance in the satellite signal after passing through the ionospheric irregularity.

Following the assumption of the theory of wave propagation in random
medium, it is safe to assume at the signal frequency of interest that only the phase of
the signal wave gets distorted [2] as the signal passes through the ionospheric
irregularity of slab thickness L, and GPS scintillation receivers can observe the time
series of the phase-modulated signal on the ground. Formulas (1) and (2) can be
used to simulate the amplitude and phase scintillation. Study of the power spectrum
of the ionospheric data improves the estimation of the local ionospheric irregularity
form and their orientation with respect to the local geomagnetic field. Several
ionospheric parameters such us spectral index, turbulence strength parameter, and
phase fluctuations are essential for correcting the data contaminated through the
geometrical errors.

Following Eq. (2) discussed in Rino [9], scintillation index is a function of
Fresnel filter factor F(a,b) which is a function of elongation parameters “a” and “b.”
A detailed explanation of this function is discussed in Rino [9]; as it is beyond the
scope of this book chapter therefore we are not discussing it in more details. But, for
the reader’s convenience, we are providing a summary table (please see Table 1),
which summarizes the different combinations of “a” and “b” giving rise to different
ionospheric irregularity shapes.

3. Scintillation modeling needs and discussions

Scintillation modeling provides a general scenario of the ionospheric scintilla-
tions’ global morphology and occurrence during different solar activity and space
weather conditions. It is always not possible to obtain ionospheric scintillation
observation during some space weather events, and during such situations, a real-
istic ionospheric scintillation model can be used to fill the data gaps. On the other
hand, data assimilation techniques also use scintillation model to assimilate scintil-
lation observation into the scintillation model in order to improve the forecast.

There are two aspects that influence the occurrence and strength of the iono-
spheric scintillation. First is the geometrical effect between the radio-wave-emitting
satellite and the receiver which can be at any different location, e.g., at the ground;

S. No. Elongation
parameters’ axial ratio

Ionospheric irregularity form

1 a:1 (i.e., b = 1) Field aligned rods

2 a:a (i.e., a = b) Sheets elongated both along the magnetic field and in transverse
plane coinciding with local L shell

3 a:b and a > b Like wings

4 a:b and a < b This combination is impossible, as ionospheric structures cannot
have their spread more in transverse direction of the geomagnetic
field

Table 1.
Form of the ionospheric irregularities.
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on a moving object such as vehicles, ships, or airplanes; onboard at any beacon
satellites; or on a spacecraft. The geometrical effect is highly dependent on the
elevation angle at which the receiver receives the satellite signal, azimuth angle of
the receiver, and orientation of the ionospheric irregularity structures with respect
to the local geomagnetic field. The geometrical effects also depend on the angle
between the signal ray path and the local geomagnetic field. Another important
aspect that influences the scintillation morphology and the rate is the combination
of several things such as the geographic location of our region of interest, local
season, local time, solar activity condition, during a geomagnetic quite day or a
geomagnetically disturbed day, etc. Here first we will discuss in details the geomet-
rical influence on the ionospheric scintillation using the illustrative examples and
demonstrate the influence of the geometrical correction on the satellite signal.

3.1 Influence of the geometrical effects over the scintillation estimation and the
way to remove these errors

In Eq. (1) the height of the ionospheric irregularity from the Earth’s surface Z is
a function of sec(θ). The zenith angle (θ) is a function of elevation angle (E) and
can be expressed as

θ ¼ 90� E (3)

Using the relation between satellite and zenith angle, Eq. (2) can be simplified as

S4 � sec 90� Eð Þ sec 90� Eð Þυ�1=2
h i1=2

(4)

As we mentioned earlier, υ is a three-dimensional ionospheric irregularity spec-
tral index [9]. One-dimensional spectral index (p) is related to the three-
dimensional spectral index as p = 2υ�1. If we simplify Eqs. (3) and (4), we will get
to a direct dependence relationship between scintillation indices and zenith angle.
Following Priyadarshi and Wernik [13], we can derive the spectral index p by using
the log-log relationship of the scintillation index observation and cosecant of the
satellite elevation angle [13]:

S4 � csc Eð Þ pþ2ð Þ=4 F a;bð Þ (5)

From Eq. (5) it is clear that the scintillation index is a power-law function of
cosecant of the elevation angle with the power one-dimensional ionospheric irreg-
ularity spectral index (p) [13]. In order to simplify it more and avoid the depen-
dence on the filter factor F(a,b), which is a complicated function of the ionospheric
irregularity elongation parameters and which makes the overall ionospheric irregu-
larity orientation dependence very complicated [13], we have considered the iono-
spheric radio-wave propagation environment as isotropic [9], and this turns F(a,
b) = 1. Now if we plot log-log maps for S4 and Sin (E) angle, we can calculate the
one-dimensional spectra index (p) from this relationship. Once we have spectral
index, we can correct the scintillation for the geometry of propagation between the
receiver and the transmitter using the Eq. (6):

S4_corrected ¼ S4_observed=csc Eð Þ Pþ2ð Þ=4 (6)

Figure 1 shows the non-corrected (S4_observed) Vs-corrected scintillation indices
(S4_corrected) observed from the GPS scintillation receiver GSV 4004b deployed at
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Form of the ionospheric irregularities.
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on a moving object such as vehicles, ships, or airplanes; onboard at any beacon
satellites; or on a spacecraft. The geometrical effect is highly dependent on the
elevation angle at which the receiver receives the satellite signal, azimuth angle of
the receiver, and orientation of the ionospheric irregularity structures with respect
to the local geomagnetic field. The geometrical effects also depend on the angle
between the signal ray path and the local geomagnetic field. Another important
aspect that influences the scintillation morphology and the rate is the combination
of several things such as the geographic location of our region of interest, local
season, local time, solar activity condition, during a geomagnetic quite day or a
geomagnetically disturbed day, etc. Here first we will discuss in details the geomet-
rical influence on the ionospheric scintillation using the illustrative examples and
demonstrate the influence of the geometrical correction on the satellite signal.

3.1 Influence of the geometrical effects over the scintillation estimation and the
way to remove these errors

In Eq. (1) the height of the ionospheric irregularity from the Earth’s surface Z is
a function of sec(θ). The zenith angle (θ) is a function of elevation angle (E) and
can be expressed as

θ ¼ 90� E (3)

Using the relation between satellite and zenith angle, Eq. (2) can be simplified as

S4 � sec 90� Eð Þ sec 90� Eð Þυ�1=2
h i1=2

(4)

As we mentioned earlier, υ is a three-dimensional ionospheric irregularity spec-
tral index [9]. One-dimensional spectral index (p) is related to the three-
dimensional spectral index as p = 2υ�1. If we simplify Eqs. (3) and (4), we will get
to a direct dependence relationship between scintillation indices and zenith angle.
Following Priyadarshi and Wernik [13], we can derive the spectral index p by using
the log-log relationship of the scintillation index observation and cosecant of the
satellite elevation angle [13]:

S4 � csc Eð Þ pþ2ð Þ=4 F a;bð Þ (5)

From Eq. (5) it is clear that the scintillation index is a power-law function of
cosecant of the elevation angle with the power one-dimensional ionospheric irreg-
ularity spectral index (p) [13]. In order to simplify it more and avoid the depen-
dence on the filter factor F(a,b), which is a complicated function of the ionospheric
irregularity elongation parameters and which makes the overall ionospheric irregu-
larity orientation dependence very complicated [13], we have considered the iono-
spheric radio-wave propagation environment as isotropic [9], and this turns F(a,
b) = 1. Now if we plot log-log maps for S4 and Sin (E) angle, we can calculate the
one-dimensional spectra index (p) from this relationship. Once we have spectral
index, we can correct the scintillation for the geometry of propagation between the
receiver and the transmitter using the Eq. (6):

S4_corrected ¼ S4_observed=csc Eð Þ Pþ2ð Þ=4 (6)

Figure 1 shows the non-corrected (S4_observed) Vs-corrected scintillation indices
(S4_corrected) observed from the GPS scintillation receiver GSV 4004b deployed at
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the Hornsund, Svalbard (76.9718° N, 15.7844° E). The red dots show the amplitude
scintillation index, whereas the black dots show the phase scintillation index. If we
compare these two figures, the gap between amplitude and phase scintillation
index is very less in uncorrected case (on the left). We see that the number of
amplitude and phase scintillation observations is reduced in the corrected case (on
the right). It is evident from Figure 1 that after correcting the scintillation data, we
come over the geometrical effect for the amplitude as well as phase scintillation.
After the geometrical effect correction, we observe two main things. Firstly, there is
a reduction in the numerical peak value of the scintillation indices, and secondly,
we do see the significant numerical level gap between amplitude and phase
scintillation index data after the geometrical correction.

Figure 2 shows the normalized simulated scintillation index map (scintillation
index divided by the scintillation index at 25° elevation angle). This map shows the
scintillation index simulation for a high-latitude station in Hornsund, Svalbard.

Figure 1.
Amplitude (in orange) and phase scintillation (in black) index observations for Hornsund, Svalbard
(76.9718° N, 15.7844° E), (on left) without geometrical effect correction, (on right) with geometrical effect
correction.

Figure 2.
Normalized simulated amplitude scintillation index for Hornsund, Svalbard, vs elevation angle of the
transmitter.
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Here we see the scintillation index maximizes between 15 and 20° elevation angles
as well as between 70 and 85° elevation angles. At 15–20° elevation angle, the
multipath effects are dominant due to which we observe high-value scintillations.
On the other hand, between 70 and 85° elevation, the angle orientation of the
geomagnetic field line at Hornsund is such that it forms rodlike structure along the
geomagnetic field lines. At certain combination of the elevation and azimuth angle,
the receiver looks along the geomagnetic field lines. Due to such ionospheric irreg-
ularity structure orientation, GPS/GNSS signal travels more distance through the
ionospheric irregularity; consequently, we observe the high numerical value of the
scintillation indices at this elevation angle range.

To demonstrate the simultaneous impact of the ionospheric irregularity struc-
ture and its orientation with respect to the local geomagnetic field lines, we have
simulated amplitude scintillation index for a mid-latitude regions Weihai (geo-
graphic latitude 37.53°, geographic longitude 122.05°). We have simulated a mid-
latitude region for simulating the scintillation index (please see Figure 3) using the
method discussed in Priyadarshi and Wernik [13] because at the mid-latitude ori-
entation of the geomagnetic field line is neither completely horizontal (alike the
equatorial region) nor completely vertical (as at the polar region).

Such slant orientation of the geomagnetic field with respect to the local Earth’s
surface allows the ionospheric irregularities to evolve and settle in several forms.
The orientation parameters along and across the geomagnetic field lines are shown
in Figure 3a and b. The top-left panel shows the rodlike structure, in which we see
that for lower elevation angle (≤10°), the scintillation index is very high. As the
elevation angle gradually increases, there is a reduction in the scintillation index,
and the scintillation index is minimal for higher elevation angle (≥70°). It means
that when the spread of the ionospheric irregularity is not significant neither along

a = 1; b=1 a = 1; b=10

a = 10; b=1 a = 10; b=10

Figure 3.
Simulation scintillation indices for the different combinations of the ionospheric irregularity elongation
parameters: rodlike (top-left), winglike (top-right and bottom-left), and sheetlike (bottom-right).
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Here we see the scintillation index maximizes between 15 and 20° elevation angles
as well as between 70 and 85° elevation angles. At 15–20° elevation angle, the
multipath effects are dominant due to which we observe high-value scintillations.
On the other hand, between 70 and 85° elevation, the angle orientation of the
geomagnetic field line at Hornsund is such that it forms rodlike structure along the
geomagnetic field lines. At certain combination of the elevation and azimuth angle,
the receiver looks along the geomagnetic field lines. Due to such ionospheric irreg-
ularity structure orientation, GPS/GNSS signal travels more distance through the
ionospheric irregularity; consequently, we observe the high numerical value of the
scintillation indices at this elevation angle range.

To demonstrate the simultaneous impact of the ionospheric irregularity struc-
ture and its orientation with respect to the local geomagnetic field lines, we have
simulated amplitude scintillation index for a mid-latitude regions Weihai (geo-
graphic latitude 37.53°, geographic longitude 122.05°). We have simulated a mid-
latitude region for simulating the scintillation index (please see Figure 3) using the
method discussed in Priyadarshi and Wernik [13] because at the mid-latitude ori-
entation of the geomagnetic field line is neither completely horizontal (alike the
equatorial region) nor completely vertical (as at the polar region).

Such slant orientation of the geomagnetic field with respect to the local Earth’s
surface allows the ionospheric irregularities to evolve and settle in several forms.
The orientation parameters along and across the geomagnetic field lines are shown
in Figure 3a and b. The top-left panel shows the rodlike structure, in which we see
that for lower elevation angle (≤10°), the scintillation index is very high. As the
elevation angle gradually increases, there is a reduction in the scintillation index,
and the scintillation index is minimal for higher elevation angle (≥70°). It means
that when the spread of the ionospheric irregularity is not significant neither along

a = 1; b=1 a = 1; b=10

a = 10; b=1 a = 10; b=10

Figure 3.
Simulation scintillation indices for the different combinations of the ionospheric irregularity elongation
parameters: rodlike (top-left), winglike (top-right and bottom-left), and sheetlike (bottom-right).
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nor across the geomagnetic field lines, then the strength of the scintillation solely
depends on the elevation angles. When the spread of the ionospheric structures are
more either along (bottom-left) or across (top-right) the geomagnetic field lines,
then the numerical value of the scintillation index depends on the combination of
the elevation angle and azimuth and on the orientation of the irregularities with
respect to the local geomagnetic field lines. As we can see that even for the winglike
structures, the scintillation behavior is different for the irregularity spread along
and across the geomagnetic field lines. For a = 1 and b = 10 (top-right figure), it
shows the decrease in the scintillation with increasing elevation angle, and it also
shows scintillation maximizes near two azimuth angles nearly 90° and 270°,
respectively. At these two azimuth angles, the line of sight of the observer goes close
to the vertical direction of the geomagnetic field lines; ionospheric irregularity
structure orientations are vertical and in the direction of the geomagnetic field line.
Due to such vertical irregularity orientation, we observe the sharp enhancement in
the scintillation index. The third case (a = 10 and b = 1; bottom-left) seems quite
similar to the case discussed in the figure at the top-left (a = 1 and b = 1), except
300° > azimuth<50°. In the fourth case (a = 10 and b = 10; bottom-right), there are
two spikes at the azimuth 90° and 270°; these spikes are due to the direction of the
geomagnetic field effect as well as a gradual decrease in the scintillation with
increasing elevation angle. In summary, a certain combination of azimuth and
elevation angle and orientation of the geomagnetic field allow radio-wave satellite
signal passing more through the ionospheric irregularity structure.

3.2 Limitations as well as efficacy in modeling the scintillation, due to solar
activity, local seasons, local time, and geomagnetic activity

It is very challenging to model ionospheric scintillation during different solar
activity, season, local time, and geomagnetic activity conditions. The first limitation
for empirical modeling may be due to the specific data unavailability during the
particular geomagnetic, solar, and local seasons/time conditions. The modeler
should be very careful in making the scintillation model sensitive to the several
ionospheric anomalies that appear at different geographic locations and seasons. For
example, winter anomaly causes more ionospheric scintillation production during
the winter months than the summer months in mid-latitude regions. �20° of the
magnetic equator is the equatorial anomaly region. In the equatorial anomaly
region, we observe strong ionospheric scintillation as a lot of scintillation-producing
ionospheric irregularity deposit in these regions due to the fountain effect. At the
equatorial electrojet regions which are at �3° of the magnetic equator, we also
observe severe ionospheric scintillations. Other events such as X-rays, sudden ion-
ospheric disturbances (SID); protons, polar cap absorption (PCA); and geomagnetic
storms and lightning can also produce a significant amount of scintillation-
producing ionospheric irregularities.

On the other hand, at the polar latitudes, it is widely believed that the phase
scintillation index is more sensitive to the solar/geomagnetic events than the ampli-
tude scintillation index [14–17]. Let us understand this by an illustrative example.
Following the South Pole scintillation model developed by Priyadarshi et al. [18], we
have produced modeled amplitude and phase scintillation maps for two geomag-
netic storms, which occurred in the year 2014 (please see Figures 4 and 5). This
South Pole empirical scintillation model uses two b-spline functions of degree 4,
along with the Ap index and scintillation observation recorded over South Pole
GSV4004 scintillation receiver (location, 89.99° geographic latitude; 93.77° geo-
graphic longitude; geomagnetic coordinate, 73.5°, 127.8°). Since the model uses a
single GPS receiver data, therefore, MLT time lags by 4 hours and 22 minutes to the
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universal time hours (UT). As evident from Figure 4 (between 60 and 70° MLAT),
during a weak geomagnetic storm (�30 > =Dst > = �50 nT) that occurred on 03
January 2014, the amplitude scintillation index shows quite similar fluctuations
with the phase scintillation index (please see 16–20 MLT at 60–70° S CGMLAT;
0–6 MLT at 60–70° S CGMLAT, and 10–14 MLT at 60–70° S CGMLAT). But,
overall phase scintillation values were relatively higher than the amplitude
scintillation index. However, during a strong geomagnetic storm (Dst < = � 100
nT) that occurred on 27 February 2014, we see that some part of the amplitude
scintillation index shows resemblance with the phase scintillation index map, for
instance, 0–2 MLT and 16–18 MLT at 60–70° CGMLAT, but, in the rest of the part
near the dusk regions at all the CGMLATs 60–90° S CGMLAT, phase scintillation
indices are much higher and high in occurrence than the amplitude scintillation
index. It should be noted here that it is not compulsory that S4 and σφ have similar
character of variations. In general it depends on the scale of the ionospheric turbu-
lences. In case of kilometers size, the refractive scintillations of the phase are
predominant, but amplitude scintillations are minimal. In case of hundred meter-
sized turbulence, both refractive and diffractive mechanisms are present, and,
hence S4 and σφ indices have high similarity of variations (please see [19] for
details).

Space physicist generally explains this that during such strong geomagnetic
storms, large-scale ionospheric irregularity structures often enter from the cusp
region, and following the convection cells, they pass through the deep inside the
polar cap and exit near the magnetic midnight or dusk sector of the polar region.
This explanation seems true, but, following the scintillation theory described in
Wernik et al. [1], when phase scintillation index keeps on increasing but amplitude

Figure 4.
Modeled amplitude and phase scintillation index over Antarctica during a moderate geomagnetic storm that
occurred on 03 January 2014.
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nor across the geomagnetic field lines, then the strength of the scintillation solely
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more either along (bottom-left) or across (top-right) the geomagnetic field lines,
then the numerical value of the scintillation index depends on the combination of
the elevation angle and azimuth and on the orientation of the irregularities with
respect to the local geomagnetic field lines. As we can see that even for the winglike
structures, the scintillation behavior is different for the irregularity spread along
and across the geomagnetic field lines. For a = 1 and b = 10 (top-right figure), it
shows the decrease in the scintillation with increasing elevation angle, and it also
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elevation angle and orientation of the geomagnetic field allow radio-wave satellite
signal passing more through the ionospheric irregularity structure.
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It is very challenging to model ionospheric scintillation during different solar
activity, season, local time, and geomagnetic activity conditions. The first limitation
for empirical modeling may be due to the specific data unavailability during the
particular geomagnetic, solar, and local seasons/time conditions. The modeler
should be very careful in making the scintillation model sensitive to the several
ionospheric anomalies that appear at different geographic locations and seasons. For
example, winter anomaly causes more ionospheric scintillation production during
the winter months than the summer months in mid-latitude regions. �20° of the
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region, we observe strong ionospheric scintillation as a lot of scintillation-producing
ionospheric irregularity deposit in these regions due to the fountain effect. At the
equatorial electrojet regions which are at �3° of the magnetic equator, we also
observe severe ionospheric scintillations. Other events such as X-rays, sudden ion-
ospheric disturbances (SID); protons, polar cap absorption (PCA); and geomagnetic
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On the other hand, at the polar latitudes, it is widely believed that the phase
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along with the Ap index and scintillation observation recorded over South Pole
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single GPS receiver data, therefore, MLT time lags by 4 hours and 22 minutes to the
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universal time hours (UT). As evident from Figure 4 (between 60 and 70° MLAT),
during a weak geomagnetic storm (�30 > =Dst > = �50 nT) that occurred on 03
January 2014, the amplitude scintillation index shows quite similar fluctuations
with the phase scintillation index (please see 16–20 MLT at 60–70° S CGMLAT;
0–6 MLT at 60–70° S CGMLAT, and 10–14 MLT at 60–70° S CGMLAT). But,
overall phase scintillation values were relatively higher than the amplitude
scintillation index. However, during a strong geomagnetic storm (Dst < = � 100
nT) that occurred on 27 February 2014, we see that some part of the amplitude
scintillation index shows resemblance with the phase scintillation index map, for
instance, 0–2 MLT and 16–18 MLT at 60–70° CGMLAT, but, in the rest of the part
near the dusk regions at all the CGMLATs 60–90° S CGMLAT, phase scintillation
indices are much higher and high in occurrence than the amplitude scintillation
index. It should be noted here that it is not compulsory that S4 and σφ have similar
character of variations. In general it depends on the scale of the ionospheric turbu-
lences. In case of kilometers size, the refractive scintillations of the phase are
predominant, but amplitude scintillations are minimal. In case of hundred meter-
sized turbulence, both refractive and diffractive mechanisms are present, and,
hence S4 and σφ indices have high similarity of variations (please see [19] for
details).

Space physicist generally explains this that during such strong geomagnetic
storms, large-scale ionospheric irregularity structures often enter from the cusp
region, and following the convection cells, they pass through the deep inside the
polar cap and exit near the magnetic midnight or dusk sector of the polar region.
This explanation seems true, but, following the scintillation theory described in
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Modeled amplitude and phase scintillation index over Antarctica during a moderate geomagnetic storm that
occurred on 03 January 2014.
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scintillation seizes to increase, then at this instance, the ionospheric irregularity
plasma waves are not more coherent, and these fluctuations cannot be considered as
real scintillation due to lack of interference between two noncoherent plasma waves
at high-phase fluctuations [1]. For this situation the modeler must optimize the
numerical scales of the observed scintillation indices such that the amplitude and
phase scintillation indices show similar fluctuation to each other. Priyadarshi et al.
[20] used an optimized numerical scale for the amplitude and phase scintillation
indices observed during a geomagnetic storm that occurred on 27 February 2014.
Ionospheric scintillation index optimization is a way in which by using different
amplitude and phase scintillation variation scale it helps us see the same trend
variation in the amplitude/phase scintillation indices. In the event discussed in
Priyadarshi et al. [20], phase scintillation index variations were optimized between
0.05 and 0.5, and amplitude scintillation index variations were optimized between
0.05 and 0.2. The dayside cusp region amplitude and phase scintillation indices
gave similar information at different numerical scales. This study also demonstrated
that the amplitude scintillation index is also a useful scintillation index if the
proper numerical scale is chosen. Large-scale ionospheric irregularities such as
storm-enhanced density (SED) and tong of ionization (TOI) were not found
necessarily producing ionospheric scintillation [20].

4. Summary

In general it is more typical when the carrier-phase loss of lock happens due to
the sharp signal-to-noise ratio fading (please look [21, 22] for more details). In this
book chapter, we have discussed some peculiar modeling tricks and tips of

Figure 5.
Modeled amplitude and phase scintillation index over Antarctica during a strong geomagnetic storm that
occurred on 27 February 2014.
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ionospheric scintillation. If taken care well, the model limitations caused due to
geometrical effects such as multipath, elevation angle dependence, and form of
ionospheric irregularities can be reduced, and the modeled results would provide an
error-free estimation of the scintillation indices. Scintillation observations are one
of the scintillation model input. By studying the log-log variation of the scintillation
index, we can derive the scintillation index correction parameters as discussed in
Section 2 [13]. These scintillation correction parameters are used to correct the
scintillation model input data. We have demonstrated the geometric corrections
between the satellite and receivers (see Figure 1) and its importance to use
corrected scintillation indices as model input for modeling the ionospheric scintil-
lation indices. Ionospheric scintillation highly depends on the orientation as well as
the spread of the ionospheric irregularities with respect to the local geomagnetic
field lines. In order to get the real and justified model’s output, we must use the
input scintillation data in our model for all available, local seasons, local time, and
solar/geomagnetic activity duration. At certain elevation angles, scintillation indices
show unusual enhancement (please see Figure 2); it is because the signal travels
long distances through the ionospheric irregularity structures at the lower elevation
angle, and at certain elevation angle, the receiver look along the vertical orientation
of the ionospheric irregularities with respect to the local geomagnetic field line. The
orientation of the ionospheric irregularities structures influences the ionospheric
scintillation intensity. We have compared the four types of combination of iono-
spheric irregularity structures using four different combinations of elongation axial
ratios “a” and “b” (please see Figure 3 and its related discussion). Figure 3 demon-
strated that at a few combinations of azimuth and elevation angles, the orientation
of the geomagnetic field allows radio-wave satellite signal passing more through the
ionospheric irregularity structure. Apparently, scintillation intensity enhances at
these locations. Through two modeled South Pole scintillation maps during the
moderate and strong geomagnetic storms (case studies related to Figures 4 and 5),
we have demonstrated that the adoption of the scintillation model provides its high
case sensitive to the latitudinal anomalies. For example, winter anomaly which
occurs at the mid-latitude ionosphere that causes more scintillation occurrence in
winter months as compared to the summer months enhanced scintillation �20° to
either side of the geomagnetic equator and EEJ effect which occurs �3° on either
side of the geomagnetic equator. For high-latitude scintillation modeling, it is
essential to consider the ionospheric ionization difference during the sunlit months
and dark months. The importance of optimizing the numerical scale of phase and
amplitude scintillation indices at the polar latitudes is also discussed. In summary,
the presented book chapter discusses all the factors that significantly influence the
ionospheric scintillation and possible methods to minimize the estimation errors
that caused them. Physics-based models are good to produce the global morphology
of the ionospheric scintillation, but, they often fail to produce the exact scintillation
index during active solar events. Therefore, empirical models are better as they use
the physics-based model as background, but they keep on using the real observa-
tions as the model input. These joint efforts work in the derivation and development
of a decent ionospheric scintillation model, which can produce equivalent scintilla-
tion indices for all the geographic latitudes, local weather, local time, and solar/
geomagnetic activity conditions.
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of the scintillation model input. By studying the log-log variation of the scintillation
index, we can derive the scintillation index correction parameters as discussed in
Section 2 [13]. These scintillation correction parameters are used to correct the
scintillation model input data. We have demonstrated the geometric corrections
between the satellite and receivers (see Figure 1) and its importance to use
corrected scintillation indices as model input for modeling the ionospheric scintil-
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the spread of the ionospheric irregularities with respect to the local geomagnetic
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input scintillation data in our model for all available, local seasons, local time, and
solar/geomagnetic activity duration. At certain elevation angles, scintillation indices
show unusual enhancement (please see Figure 2); it is because the signal travels
long distances through the ionospheric irregularity structures at the lower elevation
angle, and at certain elevation angle, the receiver look along the vertical orientation
of the ionospheric irregularities with respect to the local geomagnetic field line. The
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that caused them. Physics-based models are good to produce the global morphology
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Abstract

After decades of traditional space businesses, the space paradigm is changing. 
New approaches to more efficient missions in terms of costs, design, and manufac-
turing processes are fostered. For instance, placing big constellations of micro- and 
nano-satellites in Low Earth Orbit and Very Low Earth Orbit (LEO and VLEO) 
enables the space community to obtain a huge amount of data in near real-time 
with an unprecedented temporal resolution. Beyond technology innovations, 
other drivers promote innovation in the space sector like the increasing demand 
for Earth Observation (EO) data by the commercial sector. Perez et al. stated that 
the EO industry is the second market in terms of operative satellites (661 units), 
micro- and nano-satellites being the higher share of them (61%). Technological 
and market drivers encourage the emergence of new start-ups in the space environ-
ment like Skybox, OneWeb, Telesat, Planet, and OpenCosmos, among others, with 
novel business models that change the accessibility, affordability, ownership, and 
commercialization of space products and services. This chapter shows some results 
of the H2020 DISCOVERER (DISruptive teChnOlogies for VERy low Earth oRbit 
platforms) Project and focuses on understanding how micro- and nano-satellites 
have been disrupting the EO market in front of traditional platforms.
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Figure 1. 
Micro- and nano-satellites launched between 1997 and 2017, classified by sectors (own elaboration).

Keywords: disruptive innovation, low-end market, micro- and nano-satellites,  
new space, Earth Observation

1. Introduction

Although Earth Observation (EO) started as an activity exclusively affordable 
for governments or big players in space with vast financial resources to sustain 
expensive programmes, it is no longer an exclusive and expensive industry. It allows 
the emergence of start-ups and spin-offs from academia and emerging countries 
that are the foundations of the New Space. This phenomenon, known as the democ-
ratization of space, changes the accessibility, affordability, and commercialization 
of space products and services to companies of all types and sizes [1].

According to [2], New Space can be understood as a disruptive trend whose aim 
is to transform space into a commodity by taking advantage from the joint between 
Information Technology (IT) and EO. Even though its origins were in Silicon Valley, 
the trend is now extended worldwide.

Regarding the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) satellite database, 1980 
operational satellites were orbiting the Earth at the end of April 2018, with 684 of 
these aimed to EO [3]. This represents a growth of 250% compared to January 2014, 
when there were only 192 active EO satellites. From this huge increase, it is clear that 
EO data acquisition is an emerging market. With the number of companies growing 
year-by-year and optimistic forecasts, it can be reinforced that “EO is on its earlier 
days and there are still a lot of improvements to do and problems to solve” [4].

Looking at the new EO-based markets, it is observed in [2, 5] some signs of 
potential disruptive innovation in the space sector. Some technological drivers 
promote this innovation. For instance, low cost access to earth imagery; avail-
ability of high-quality spatial, spectral and temporal imagery; innovations in 
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computer science, like cloud computing and machine learning; and some specific 
programmes, like Copernicus, that transfer high technology development from 
governmental programmes to other industries and services.

Beyond technological drivers, other drivers promote the disruptive innovation in 
the space sector, such as the sharing economy, the increasing demand of the com-
mercial sector—like smart cities—and the government interests in environmental 
monitoring. For example, Spaceflight offers companies a global launching opportu-
nity, working with almost every launch vehicle provider on the planet.

All of these drivers encourage new companies—like Skybox, SpaceX, OneWeb, 
Telesat, Planet, and OpenCosmos, among others—to develop new business models 
that make space more accessible and affordable for nongovernmental organizations 
on shorter periods.

Figure 1 summarizes the total number of micro- and nano-satellites launched 
per year between 2001 and 2017. Micro-satellites are loosely defined as any satellite 
weighting between 10 and 100 kg, while nano-satellites weight less than 10 kg. They 
have been classified by sectors to emphasize the huge increase of commercial micro- 
and nano-satellites launched in recent years compared to those launched by defense 
departments and governments.

2. Hypotheses: disruption in EO technologies

The term disruptive innovation was popularized in 2003 by Clayton 
M. Christensen, professor at Harvard Business School. In [6], he distinguished 
between sustaining and disruptive technologies and later, in [7], it replaced the 
term technology with innovation, since disruption does not come from technology 
but from businesses. According to [7], sustaining innovations foster improved 
product performance, while disruptive innovations bring to the market a very dif-
ferent value proposition, with a performance that is initially below the mainstream 
products, but with low prices or unique features that compensate for it.

Additionally, in [6], a distinction between low-end-market and new-market 
innovations is made. Low-end-market innovations are those that do not result in 

Factors affecting 
innovation

Space situation

Challenging objectives 
and attractive 
environments (+)

Space missions remain technically very challenging and their components and 
technologies are still one-off prototypes, custom-designed, and optimized for 
specific missions

Closed sector (−) Space is a closed sector with little exchange of resources outside of aerospace and 
defense. However, innovations, especially the disruptive ones, appear from the 
intersection of domains and disciplines

Risk adversity (−) Space activities are high-risk efforts and they do not offer opportunities for error 
corrections after launch. This leaves little freedom for innovation and leads to a 
risk-averse culture

Highly skilled 
workforce (+)

Space workforce is highly educated and mobile and has a diverse cultural 
background

High entrance barriers 
and open competitive 
markets (−)

Without open competitive markets, space innovations are likely considered 
useless for businesses. Additionally, high entry barriers and huge launching costs 
reduce the stimuli of industrial and private sectors to invest in space innovations

Table 1. 
Factors affecting space innovation [5].
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better product performance but offer lower prices, such as Walmart and its cheap 
retailing malls. On the other hand, new-market innovations, like the iPod, serve 
new users who had not owned or used the previous generation of products.

Christensen approached disruptive innovations from the point of view of both 
management and industry. However, his recommendations are kept at industrial level. 
Despite his product performance and business strategy analysis, his definition does 
not identify the innovation characteristics, since they are intrinsic rather than external 
factors that change over time, like customer perception or government regulations.

In [5], the concept of innovation is applied to the space environment. The 
author stated that some factors would affect the likelihood of innovation within the 
European space sector. Table 1 summarizes these factors, dividing them between 
those that promote space innovation (+) and those that prevent it (−).

In [8], the previous concept of disruptive innovation is refined by identifying 
three innovation characteristics: functionality, discontinuous technical standards, 
and ownership models. His definition broadens the meaning of low-end market and 
new market innovations.

Taking the above signs of innovation in the space sector and following the 
strategy developed in [7, 8], recent micro- and nano-satellite EO missions seem 
to show the key characteristics of disruptive innovation. Table 2 summarizes the 
characteristics of micro- and nano-satellites as disruptive innovations according to 
different authors.

By combining the above-presented characteristics of disruptive micro- and 
nano-satellite innovations with the main specificities of the EO space market, a set 
of six hypotheses for micro- and nano-space market disruption has been developed 

Characteristics of disruptive 
innovations

Christensen 
and Raynor [7]

Summerer 
[5]

Nagy 
et al. [8]

Denis et al. 
[2]

High level of risk

Discontinuous technical standards 
(simplicity)

Accessibility

Enabling new market opportunities

Inferior performance

Performance improvement

Disruptive functionality

Affordability

Forms of ownership

Table 2. 
Characteristics of micro- and nano-satellites as disruptive innovation in space [2, 5, 7, 8].

Low-end market innovations are those with discontinuous technical standards that disrupt markets by 
using new, less costly materials or new production processes in the creation of existing technologies [9, 10] or new 
forms of ownership. These forms dictate how innovations are received in a marketplace, as they establish prices 
and innovation-related services among others [11].

New-market innovations are those with a disruptive functionality that provides the user with the ability to 
undertake a new behavior or accomplish a new task that was impossible before [12–14].
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and presented in Table 3. In this section, all mentioned characteristics are tested 
to verify if the authors’ hypotheses are true in order to clarify whether micro- and 
nano-satellites are disruptive for the EO market.

3. Analysis: disruption in EO technologies

In this section, the analysis of the six hypotheses stated in Table 3 for micro- and 
nano-space market disruption has been done. The first hypothesis is related to space 
market standardization, the second hypothesis is related to market opportunities, 
the third hypothesis is related to micro- and nano-satellite performance, the fourth 
hypothesis is related to the affordability of the new space technologies for EO, the 
fifth hypothesis is related to the forms of ownership and operability of EO systems, 
and finally, the sixth hypothesis is related to disruptive functionalities that provide 
novel products.

3.1 Hypothesis 1: micro- and nano-satellite simplicity and standardization

In mainstream space platforms, each of design, development, and test campaign 
tends to be almost unique, custom-made for the specific mission. Long project 

Characteristics 
of disruptive 
innovations

Hypothesis to test Hypothesis 
label

Standardization The space sector has a low level of risk acceptance, which leaves 
little freedom for innovation. However, micro- and nano-

satellites provide simplicity and standardization in terms of 
design and manufacturing, This leads to a higher level of risk 

acceptance and, consequently, more innovation

1

New market 
opportunities

Data accessibility and technology standardization are essential 
conditions to open new market opportunities

2

Performance Micro- and nano-satellites improve their performance in a pace 
that meets market needs even though they have an inferior 

performance than those of traditional EO spacecraft

3

Affordability Traditional, established space companies are ignoring the market 
due to very low-profit margins. This fact leaves room for new 

entrants with totally different business models. These new actors 
bet on low-cost technology to produce more affordable space 

systems for Earth Observation

4

Ownership forms Recent evolutions in micro- and nano-satellite technologies 
are affecting the forms of ownership and operability of EO 

systems, which were formerly owned by governments or public 
organizations

5

Disruptive 
functionality

Micro- and nano-satellite missions offer disruptive 
functionalities that provide novel products or services that were 
unthinkable or impossible with traditional spacecraft missions

6

Table 3. 
Summary of studied hypothesis related to the disruptive innovation characteristics.

H1: The space sector has a low level of risk acceptance, which leaves little freedom for innovation. However, 
micro- and nano-satellites provide simplicity and standardization in terms of design and manufacturing. This 
leads to a higher level of risk acceptance and, consequently, more innovation.
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durations and high costs are consequences of the complexity that implies the need 
of guaranteeing the maximum quality, hence the minimum risk for the mission.

On the other hand, micro- and nano-satellite constellations are based on the 
concept of standardization, which opens up the possibility of using commercial 
electronic components and the choice of numerous technology suppliers. In that 
way, it is possible to create less expensive satellites in shorter periods. Depending on 
the specifications, a micro-satellite can be built and placed in orbit for a few million 
euros and a nano-satellite for almost a quarter million. In comparison, the cost of a 
large satellite can rise to 500 million euros [4, 15].

Apart from the cost and size, the main benefit of micro- and nano-satellites is 
the time required to design and implement each model. As an average, a micro- or 
a nano-satellite can be designed, manufactured, and launched within less than 
2 years [4, 15]. This means that large constellations of small satellites can be regu-
larly renewed with state-of-the-art systems, ensuring optimal performance even if 
some units are lost or fail. This is not the case of conventional satellites, which are 
developed and launched within expensive and long projects that last between 5 and 
10 years and, accordingly, cannot afford any failure in the platform without risking 
the entire mission.

Particularly worthy of mention is the recent emergence of many dedicated 
micro-launchers designed to place small satellites in orbit. So far, micro- and 
nano-satellites are launched at marginal costs as “piggyback” payload alongside 
traditional spacecraft. However, new micro-launcher concepts may be responsible 
for providing simplicity and standardization to the whole process, lowering launch 
costs if they demonstrate reliability and good performance [1].

For the stated reasons, H1 can be supported, since micro- and nano-satellite design 
and manufacturing is focused on simple and standard equipment that eventually may 
increase the linked risk acceptance.

3.2 Hypothesis 2: new market opportunities

EO is a promising, fast-growing field boosted by a wide range of applications 
across various economic sectors, including precision farming, natural resource 
monitoring, oil and gas exploration, meteorology, civil protection, insurance, 
and urban monitoring [1]. The emergence of low-cost micro- and nano-satellites 
enabled EO start-ups to attract new markets interested in their tremendous 
amount of accessible and affordable high-resolution images. Additionally, more 
and more countries invest in their EO capacity, confirming the soft power dimen-
sion of space but also opening new market opportunities for international or 
regional cooperation [1].

Not only space is becoming more accessible through new launch technology, but 
also data from programs like US Landsat and Europe’s Sentinel program are already 
available to all. This allows third parties to develop new services and applications 
over high-quality databases supported by different funding programs. For instance, 
OneAtlas updated the base map of the whole world with high-resolution imagery 
without taking any picture or OneWeb plan to use small spacecraft technology to 
make satellite Internet available on a global scale.

It is clear that some of these new markets are recently gaining access to EO data 
because it is cheaper than before. However, a very important entry barrier was also 
the traditional space companies themselves, because data owned and controlled by 
defense and public organizations were not available at any price.

H2: Data accessibility and technology standardization are essential conditions to open new market opportunities.
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In Figure 2, it can be seen that in the year 2017, defense represented more than 
60% of the commercial data market ($1.8 billion), with infrastructure and natural 
resources verticals accounting a similar share to each other. These three vertical 
markets represented 80% of the commercial data market in 2017. Looking to the 
future, Euroconsult forecasts that the market for commercial EO data is expected to 
reach $3 billion (5% of the Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)) in 2026 [1].

In the short term, growth is expected to continue to be driven by the defense, 
with ongoing regional unrest and growing Image Intelligence needs of countries 
without proprietary military systems. By 2026, the defense is expected to represent 
46% of the total market value ($1.7 billion). Therefore, although defense will 
continue to be the major client for EO imagery, their share will reduce in the coming 
years. Other applications, such as maritime, infrastructure, and resource monitor-
ing will support growth in the long term. Together with defense, these applications 
should have a 5% CAGR through 2026. Emerging applications in these sectors such 
as critical infrastructure monitoring and precision agriculture benefit from more 
capable satellite systems (i.e., a combination of higher ground resolution with 
higher temporal resolution). Location-Based Services (LBS) applications, including 
financial and insurance services, have been slow to develop, but the longer-term 
outlook for these services remains positive with the availability of new satellite 
capacity. For LBS applications, greater emphasis is expected to be put on integrated 
product offerings, emphasizing requiring the development of change detection 
analytics. In terms of revenue generation by data type, VHR optical is expected 
to remain the most significant in terms of data sales. More moderate-resolution 
datasets will be challenged by the availability of free solutions and low-cost systems 
offering comparable data.

According to [1], in 2016, the market for Value-Added Services (VAS) was 
$3.5 billion. This discounts the purchase of commercial data to develop geospatial 
solutions. Key markets for VAS do not mirror those for commercial data sales. 
Defense, while representing 61% of the commercial data market, only represents 
15% of the VAS market; conversely, infrastructure and engineering (which incor-
porated cartography, cadastre, etc.) is only 10% of the commercial data market but 
33% of the value-added market.

According to [1], the reasoning for this is relatively straightforward: defense 
end-users purchase data with much value-added analytics performed in-house. On the 
other hand, lower-cost, coarser resolution, and lower geolocation accuracy data can be 
leveraged with value-adding to form greater value products and services. Environment-
monitoring users, for instance, procure limited commercial data but are developing 

Figure 2. 
Commercial EO data market in 2017 (left) and value-added services market in 2017 (right) [1].
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solutions using scientific and coarse resolution data, for example, pollution/aerosol 
monitoring and climate modeling. Many infrastructure applications for mapping also 
can be developed by using Landsat and Sentinel data that are free of charge.

In [1], it is also forecast that data also add to the belief that by making coarser-
resolution data free, the value-added services industry can leverage this to build 
greater value services with the potential for two very different businesses: a “high-
end” data market to support defense and free/low-cost data sources to support 
commercial and civil government applications.

For these reasons, H2 would also be supported, since new market opportunities are 
growing and standardization has been proven as H1.

3.3 Hypothesis 3: micro- and nano-satellites performance

EO optical imaging satellite performance is defined in terms of spatial and 
temporal resolution. Spatial resolution relates to the level of detail obtained from 
an image and can be measured by the Ground Sample Distance (GSD), which is the 
distance between adjacent pixel centers measured on the ground.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of EO micro- and nano-satellite GSD in the last 
20 years. The solid lines depict how the concepts of Medium Resolution (MR), High 
Resolution (HR), and Very High Resolution (VHR) evolved through time. While 
MR has maintained constant around 15 m, HR and VHR have decreased to 2 and 
0.3 m, respectively.

Dots in Figure 3 represent GSD values for the EO micro- and nano-satellites 
analyzed in this research (see Appendix A for details on the data analysis methodol-
ogy). Cross marks prove that between 1999 and 2013 governmental and defense 
were almost the only micro- and nano-satellites devoted to obtaining HR and VHR 
images of the earth. However, 2013 marks a turning point in the EO market, with 

Figure 3. 
Evolution of EO satellite GSD during the period 1999–2018 (own elaboration).

H3: Micro- and nano-satellites improve their performance in a pace that meets EO market needs despite 
having an inferior performance than those of traditional EO spacecraft.
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the irruption of private start-ups launching small space platforms able to achieve 
resolutions from 4 to 1 m [15].

Nano-satellites can obtain GSD below 3 m, thanks to new sensor technologies 
and the use of Low Earth Orbit and Very Low Earth Orbit (LEO and VLEO). In the 
range of micro-satellites, GSD around 1 m can be achieved, with perspectives of 
values even lower in the next years. These values are small enough to have a great 
interest for many commercial applications, mainly in the agriculture, transporta-
tion, energy, and infrastructure markets [1].

If the temporal resolution is also taken into account, micro- and nano-satellites 
show their huge potential for EO commercial applications. Satellite’s revisit time 
is the time elapsed between observations of the same point on Earth’s surface. 
Figure 4 summarizes GSD, year of launching, mass, and revisit time of EO micro- 
and nano-satellites. The amount of satellites displayed in Figure 4 is smaller than 
in Figures 1 and 3 because the information about revisit time was not available 
for many satellites (see Appendix A for details on the data analysis methodology). 
Besides, revisit time of Flock (Planet) and ÑuSat (Satellogic) constellations is 
calculated using their final future configuration.

In Figure 4, each circle represents a satellite or a constellation of identical satel-
lites. GSD and launching year can be measured in both axes, while the circle gives 
information about the mass and revisit time (the bigger, the more massive and the 
darker, the shortest revisit time). Looking at the characteristics of different satel-
lites, it is easy to see that Flock and the ÑuSat constellations are the only platforms 
able to provide revisit times lower than one day. This capability makes their data 
more appealing than any of the other platforms, even having a slightly less spatial 
resolution. The key for this performance is the possibility to design, launch, and 
operate constellations of more than 100 satellites, something which seems only pos-
sible, thanks to the reduced costs associated to micro- and nano-satellite technology 
considering the several hundred million dollar cost of traditional EO satellites. 
These massive micro- and nano-satellite constellations are aiming to transform 
EO imagery into a commercial product (e.g., analytical solutions from the big data 
obtained from the constellations), taking benefit of their almost high resolution 
and their high revisit time.

Figure 4. 
GSD, year of launching, mass, and revisit time of EO micro- and nano-satellites (own elaboration).
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For all these arguments, H3 would be supported, as performance is increasingly high 
in new satellites and constellations, whilst it is still far from conventional satellites.

3.4 Hypothesis 4: affordability of the new space technologies for EO

During the last decades of the twentieth century, EO systems were mainly dedi-
cated platforms owned and operated by public organizations or governments, often 
at a national level. This status quo was sustained by economic and policy barriers 
to space commerce. Traditionally, costs associated with satellite development and 
operation have been extremely high, both at LEO and Geostationary Orbits (GSO). 
However, platform standardization, continued progress in technology miniatur-
ization, and Components Off-The-Shelf (COTS) are not only leading to cheaper 
satellite development and launch but also reducing manufacturing time. The 
possibility of using many small satellites in a constellation is enabling near real-time 
Earth Observation and addressing the issue of temporal resolution. Consequently, 
increasingly large amounts of data are being gathered every day.

This novel combination of price reduction and data generation has created in 
the last decade new business opportunities favoring the emergence of new space 
companies dedicated to the EO market. These companies base their innovative 
business models on the generation of near real-time high-resolution images 
(close to 1 m [15]) that are sold in user-oriented data access platforms (around 
$1/km2 [15]).

It is important to note that this new model is mainly ruled by start-ups with 
substantial investment capacity. Figure 5 depicts the evolution of investment and 
the number of start-ups founded in the EO market between 2013 and 2017. It can be 
seen that almost 60 EO companies were funded in these 5 years. More significantly, 
the solid line clearly shows an increase in the investment, from less than 5 million 

Figure 5. 
Earth Observation start-ups and investments during the period 2013–2017 (source [15] and own elaboration).

H4: Traditional, established space companies are ignoring the market due to very low-profit margins. This 
fact leaves room for new entrants with totally different business models. These new actors bet on low-cost technol-
ogy to produce more affordable space systems for Earth Observation.
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dollars in 2013 and 2014 to almost 160 million dollars in 2017. According to [15], one 
of the reasons why new start-ups have been so successful in raising capital may well 
be because it challenges traditional space enterprises at technology implementation, 
deployment of spacecraft, innovation in the business model, etc. Some of these 
new start-ups that embrace open-innovation and knowledge sharing are Planet, 
Satellogic, PLD Space, Deimos, and GomSpace, among others [2, 5].

For all these reasons, H4 would be supported, since new dealers in the space sector are 
mainly new companies rather than stablished ones.

3.5 Hypothesis 5: forms of ownership and operability of EO systems

These new opportunities foster innovation and commercial growth, but they also 
leave room to establish a legal framework. That regulation would aim to maintain a safe 
and predictable space environment that allows us to face correctly the rapid changes of 
technology without interrupting the innovation freedom of the space sector.

The disruption in the space market extends the technological improvements. 
For instance, an increment in the supply of EO imagery would have implications for 
new business models, lower costs and more flexible ownership models for commer-
cializing imagery.

Emerging start-ups and spin-offs in the space sector are transforming the oper-
ability of EO systems owned by governments or public organizations. This transfor-
mation extends from the satellites themselves to the data processing and finally the 
data analysis that represents VAS to commercial and public organizations.

The idea of a “sharing economy” implies a revolution in the ownership of space 
imagery. All users have access to relevant and free data under a distributed owner-
ship scheme. This trend is being driven by multiple technological innovations, for 
example, reusable launchers (e.g., SpaceX), online platforms where users can com-
bine different data (e.g., Blacksky), or launcher service platform (e.g., Spaceflight). 
Nevertheless, there are questions over the sustainability of this ownership model, 
especially for commercial organizations that need to generate profit. Additionally, 
there are certain applications related to security or defense where such a shared-
ownership model may not be appropriate.

Radiant Earth Foundation is trying to address some of these challenges, such as 
building a place where the development community can go for earth imagery and 
geospatial data and with access to market analytics, best practices guides, return of 
investment methodologies, and discussion of policy issues.

For all these reasons, H5 would also be supported, since new dealers from H4 are also 
defining new forms of ownership and service.

3.6 Hypothesis 6: disruptive functionality

Although nano- and micro-satellites are dramatically changing the EO market, 
it cannot be said that they are providing novel products or services to the final data 
users. Satellite imaging has been used since the early 1970s when the Landsat pro-
gram started. As stated before, the irruption of new start-ups with novel business 

H5: Recent evolutions in micro- and nano-satellite technologies are affecting the forms of ownership and 
operability of EO systems, which were formerly owned by governments or public organizations.

H6: Micro- and nano-satellite missions offer disruptive functionalities that provide novel products or services 
that were unthinkable or impossible with traditional spacecraft missions.
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These new opportunities foster innovation and commercial growth, but they also 
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and predictable space environment that allows us to face correctly the rapid changes of 
technology without interrupting the innovation freedom of the space sector.

The disruption in the space market extends the technological improvements. 
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new business models, lower costs and more flexible ownership models for commer-
cializing imagery.

Emerging start-ups and spin-offs in the space sector are transforming the oper-
ability of EO systems owned by governments or public organizations. This transfor-
mation extends from the satellites themselves to the data processing and finally the 
data analysis that represents VAS to commercial and public organizations.

The idea of a “sharing economy” implies a revolution in the ownership of space 
imagery. All users have access to relevant and free data under a distributed owner-
ship scheme. This trend is being driven by multiple technological innovations, for 
example, reusable launchers (e.g., SpaceX), online platforms where users can com-
bine different data (e.g., Blacksky), or launcher service platform (e.g., Spaceflight). 
Nevertheless, there are questions over the sustainability of this ownership model, 
especially for commercial organizations that need to generate profit. Additionally, 
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ownership model may not be appropriate.
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building a place where the development community can go for earth imagery and 
geospatial data and with access to market analytics, best practices guides, return of 
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For all these reasons, H5 would also be supported, since new dealers from H4 are also 
defining new forms of ownership and service.

3.6 Hypothesis 6: disruptive functionality

Although nano- and micro-satellites are dramatically changing the EO market, 
it cannot be said that they are providing novel products or services to the final data 
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models is not based on the generation of new data, but on the accessibility to it and 
complementing traditional space business models.

Therefore, considering that hypothesis 2 and 4 proved to be true, micro- and 
nano-satellites in the EO market can be categorized as low-end-market disruptive 
innovations. This hypothesis is also supported in [15], in which it is stated that new 
space business models do not drastically change satellite EO business, since both 
fulfill a similar kind of customer needs. What New Space businesses provide against 
traditional ones are accessibility, affordability, and commercialization of space 
products or services to commercial and noncommercial companies.

H6 is therefore not fulfilled.

4. Conclusions

New Space has usually been considered as a disruptive market. Some technologi-
cal drivers like low-cost, high-quality image, among others, promote innovation, 
and they encourage new companies to develop new business models that make 
space more accessible and affordable for nongovernmental organizations on shorter 
development periods.

This chapter is measuring how disruptive the micro- and nano-satellite innova-
tions are within the EO space market, under a series of hypotheses based on estab-
lished standards for disruptive innovation [2, 5, 7, 8].

As a result, we have observed that micro- and nano-satellite technologies repre-
sent a low-end-market disruptive innovation, since they standardize the production 
process that reduces the cost of design and manufacturing phases. Additionally, 
thanks to this standardization, the forms of ownership and operability of EO 
platforms have changed to a private model. This allows the establishment of lower 
prices and creation of innovative services that not only open new market opportu-
nities for new business models and data accessibility by commercial companies, but 
also improve the space market performance even though they have inferior char-
acteristics than those provided by traditional EO spacecraft. As a consequence of 
all this, it cannot be said that micro- and nano-satellites drastically change satellite 
EO business, but they provide an accessible and affordable data to commercial and 
noncommercial companies against traditional ones.
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Appendix: quantitative data analysis

Most of the data analyzed in this paper were obtained from the Union of 
Concerned Scientists (UCS) database [1]. This Web includes a listing of nearly 2000 
operational satellites orbiting around Earth. Based on this information, only satel-
lites with Earth Observation purposes were selected, which lead to a final number of 
394 EO satellites usable for our research. From all these, Figures 3 and 4 only picture 
information about those with spatial and temporal resolution values available. The 
list of used data can be found in Table 4.
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Name User Launch date Launch mass 
(kg)

GSD 
(m)

Revisit time 
(days)

DLR Tubsat Government 26/05/1999 45 6 —

IKONOS-2 Commercial 24/09/1999 817 1 2.25

Terra Government 18/12/1999 4864 15 —

QuickBird-2 Commercial 01/10/2001 1100 0.5 7

Bird 2 Government 22/10/2001 92 25 —

SPOT-5 Government 04/05/2002 3030 2.5 26

BeijinGalaxy-1 Civil 27/10/2005 50 39 —

EROS B1 Military/commercial 25/04/2006 350 0.7 —

RapidEye 
Constellation

Commercial 29/08/2008* 175 6.5 3.25

GeoEye-1 Commercial 01/09/2008 1955 0.5 3

HJ-1 Government 05/09/2008 470 30 —

Saudisat-2 Government 29/07/2009 35 15 —

DEIMOS-1 Government 29/07/2009 90 22 2

Worldview-2 Commercial 01/10/2009 2800 0.5 2.4

Alsat Government 12/07/2010* 116 2.5 —

BKA 2 Government 22/07/2012 473 2.1

Landsat-8 Government 11/02/2013 2623 15 —

DubaiSat-2 Government 21/11/2013 300 1 —

Zhuhai 1 
Constellation

Commercial 26/04/2014* 90 10 5

Rising-2 Civil 24/05/2014 41 5 —

Flock Constellation Commercial 19/06/2014* 5 4 1

Aurora Commercial 19/06/2014 25 15 —

Worldview-3 Commercial 01/08/2014 2800 0.4 2.75

ASNARO 1 Government 06/11/2014 500 0.5 —

CBNT-1 Commercial 10/07/2015 91 1,5 —

DMC 3 Commercial 10/07/2015* 447 1 —

LAPAN A2 Government 24/09/2015 68 5 —

Bison Sat Civil 08/10/2015 1 43 —

Athenoxat-1 Commercial 16/12/2015 6 25 —

BIROS Government 22/06/2016 110 42.4 —

BlackSky 
Pathfinder

Commercial 26/09/2016 44 1 —

Worldview-4 Commercial 01/11/2016 2485 0.3 4.5

CE-SAT-1 Commercial 22/06/2017 50 1 —

Skysat Commercial 31/10/2017* 110 0.9 —
*Constellation’s launch date stated in the table corresponds to the first launching.

Table 4. 
List of satellites used in Figures 3 and 4 [3, 16–19].
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A Survey on Small Satellite 
Technologies and Space Missions 
for Geodetic Applications
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Abstract

Advances in microelectronics, materials, combined with affordable and fre-
quent launch opportunities has led to a revolution which consists of small satellite 
missions used for technology validation, Earth observation, space exploration. 
Small satellites are now being developed in large volumes for mega-constellations 
for Earth observation, Internet of Things (IoT) and low latency communications 
(internet) thus democratizing space and making new space applications a reality. 
Advances in small satellite platforms, miniaturization of instruments and the avail-
ability of low-cost launches for small satellites, can enable new, geodetic missions 
which can benefit from the use of constellations of small satellites. An overview of 
some of the most important small satellite based geodetic missions is presented, 
along with a brief overview of new mission concepts which can significantly 
enhance our knowledge in the geodetic field.

Keywords: small satellites, GPS, geodetic, space missions

1. Introduction

Today, space geodetic techniques are the primary tools to study size, figure and 
deformation of the Earth, and its motion as a finite body in the inertial reference sys-
tem. Space geodetic techniques have become the fundamental tools for geodesy, geo-
detic astronomy, and geodynamics. The development of space geodesy has increase 
significantly with the progress in space technology, miniaturization of satellites and 
the advent of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) and GNSS technology 
such as receivers. GNSS is making a much greater impact in the last decade with the 
advent of small satellites, launch availability and the miniaturization of electronics. 
It should be viewed as the replacement of classical navigation and positioning (based 
on the observation of astrometric positions of natural celestial objects) by measure-
ments of microwave signals emitted by artificial satellites [1–4].

With respect to space technology, the two main areas of geodetic research and 
space missions are:

• Gravity space missions: For geodesy and geodynamics, the CHAMP 
(Challenging Minisatellite Payload for Geophysical Research and Application) 
and CHAMP-FO missions, the GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate 
Experiment) mission, and the GOCE (Gravity field and Ocean Current 
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Explorer) mission are particularly fascinating. Our knowledge of the Earth’s 
gravity field (thanks to the use of space-borne GPS receivers, accelerometers, 
and gradiometers) has significantly grown thanks to these missions. Gravity 
missions are of central importance for altimetry, because the precise geoids are 
required to refer the sea surface topography to the geoid [1].

• GNSS. GNSS stands for Global Navigation Satellite System. The current gen-
eration of GNSS may be viewed as the successor of the Doppler systems. The 
systems are based on coherent microwave signals (in the L-band) emitted by 
the satellites in (at least) two carrier frequencies. Simultaneity of measurement 
of the signals emitted by several satellites and recorded by a receiver allow 
for instantaneous positioning. The GPS (Global Positioning System) is prob-
ably the best known GNSS and is considered the best-known space geodetic 
technique today. The system has an impact on science and society as a whole, 
reaching far beyond space geodesy. GPS revolutionized surveying, timing, 
pedestrian, car, marine and aircraft navigation. Many millions of receivers are 
in use today. Space-borne applications of the GPS have a deep impact on geod-
esy and atmospheric sciences [1]. The development new GNSS systems from 
Europe (Galileo), China (Beidou) and others will bring new developments and 
substantially improve our knowledge of Earth’s and planetary geodesy.

In summary, satellite geodetic missions offer the following capabilities:

1. Provide precise relative and geocentric locations of separated points on Earth 
by ground to satellite measurements

2. Provide knowledge of the time invariant and time variant gravitational 
forces and surface forces acting on satellite from precise analysis of orbital 
perturbations and by satellite borne gravity scanning devices

3. Provide precise geocentric location of a spacecraft

4. Provide measurements of time invariant and time variant aspects of vertical 
geometry of the oceans and land on a rapid and continuing basis by satellite-
borne altimeters

The advent of microelectronics, miniaturization in combination with the proven 
use of commercial off the shelf (COTS) electronics, has led to the wide use of small 
satellites, i.e., spacecraft which have a mass of 500–1000 kg. Small satellites have 
proved to be an affordable means of demonstrating new technologies, but also allow-
ing constellations of satellites to approach conventional space missions in a different 
manner by increasing the revisit time over multiple locations of interest, increase the 
number of scientific measurements but also enable the use of differential measure-
ments using ranging techniques in combination with space-borne GPS receivers. The 
next section presents an introduction to small satellites followed by an overview of 
the most important geodetic small satellite missions in orbit or completed to date.

2. Small satellites

The size and cost of spacecraft vary depending on the application; some can 
hold in your hand while others like Hubble are as big as a school bus. Small space-
craft (smallsats) focus on spacecraft with a mass less than 180 kg and about the size 
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of a large kitchen fridge. Even with small spacecraft, there is a large variety of size 
and mass that can be differentiated. The accepted small satellite classification  
(per kg) in the space community is as follows:

• Minisatellite: 150–500 kg

• Microsatellite: 10–150 kg

• Nanosatellite: 1–10 kg

• Picosatellite: 0.01–1 kg

• Femtosatellite: 0.001–0.01 kg

Small satellites, miniaturized satellites, or smallsats, are satellites of low mass 
and size, usually under 500 kg (1100 lb). While all such satellites can be referred 
to as “small”, different classifications are used to categorize them based on mass. 
Satellites can be built small to reduce the large economic cost of launch vehicles 
and the costs associated with construction. Miniature satellites, especially in large 
numbers, may be more useful than fewer, larger ones for some purposes—for 
example, gathering of scientific data and radio relay. Small satellites have become 
a significant part of the space industry. The advent of small satellite technology in 
multiple areas such as micro-propulsion, cubesats, microelectronics, long distance 
communications and increased low cost rideshare launch availability has also led to 
new mission concepts and missions such as broadband internet, communications 
and Earth observation, which consist of mega constellations of small satellites. 
Given the available production capabilities of the Contractor and the trend of small 
satellites, seeking a demonstrator application in this market would be reasonable 
and would create market potential in the near future. The advent of microelectron-
ics, electric micro propulsion and other small satellite subsystems has enabled a 
multitude of interplanetary and high power cubesat/nanosatellite mission to be 

Figure 1. 
Nano/microsatellite (<50 kg) forecast.
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Figure 2. 
Microsatellite (<50 kg) constellations launched and planned.

Con/n Num. Maker Weight Year Avail Orbit 
(km)

Status

Iridium 
Next

66 + 9 
spares

Thales 
Alenia+ 
Orbital 

ATK

860 kg 2009 2018 780 Complete

Boeing 1396-
2956

Boeing 
Satellite

N/A 2016 N/A 1200 Unknown

LeoSat 78-108 Thales 
Alenia

1250 kg 2015 2022 1400 first 
launches in 

2021

OneWeb 882-
1980

OneWeb 
Airbus JV

145 kg 2015 2020 1200 6 pilot 
satellites in 
February 

2019

SpaceX 
Starlink

4425-
11,943

SpaceX 227 kg 2015 2020 550 km 120 
launched in 

2020

O3b 
(SES)

20 O3b
7 

O3bm

Thales 
Alenia 
(O3b)
Boeing 
(O3bm)

700 kg 2008: 
O3b
2017: 
O3bm

2014: 
O3b

2021: 
O3bm

8000 O3b 
complete

Telesat 
LEO

117-512 TBC 300 kg 2016 2021 1000–
1248

Prototypes 
2018

CASIC 
Hongyun

156 CASC <500 kg 2017 2022 160–
2000

Prototypes 
2018

CASC 
Hongyan

320 CASC < 500 kg 2017 2023 1100 Prototypes l 
2018

Table 1. 
Mega-constellations planned/operations (assembled from multiple sources).
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developed. JPL’s MaRCO 3 U cubesat mission are operating already in Mars orbit 
as communication relays and the NASA funded LunarCube is a 100 W 3 U cubesat 
mission which will use a Busek iodine RF thruster for Lunar Exploration.

2.1 Small satellite market and trends

In addition to cubesats, larger small satellite missions are now being designed 
for high power missions due to the sophistication of their payloads and need 
to use micro electric propulsion which drive power demands. The smallsat 
(<500 kg mass satellites) market is going through significant expansion in terms 
of capabilities and demand. In the last couple of years, numerous companies 
have produced solutions, largely based around a constellation approach, to better 
deliver services and reach out to new users. These solutions are supported by 
new ventures, entrepreneurs investing in space in this so-called new or adaptive 
space environment. The logic of lower-cost constellations is to provide global 
connectivity from one system (satcom) or high-frequency change detection (in 
Earth observation [EO]) or connecting devices and vehicles (Information) for 
the Internet of Things (IoT), Machine to Machine (M2M), and traffic monitoring 
(AIS or ADS-B). It is aided by the advancement of satellite system miniaturization 
permitted by new technologies and/or advances in related sectors, particularly 
in computational technology with smallsats now providing operational services 
that were previously only achievable through heavier satellites. Over 300 nano/
microsatellites were launched in 2017, shattering analyst’ expectations and 
surpassing even SpaceWorks “full market potential” prediction from last year. 
2017 represented a 205% increase in nano/microsatellites launched compared to 
2016. SpaceWorks’ estimates up to 2600 nano/microsatellites will require launch 
over the next 5 years. This creates space for new opportunities that could benefit 
from the technology developments in the activity and match the size and scope of 
the involved partners.

As it can be seen in Figures 1, 2 and Table 1, mega-constellations with microsat-
ellites up to a mass of 200–300 kg are the most popular trend in the space industry 
and indicate that the 200–300 kg mass and volume factor of 0.125–1 m3 are the near 
optimum to: (i) squeeze as many small satellites in medium size launch vehicles 
such as Falcon 9, Ariane 6 (ii) still launch 2–3 small satellites in dedicated small 
launchers VEGA, LauncherOne, Electron etc. (iii) are small enough to mass pro-
duce in lean, highly automated, automotive style production lines as OneWeb and 
SpaceX are currently undertaking.1

Table 2 presents a summary and comparison of a representative selection of 
small satellites of different size, country of manufacture and capabilities.

3. Small satellite geodetic missions

Small satellites have significant benefits which have made them very popular in 
the last decade for scientific and commercial space missions:

• The advent of microelectronics, automated manufacturing, sensors, batteries, 
motors and the significant reduction in their cost of manufacture has enabled 
the miniaturization of larger conventional satellites and instruments brining 
the launch cost (cost per kg) significantly down

1 https://www.nanosats.eu/#figures
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• Use of COTS components for Low Earth Orbit (LEO) small satellite missions 
has also lowered space mission costs, helped towards miniaturization and also 
has created large availability of components and sensors which can be used for 
space instruments, subsystems and platforms

• Miniaturized satellites such as cubesats or nano/microsatellites can be launched 
as secondary payloads which are very affordable

• New private and civilian launchers have increased the number and com-
petitiveness of launches, bringing launch costs down and increasing launch 
availability significantly compared to 10 years ago

• Access to private funding, entrepreneurship has increased small satellite 
subsystem, sensor and platform quantities and thus reducing mission costs

• Miniature small satellites with low launch costs can enable constellations which 
can thus allow for a tremendous increase in the number, frequency and location 
of sensor measurements simultaneously across the globe

All the above advantages of small satellites have contributed to new space 
missions which were simply impossible, or too expensive to achieve in the past. 
Specifically for geodesy, there have been a number of scientifically rich satellite 
missions which used radar and laser altimetry as well as geodetical components to 
study Earth’s gravity field such as CHAMP (CHAllenging Mini satellite Payload), 
GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment), and GOCE (Gravity field and 
steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer). These satellite missions, although in the 
boundaries of small satellite missions (with respect to mass and cost) used small 
satellite technologies to achieve complex mission objectives and provide unique 
science data about Earth’s gravity field.

Table 3 shows a summary of small satellite geodesy mission types. In summary, 
the benefits of small satellites geodetic missions are that they can be a cost effective 
means to measure/estimate Earth’s geopotential using ranging and GPS data, while 
constellations can help get polar region data (missing), increase temporal frequency 
(from months to weeks) and increase the amount, frequency and location of sci-
ence measurements at a reasonable mission cost. The following section describes 
the most significant geodetic small satellite missions launched to date.

3.1 Reflector type satellite missions

GFZ 1 (Geo Forschungs Zentrum Potsdam 1) is the first satellite mission 
designed and funded by the GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam, Germany. The mis-
sion objectives of GFZ-1 were to determine variations in the rotational character-
istics of the Earth and to measurement changes in the Earth’s gravity field. For the 
high-resolution determination of the parameters of the gravity field the satellite had 
to be launched into the lowest possible orbit. At its altitude of 400 km, GFZ-1 was 
the lowest geodynamic satellite to be ranged to by lasers (in 1995). As the vehicle’s 
orbit was decaying, the satellite’s orbital motion was used to calculate atmospheric 
densities [5, 6] (Figure 3).

GFZ-1 was s a passive geodetic satellite which only used one instrument, the 
retroreflector array (RRA). The GFZ-1 RRA consisted of 60 corner cubes and has 
a center of mass correction of 58 + 2 mm. These retroreflectors were quartz prisms 
placed in special holders recessed into the satellite’s body. External metallic surfaces 
were covered with white paint for thermal control purposes and to facilitate visual 
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1 https://www.nanosats.eu/#figures
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• Use of COTS components for Low Earth Orbit (LEO) small satellite missions 
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istics of the Earth and to measurement changes in the Earth’s gravity field. For the 
high-resolution determination of the parameters of the gravity field the satellite had 
to be launched into the lowest possible orbit. At its altitude of 400 km, GFZ-1 was 
the lowest geodynamic satellite to be ranged to by lasers (in 1995). As the vehicle’s 
orbit was decaying, the satellite’s orbital motion was used to calculate atmospheric 
densities [5, 6] (Figure 3).

GFZ-1 was s a passive geodetic satellite which only used one instrument, the 
retroreflector array (RRA). The GFZ-1 RRA consisted of 60 corner cubes and has 
a center of mass correction of 58 + 2 mm. These retroreflectors were quartz prisms 
placed in special holders recessed into the satellite’s body. External metallic surfaces 
were covered with white paint for thermal control purposes and to facilitate visual 
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observation in space. The satellite was built by Kayser Threde GmbH and launched 
through the space station MIR bby RKK Energiya and had a mass of 21 kg. GFZ-1 
was transported to Mir Station aboard the Russian Progress-M 27 spacecraft and 
from there put into a low Earth orbit in April 1995 at an orbit of 382 km × 395 km 
with an inclination 51.6°. On June 23rd, 1999, GFZ-1 completed its mission with 
the satellite burning up in the Earth’s upper atmosphere. The GFZ-1 orbited nearly 
24,000 times around the Earth and for 4 years and 64 days in space, 5402 passes of 
GFZ-1 were observed by 33 cooperating ground stations using satellite laser rang-
ing, around the globe [5, 6].

Figure 3. 
Model of the geo research satellite GFZ-1 (GFZ) [6].

Mission Approach Example Notes

Geodesy: measurement 
of the Earth’s gravitation 
field

1 satellite with 
accelerometer + GPS
GPS: m accuracy
Accelerometer: 
10−10 m/s2 (drag 0−6  
m/s2)

CHAMP 
(2000)

Low cost mission with medium 
resolution data

Geodesy with 
retroreflector array

1 satellite with 
retroreflector array

GFZ-1, Larets Low resolution data

Geodesy by Differential 
measurement

2 satellites with 
accelerometers, GPS, 
ranging
Ranging: nm to μm

GRACE 
(2002)
GRACE-FO 
(2010)

Performance limited due to 
acceleration noise

Multipoint geodesy 
(constellation), 
Reflectometry

Satellites with 
accelerometers, GPS, 
ranging
Ranging: nm to μm

TDS-1, 
GYCNSS, C-2

Application to multiple fields

Drag-free based geodesy 2 drag-free satellites 
with ranging, GPS
Accuracy: 10−10 to 
10−15 m/s2

Drag force canceled

Cubesats Need high precision attitude/
orbit determination/control

Table 3. 
Small satellite geodetic mission types with mission examples.
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The LARES mission concept represents an improvement of the LAGEOS-3 
project proposed in 1984 by Ciufolini. The LAGEOS (Laser Geodynamics Satellite) 
series was designed to be a passive long-lived satellite with a stable, well-defined 
orbit. As such, it acts as a reference point in inertial space. An international ground-
based network of laser ranging stations used the orbiting LAGEOS satellites as 
passive reflectors to obtain ranges to the satellite by precision laser echo-bounce 
techniques. Since the position of the satellites is determined by some laser ranging 
stations with uncertainties of <1 cm, there was a potential for measuring the 2 m 
per year drift of the nodes of LAGEOS satellites in orbit. The LAGEOS-1 (LAser 
GEOdynamics Satellite-1, launch May 4, 1976) and LAGEOS-2 (launch Oct. 23, 
1992) missions in MEO (Medium Earth Orbit) of NASA and ASI represented the 
origin of international cooperative research in geodynamics [7, 8] (Figure 4).

LARES was a completely passive satellite made of a dense tungsten alloy (THA-
18 N) sphere of 376 mm in diameter and a mass of ~400 kg (density of ~18 kg/cm3) 
covered with retroreflectors that allowed the satellite’s motion to be followed via SLR 
(Satellite Laser Ranging) from Earth. Once in orbit, LARES became the satellite with 
the highest mean density in the Solar System. The surface of the sphere was covered 
by 92 CCRs (Corner Cube Reflectors) evenly distributed so that the signal strength is 
practically independent on satellite attitude. The LARES spacecraft was launched on 
February 13, 2012 on the maiden flight of the Vega launch vehicle of ESA (the Vega 
flight was designated as VV01); the launch site was Kourou in French Guiana [7, 8].

Larets was a small geodesy and calibration satellite launched for IPIE (Institute 
of Space Device Engineering—Moscow). It was a 21 cm sphere with 60 laser 
retro-reflectors, very similar to the German GFZ 1 satellite. Larets was designed to 
address scientific and applied problems in the interests of geodesy and geodynam-
ics. The LARETS mission launched in 1003 with a 21 kg mass and in a 675 km orbit, 
was a next generation satellite based on a low-target-error laser satellite design 
optimization, which started with the WESTPAC mission, another reflector type 
satellite mission launched in 1998 in a 835 km, 98.67°. Larets was launched with a 
cluster of small satellites in September 2003 on a Kosmos-3M rocket [9] (Figure 5).

3.2 Geodesy with GPS measurements of the Earth’s gravitation field

Challenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) was a German satellite launched 
July 15, 2000 from Plesetsk, Russia and was used for atmospheric and iono-
spheric research, as well as other geoscientific applications, such as GPS radio 

Figure 4. 
(Left) Image of LARES satellite (Right) Schematic view of LAGEOS-1, LAGEOS-2 and LARES in orbit for 
the measurement of frame dragging [8].
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occultation. CHAMP was managed by GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ) Potsdam 
(GFZ). The spacecraft was the first application of Astrium’s “Flexbus” platform 
(now Airbus Defense and Space); GRACE was the second. A heavily modified 
version flew as the GOCE mission. CHAMP completed its mission and re-
entered the Earth’s atmosphere on 19 September 2010 after 10 years (design life: 
5 years) [10]. The three primary science objectives of the CHAMP mission  
were to provide:

• highly precise global long-wavelength features of the static Earth gravity field 
and the temporal variation of this field.

• high accuracy global estimates of the main and crustal magnetic field of the 
Earth and the space/time variability of these field components

• large number of GPS signal refraction data, with a good global distribution, 
caused by the atmosphere and ionosphere, which can be converted into 
temperature, water vapor and electron content.

With its multifunctional and complementary payload CHAMP aimed at 
contributing to the following Earth system components:

• Geosphere: investigation of the structure and dynamics of the solid Earth from 
the core along the mantle to the crust, and investigation of interactions with 
the ocean and atmosphere

• Hydrosphere: more accurate monitoring of ocean circulation, global sea level 
changes and short-term changes in the global water balance as well as interac-
tions with weather and climate

• Atmosphere: global sounding of the vertical layers of the neutral and ion-
ized gas shell of the Earth and relationship with weather on Earth and space 
weather (Figure 6).

Figure 5. 
Larets satellite model [9].
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The CHAMP satellite had a robust structure design with fixed solar panels. The 
primary structure was mainly based on aluminum sandwich panels with an addi-
tional kapton foam layer on the outer panels. The shape of the satellite was a com-
promise with respect to its aerodynamic behaviour, accommodation of instruments 
and subsystems and fitting into the fairing of the launcher [10].

• Total mass: 522 kg

• Height: 750 mm

• Length (with 4044 mm Boom): 8333 mm

• Width: 1621 mm

• Area to mass ratio: 0.00138 m2/kg

3.3 Multipoint geodesy and Reflectometry

GRACE was an international cooperative US-German dual-minisatellite SST 
(Satellite-to-Satellite Tracking) geodetic mission with the overall objective to obtain 
long-term data with unprecedented accuracy for global (high-resolution) models 
of the mean and the time-variable components of the Earth’s gravity field (a new 
model of the Earth’s gravity field every 30 days for 5 years). GRACE was also part 
of NASA’s ESSP (Earth System Science Pathfinder) program [11, 12]. The science 
objectives were:

• To enable a better understanding of ocean surface currents and ocean heat 
transport

• To measure changes in the sea-floor pressure

• To study ocean mass changes

• To measure the mass balance of ice sheets and glaciers

• To monitor changes in the storage of water and snow on the continents

Figure 6. 
Front view of the CHAMP spacecraft (image credit: GFZ).
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The mission concept made use of measurements of the inter-satellite range 
changes and its derivatives between two co-planar satellites (in low-altitude and 
polar orbits), using a microwave tracking system. The orbits of the two separately 
flying satellites are perturbed differently in the Earth’s gravity field, leading to inter-
satellite range variations. In addition, each satellite carried a GPS receiver of geodetic 
quality and high-accuracy accelerometers to enable accurate orbit determination, 
spatial registration of gravity data and the estimation of gravity field models. The 
fluctuations in the strength of the Earth’s gravity field reflect in turn changes in the 
distribution of mass in the ocean, atmosphere, and solid Earth, and in the storage of 
water, snow, and ice on land. Since ocean bottom pressure represents a column inte-
gral of the mass of the atmosphere plus ocean, this measurement technique permits 
the deduction of ocean bottom pressure changes from space [11, 12].

Both satellite structures were of identical design. The shape of each satel-
lite is trapezoidal in cross section, based on the FLEXBUS design of Astrium 
(now Airbus Defense and Space) (length = 3122 mm, height = 720 mm, bottom 
width = 1942 mm, top width = 693 mm). The FLEXBUS structure consists of CFRP 
(Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic). This material, with a very low coefficient of 
thermal expansion, provides the dimensional stability necessary for precise range 
change measurements between the two spacecraft. The actuators include a cold 
gas system (with 12 attitude control thrusters and two orbit control thrusters, each 
rated at 40 mN) and three magnetorquers [11, 12] (Figure 7).

Each satellite has a mass of 432 kg (science payload = 40 kg, fuel = 34 kg) and 
the satellite power is 150-210 W (science payload = 75 W). The top and side panels 
of each satellite are covered with strings of silicon solar cells; NiH batteries with 
16 Ah provide power storage. The satellite design life was 5 years. About 80% of 
the spacecraft’s on-board electronics parts were COTS (Commercial Off-the-Shelf) 
products. Mission operations exceeded the initial 5 years, operating for 15 years 
until the decommissioning of GRACE-2 on 27 October 2017 [11, 12] (Figure 8).

Based on the significant success of GRACE, the GRACE-FO mission, is also a 
collaboration between NASA and GFZ and was launched on 22 May 2018 aboard 
a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket from Vandenberg AFB, California, sharing the launch 
with five Iridium NEXT satellites [13]. During in-orbit checks, an anomaly was 
discovered in the primary system component of the microwave instrument 
(MWI), and the system was temporarily powered down on 19 July 2018. After a full 
investigation by an anomaly response team at JPL, the backup system in the MWI 
was powered up on 19 October 2018 and GRACE-FO resumed its in-orbit checks. 
GRACE-FO entered the science phase of its mission on 28 January 2019 [13]. The 
orbit and design of GRACE-FO is very similar to its predecessor. GRACE-FO has a 
design life of 5 years. Astrium (now Airbus DS) uses a 3rd generation Flexbus for 
the GRACE-FO mission. Each of the GRACE-FO satellites measures approximately 

Figure 7. 
GRACE satellite design [11, 12].
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3 m × 2 m × 0.8 m and has a mass of around 580 kg. GRACE-FO employs the same 
two-way microwave-ranging link as GRACE, which will allow for similar inter-
satellite ranging precision (Figure 9).

In addition, GRACE-FO employs laser-ranging interferometry (LRI) as a 
technological experiment in preparation for future satellites. The LRI allows for 
more accurate inter-satellite ranging due to the shorter wavelength of light, and 
additionally allows the angle between the two spacecraft to be measured as well as 
their separation, via differential wavefront sensing. Using the LRI, scientists have 
improved the precision of the separation distance measurements by a factor of more 
than 20 relative to the GRACE mission. The LRL lasers must be detected by a space-
craft about 137 miles (220 km) away. This laser approach will generate much more 
accurate measurements than the previous GRACE satellite mission. The GRACE-FO 
satellites obtain electricity from gallium arsenide solar cell array panels covering the 
outside of each satellite. GRACE-FO will continue to monitor Earth’s gravity and 
climate. The mission will track gravitational changes in global sea levels, glaciers, and 
ice sheets, as well as large lake and river water levels, and soil moisture. In addition, 
each of the satellites will use GPS antennas to create at least 200 profiles per day 
of atmospheric temperature distribution and water vapor content, a first for the 
GRACE mission [13].

Figure 8. 
GRACE gravity field maps [11, 12].

Figure 9. 
(Left) Artist concept of GRACE-FO Mission; (Right) the gravity recovery and climate experiment follow-on 
(GRACE-FO) twin satellites [13].
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investigation by an anomaly response team at JPL, the backup system in the MWI 
was powered up on 19 October 2018 and GRACE-FO resumed its in-orbit checks. 
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Figure 7. 
GRACE satellite design [11, 12].
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3 m × 2 m × 0.8 m and has a mass of around 580 kg. GRACE-FO employs the same 
two-way microwave-ranging link as GRACE, which will allow for similar inter-
satellite ranging precision (Figure 9).

In addition, GRACE-FO employs laser-ranging interferometry (LRI) as a 
technological experiment in preparation for future satellites. The LRI allows for 
more accurate inter-satellite ranging due to the shorter wavelength of light, and 
additionally allows the angle between the two spacecraft to be measured as well as 
their separation, via differential wavefront sensing. Using the LRI, scientists have 
improved the precision of the separation distance measurements by a factor of more 
than 20 relative to the GRACE mission. The LRL lasers must be detected by a space-
craft about 137 miles (220 km) away. This laser approach will generate much more 
accurate measurements than the previous GRACE satellite mission. The GRACE-FO 
satellites obtain electricity from gallium arsenide solar cell array panels covering the 
outside of each satellite. GRACE-FO will continue to monitor Earth’s gravity and 
climate. The mission will track gravitational changes in global sea levels, glaciers, and 
ice sheets, as well as large lake and river water levels, and soil moisture. In addition, 
each of the satellites will use GPS antennas to create at least 200 profiles per day 
of atmospheric temperature distribution and water vapor content, a first for the 
GRACE mission [13].

Figure 8. 
GRACE gravity field maps [11, 12].

Figure 9. 
(Left) Artist concept of GRACE-FO Mission; (Right) the gravity recovery and climate experiment follow-on 
(GRACE-FO) twin satellites [13].
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3.3.1 GNSS reflectometry

GNSS-Reflectometry is a new technique that shows promise for many Earth 
observation applications including remote sensing of oceans, land, and ice. High 
grade GNSS payload has been developed in the last few years, that are low in 
size and power, and suitable for use on small satellites. One such GNSS payload 
is the SGR-ReSI GNSS Reflectometry Instrument flown on the TechDemoSat-1 
microsatellite mission, launched in July 2014. The instrument has been operational 
since its commissioning in September 2014 and has been collecting delay Doppler 
maps routinely over many different surfaces. Preliminary work has been under-
taken to develop and validate wind speed inversion algorithms against Advanced 
Scatterometer (ASCAT) wind measurements with promising results [14]. One 
of the first ever GPS Reflectometry experiments was flown again by Surrey 
Satellite Technology Limited on the UK-DMC microsatellite mission, launched 
in 2003, which proved the feasibility of using GNSS reflections for measuring 
the sea state and other geophysical observables through a partnership between 
SSTL and National Oceanography Centre (NOC) [14]. Preliminary work using 
UK-DMC GPS data focused on inverting the measurements into Level 2 products, 
specifically wind speed and mean-squared slope over the ocean, with promising 
results. Reflections recovered over the land surface showed a strong geophysical 
imprint, suggesting potential for hydrological and vegetation related retrieval. 
Subsequently, a new instrument was developed called the Space GNSS Receiver 
Remote Sensing Instrument (SGR-ReSI) to gather more space-borne reflectometry 
data and demonstrate the potential for a sea-state service. In parallel, a US mis-
sion called CYGNSS was selected by NASA that plans to measure hurricanes with 
reflected GNSS signals collected using an updated revision of the SGR-ReSI, (also 
referred to as delay Doppler mapping Instrument) as payload on each of the eight 
satellites [14, 15] (Figures 10 and 11).

3.3.2 Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite System (CYGNSS)

The Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite System (CYGNSS) is a space-based system 
developed by the University of Michigan and Southwest Research Institute with the aim 
of improving hurricane forecasting by better understanding the interactions between 
the sea and the air near the core of a storm. CYGNSS estimates the wind speed from 
its radar measurements [15–17]. Winds are measured continuously over the ocean in 
all weather conditions, although the mission objectives are focused on measurements 
made in and near the inner core of tropical cyclones Each CYGNSS satellite (eight in 
total) carries a Delay Doppler Mapping Instrument (DDMI), consisting of:

• a Delay Mapping Receiver (DMR)

• two nadir-pointing antennas

• one zenith-pointing antenna

The instrument receives GPS signals scattered by the ocean surface for the 
purposes of bi-static scatterometry. The CYGNSS mission was launched on 
December 15, 2016, at 13:37:21 UTC from a single Pegasus XL air-launched 
rocket at 35° inclination and 520-km altitude orbit. The eight CYGNSS micro-
satellites include a Delay Doppler Mapping Instrument consisting of a multi-
channel GPS receiver, low gain zenith antennas and high gain nadir antenna. 
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Attitude is three-axis stabilized with 2.1° (3σ) knowledge and 2.8° (3σ) control 
using horizon sensors, a magnetometer, pitch momentum wheel, and torque 
rods. Satellite mass and power are estimated to be ~25 kg and ~38 Watts. The 
satellites were built by SwRI and the payload by SSTL USA, based on SSTL’s 
TDS-1 GPS payload [14, 16] (Figure 12).

Figure 11. 
Sequence of delay Doppler measurements (DDMs) over a sea/ice boundary near Iceland, march 2015. The 
white arrow indicates the boundary as detected by canny edge detection routine [14].

Figure 12. 
(Left) CYGNSS microsatellite platform built by SwRI (Right) delay Doppler mapping instrument (DDMI).

Figure 10. 
(Left) TechDemoSat-1 (TDS-1) prior to launch (Centre) SGR-ReSI SGR-ReSI, part of sea-state payload on 
TDS-1 (Right) TDS-1 nadir GNSS antenna [14].
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Sequence of delay Doppler measurements (DDMs) over a sea/ice boundary near Iceland, march 2015. The 
white arrow indicates the boundary as detected by canny edge detection routine [14].

Figure 12. 
(Left) CYGNSS microsatellite platform built by SwRI (Right) delay Doppler mapping instrument (DDMI).

Figure 10. 
(Left) TechDemoSat-1 (TDS-1) prior to launch (Centre) SGR-ReSI SGR-ReSI, part of sea-state payload on 
TDS-1 (Right) TDS-1 nadir GNSS antenna [14].
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3.3.3  Formosa Satellite-7/Constellation Observing System for Meteorology 
Ionosphere and Climate (FORMOSAT-7/COSMIC-2)

The Formosa Satellite-7/Constellation Observing System for Meteorology 
Ionosphere and Climate (FORMOSAT-7/COSMIC-2, hereafter C2), is a recently 
launched equatorial constellation of six satellites carrying advanced radio 
occultation receivers, which exhibit high signal-to-noise ratio, precision, and 
accuracy, and the ability to provide high vertical resolution profiles of bending 
angles and refractivity, which contain information on temperature and water 
vapor in the challenging tropical atmosphere. The mission is an international 
collaboration between Taiwan (NSPO) and the United States (NOAA) that will 
use a constellation of 12 remote sensing microsatellites (planned) to collect 
atmospheric data for weather prediction and for ionosphere, climate and gravity 
research. Budget constraints have meant that the constellation will most likely 
remain to the current number of 6 currently in orbit [17]. The first six satellites, 
built by SSTL (UK) were launched on June 25 via the SpaceX Falcon 9 launcher 
to an initial circular parking orbit of 720 km. Eventually, they were positioned in 
a low inclination orbit at a nominal altitude of ~520–550 km with an inclination 
of 24° (using their propulsion system). Through constellation deployment, they 
are placed into 6 orbital planes with 60° separation. The satellites, built by SSTL 
in the UK have a mass of 300 kg and are based on SSTL’s 150 kg microsatellite 
platform, with dimensions 100 × 125 × 125 cm3, uses S band (2 Mbps download), 
2 GB data storage, utilize nine downlink stations and have a hydrazine mono-
propellant propulsion system to lower their initial 725 km orbit to a 550 km final 
operational orbit.

After an initial calibration/validation phase, over 100,000 soundings of 
bending angles and refractivity that passed quality control in October 2019 
and are being compared with independent data, including radiosondes, model 
forecasts, and analyses. The comparisons show that C2 data meet expectations 
of high accuracy, precision, and capability to detect super refraction. When fully 
operational, the C2 satellites are expected to produce ~5000 soundings per day, 
providing freely available observations that will enable improved forecasts of 
weather, including tropical cyclones, and weather, space weather, and climate 
research (Figure 13).

Figure 13. 
(Left) COSMIC-2 on Falcon 9 Heavy (Right) 110 neutral atmospheric occultations within 3 h of receiving the 
first level 0 data [16].
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3.4 Drag free space missions

Drag-free space systems [11–19] provide autonomous precision orbit determi-
nation, more accurately map the static and time varying components of Earth’s 
mass distribution, aid in our understanding of the fundamental force of gravity, 
and ultimately open up a new window to our universe through the detection and 
observation of gravitational waves. At the heart of this technology is a gravitational 
reference sensor, which (a) contains and shields a free-floating test mass from all 
non-gravitational forces, and (b) precisely measures the position of the test mass 
inside the sensor. A feedback control system commands thrusters to fly the “tender” 
spacecraft with respect to the test mass [16]. Thus, both test mass and spacecraft 
follow a pure geodesic in spacetime. By tracking the position of a low Earth orbiting 
drag-free satellite we can directly determine the detailed shape of geodesics and 
through analysis, the higher order harmonics of the Earth’s geopotential. In addition 
to geodesic information, the commanded thrust, test mass position and GPS tracking 
data can be combined to produce three dimensional maps of atmospheric winds and 
density. With multiple drag-free spacecraft, one can perform a more accurate differ-
ential measurement between two geodesics, for example with laser interferometry, in 
order to improve measurements made by NASA’s twin GRACE satellites [12, 18].

The range of applications for drag-free technology is broad. A summary is 
provided in Table 3 combined with other geodesic mission types [20]. The listed 
applications are separated into four distinct categories: navigation, Earth science, 
fundamental physics, and astrophysics. Two key performance metrics for each appli-
cation are also shown. The first metric, called drag-free performance, is the residual 
acceleration of the test mass. For an ideal drag-free satellite, the residual accelera-
tion is zero, but in practice small, residual forces act on the test mass, perturbing 
its trajectory with respect to a pure geodesic. The primary goal of drag-free satellite 
design is to minimize these residual forces. The second metric, called metrology, is 
either the measurement of the absolute position of a drag-free test mass (e.g. via GPS) 
or the differential measurement of the distance between two drag-free test masses. 
Space missions which implemented this concepts were the drag-free satellites: NASA’s 
Gravity Probe B (GP-B), which tested two predictions of general relativity with ultra-
precise drag-free gyroscopes in low Earth orbit [21–23], and ESA’s geodesy mission, 
the Gravity field and steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE) [23].

As mentioned, the miniaturization of small satellites and instrumentation and 
the overall low cost of small satellite missions, makes them ideal vehicles to expand 
drag free mission principles. Section 4 details multiple cubesat based drag free 
mission concepts which are in the design phase and which will fly into space in the 
next few years. In the following section a brief overview of the GRACE and GOCE 
missions is presented.

4. Geodetic smallsat mission concepts

The availability of reusable launch vehicles such as the SpaceX Falcon 9 and 9 
Heavy and the further miniaturization of small satellites and instruments to the 
cubesat form factor (1–3 U) and mass (<5 kg) has led to the proposal of multiple 
constellation based geodetic missions which are currently being investigated. The 
section below provides a brief overview of some of these mission concepts [19–27].

CNES has performed the preliminary design studies of a mission for a future nano-
satellite constellation of GNSS-RO receivers for a targeted number of occultations:
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Figure 13. 
(Left) COSMIC-2 on Falcon 9 Heavy (Right) 110 neutral atmospheric occultations within 3 h of receiving the 
first level 0 data [16].
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data can be combined to produce three dimensional maps of atmospheric winds and 
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mission concepts which are in the design phase and which will fly into space in the 
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The availability of reusable launch vehicles such as the SpaceX Falcon 9 and 9 
Heavy and the further miniaturization of small satellites and instruments to the 
cubesat form factor (1–3 U) and mass (<5 kg) has led to the proposal of multiple 
constellation based geodetic missions which are currently being investigated. The 
section below provides a brief overview of some of these mission concepts [19–27].

CNES has performed the preliminary design studies of a mission for a future nano-
satellite constellation of GNSS-RO receivers for a targeted number of occultations:
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• 10.000 per day main identified technical specifications to meet the end user 
requirements and comply with the low-cost constraint

• small size and small mass (<50 kg) with a minimalist instrumentation to 
remain a low-cost system

• main planned option for the constellation: 8 LEO satellites, altitude of 600 km

• receiver bi-frequencies (E1 and L5) and bi-GNSS constellation (GPS + Galileo)

• 2 polar ground stations

• array antenna with at least 8 dB gain and 50° coverage

MicroGEM (Microsatellites for GNSS Earth Monitoring) was a phase A study 
which proposed the use of satellites with a mass of 100 kg for monitoring of the 
Earth. The study explored how miniaturization of microsatellites and instrumen-
tational can enable low cost geodetic missions. Using GPS/Galileo receivers and the 
GFZ-satellite missions CHAMP (CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload) and GRACE 
(Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment) philosophy a small constellation is pro-
posed. MicroGEM studied how to link the CHAMP and GRACE missions with cube-
sat/microsatellite technology and proposed for the first time to use the signals from 
the future Galileo-satellites for the GNSS-supported atmospheric and ionospheric 
remote sensing on a global scale. The study analyzed the significant improvements 
in this method. It also proposed to use GNSS-signals for the remote sensing of ocean 
and ice surface will be employed for the first time. The particular technological 
challenge of MicroGEM lies in the fact that this small satellite mission could serve 
as a predecessor for future multi-satellite systems with scientific GNSS-receivers 
as satellite payload. With such constellations the number of measurements can be 
considerably increased, and an improved global coverage can be achieved [24].

The proposed PRETTY (Passive Reflectometry and Dosimetry) mission 
included a demonstrator payload for passive reflectometry and scatterometry 
focusing on very low incidence angles whereby the direct and reflected signal will 
be received via the same antenna. The correlation of both signals will be done by 
a specific FPGA based hardware implementation. The demonstration of a passive 
reflectometer without the use of local code replica implicitly showed that also 
signals of unknown data modulation can be exploited for such a purpose. The 
PRETTY mission was proposed by an Austrian consortium with RUAG GmbH as 
prime contractor, relying on the results from a previous CubeSat mission (OPS-
SAT) conducted by TU Graz under ESA contract [25].

GEOCON was another cubesat type study which is investigating the develop-
ment of a new measurement concept using one or more space-based reference 
points (satellites) to significantly reduce the errors in the site ties between 
co-located geodetic ground stations. The proposed concept uses a novel idea of 
upconverting the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) signal received at 
the satellite and transponding it to a Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) 
antenna ground station. This approach does not require the satellite to be in 
view of more than one VLBI station at a time, allowing the use of Low Earth 
Orbits. This is advantageous since it opens up the possibility of using inexpensive 
CubeSats or other small satellites, making it feasible to implement a cost-effective 
constellation of such satellites (GEOCON) to provide better global coverage and 
further improve the accuracy of the site ties for the Global Geodetic Observing 
System—GGOS, stations’ network.
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A Drag-Free CubeSat mission has been proposed recently, to demonstrate the fea-
sibility of a Gravitational Reference Sensor (GRS) with an optical readout for a 3 units 
(3 U) spacecraft [27, 28]. A purely drag-free object is defined by the absence of all 
external forces other than gravity, which are shielded by the spacecraft. In a real case, 
the spherical test mass (TM) will still be affected by disturbances. Several of them 
are passively reduced by the design of the TM housing. This system is a thick-walled 
aluminum box that holds the shadow sensors and shields the TM. The housing has an 
effect on the mechanical, thermal and magnetic environment around the TM. All of 
them have been analyzed. The mechanical vibrations have to fit the launch environ-
ment and the modes have to be outside of the measurement range (0.0001–1 Hz). The 
housing, together with the TM, the sensors and the UV LEDs for charging control, 
constitutes the GRS, which would then fit into a 1 U. The other 2Us are occupied 
by the caging mechanism that constraints the TM during launch, the thrusters, the 
Attitude Determination and Control System (ADACS) and the electronics. The 
Drag-Free CubeSat will be the result of the combined efforts of Stanford, University 
of Florida, KACST and NASA and will be the first drag-free mission with an optical 
readout and the first GRS designed within the limits of a 3 U small satellite [27].

The 1 U GRS consists of a 25 mm diameter spherical test mass housed inside a 
50 mm cubic cavity. The sphere’s position is sensed with a LED-based differential 
optical shadow sensor, its electric charge is controlled by photoemission using UV 
LEDs, and the spacecraft position is maintained with respect to the sphere using a 
cold gas micro-propulsion system. The Drag-free CubeSat is a 3-unit (3 U) CubeSat, 
measuring 34 cm × 10 cm × 10 cm and weighing 4 kg at launch. The drag-free con-
trol system uses the satellite position measurement provided by the shadow sensor 
and a small cold gas thruster in the aft of the satellite to compensate for atmospheric 
drag and keep the spacecraft centred with respect to the test mass. A commercially 
available Attitude Determination and Control System (ADACS) will maintain the 
satellite’s attitude pointed in the direction of the drag force, as well as control the 
satellite’s roll angle [28]. The target performance of the Drag-free CubeSat is roughly 
10 times better than the GRACE accelerometers and comparable to the drag-free 
performance of GOCE. The performance is limited primarily by the minimum 
impulse bit and thrust noise of available CubeSat scale thrusters (Figure 14).

5. Conclusion

Geodetic missions have benefited from small satellite technology, with space 
missions such as GOCE, CHAMP, CRACE, GRACE-FO. Advances in GPS technol-
ogy, sensors (accelerometers), microelectronics and the wide use of cubesat (<5 kg) 

Figure 14. 
CAD model of the Drag-free CubeSat (Right) drawing of the 1 U GRS payload [28].
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and ice surface will be employed for the first time. The particular technological 
challenge of MicroGEM lies in the fact that this small satellite mission could serve 
as a predecessor for future multi-satellite systems with scientific GNSS-receivers 
as satellite payload. With such constellations the number of measurements can be 
considerably increased, and an improved global coverage can be achieved [24].

The proposed PRETTY (Passive Reflectometry and Dosimetry) mission 
included a demonstrator payload for passive reflectometry and scatterometry 
focusing on very low incidence angles whereby the direct and reflected signal will 
be received via the same antenna. The correlation of both signals will be done by 
a specific FPGA based hardware implementation. The demonstration of a passive 
reflectometer without the use of local code replica implicitly showed that also 
signals of unknown data modulation can be exploited for such a purpose. The 
PRETTY mission was proposed by an Austrian consortium with RUAG GmbH as 
prime contractor, relying on the results from a previous CubeSat mission (OPS-
SAT) conducted by TU Graz under ESA contract [25].

GEOCON was another cubesat type study which is investigating the develop-
ment of a new measurement concept using one or more space-based reference 
points (satellites) to significantly reduce the errors in the site ties between 
co-located geodetic ground stations. The proposed concept uses a novel idea of 
upconverting the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) signal received at 
the satellite and transponding it to a Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) 
antenna ground station. This approach does not require the satellite to be in 
view of more than one VLBI station at a time, allowing the use of Low Earth 
Orbits. This is advantageous since it opens up the possibility of using inexpensive 
CubeSats or other small satellites, making it feasible to implement a cost-effective 
constellation of such satellites (GEOCON) to provide better global coverage and 
further improve the accuracy of the site ties for the Global Geodetic Observing 
System—GGOS, stations’ network.
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A Drag-Free CubeSat mission has been proposed recently, to demonstrate the fea-
sibility of a Gravitational Reference Sensor (GRS) with an optical readout for a 3 units 
(3 U) spacecraft [27, 28]. A purely drag-free object is defined by the absence of all 
external forces other than gravity, which are shielded by the spacecraft. In a real case, 
the spherical test mass (TM) will still be affected by disturbances. Several of them 
are passively reduced by the design of the TM housing. This system is a thick-walled 
aluminum box that holds the shadow sensors and shields the TM. The housing has an 
effect on the mechanical, thermal and magnetic environment around the TM. All of 
them have been analyzed. The mechanical vibrations have to fit the launch environ-
ment and the modes have to be outside of the measurement range (0.0001–1 Hz). The 
housing, together with the TM, the sensors and the UV LEDs for charging control, 
constitutes the GRS, which would then fit into a 1 U. The other 2Us are occupied 
by the caging mechanism that constraints the TM during launch, the thrusters, the 
Attitude Determination and Control System (ADACS) and the electronics. The 
Drag-Free CubeSat will be the result of the combined efforts of Stanford, University 
of Florida, KACST and NASA and will be the first drag-free mission with an optical 
readout and the first GRS designed within the limits of a 3 U small satellite [27].

The 1 U GRS consists of a 25 mm diameter spherical test mass housed inside a 
50 mm cubic cavity. The sphere’s position is sensed with a LED-based differential 
optical shadow sensor, its electric charge is controlled by photoemission using UV 
LEDs, and the spacecraft position is maintained with respect to the sphere using a 
cold gas micro-propulsion system. The Drag-free CubeSat is a 3-unit (3 U) CubeSat, 
measuring 34 cm × 10 cm × 10 cm and weighing 4 kg at launch. The drag-free con-
trol system uses the satellite position measurement provided by the shadow sensor 
and a small cold gas thruster in the aft of the satellite to compensate for atmospheric 
drag and keep the spacecraft centred with respect to the test mass. A commercially 
available Attitude Determination and Control System (ADACS) will maintain the 
satellite’s attitude pointed in the direction of the drag force, as well as control the 
satellite’s roll angle [28]. The target performance of the Drag-free CubeSat is roughly 
10 times better than the GRACE accelerometers and comparable to the drag-free 
performance of GOCE. The performance is limited primarily by the minimum 
impulse bit and thrust noise of available CubeSat scale thrusters (Figure 14).

5. Conclusion

Geodetic missions have benefited from small satellite technology, with space 
missions such as GOCE, CHAMP, CRACE, GRACE-FO. Advances in GPS technol-
ogy, sensors (accelerometers), microelectronics and the wide use of cubesat (<5 kg) 

Figure 14. 
CAD model of the Drag-free CubeSat (Right) drawing of the 1 U GRS payload [28].
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Chapter 9

Nanosatellites and Applications 
to Commercial and Scientific 
Missions
Adriano Camps

Abstract

In the past two decades, a silent revolution has taken place in the space 
domain, leading to what today is known as “New Space.” We have passed from a 
selected group of countries, space agencies, and big industries building, launch-
ing, and operating satellites and other spacecrafts, of a scenario in which many 
universities and research institutes can do it. The key of this was the definition 
of the “CubeSat” standard, back to 1999. In 2013, it all took off on the commer-
cial Earth Observation sector with the first launches from two companies that 
are now running 100+ CubeSat constellations for optical imaging or weather 
prediction, with very low revisit times. Today, the same revolution is taking 
place in the fields of Telecommunications, and Astronomical Scientific mis-
sions. In this chapter, the evolution of the space sector is briefly revised until the 
arrival of the CubeSats. Then, the CubeSat intrinsic limitations are discussed 
as they are key to understand the development and current situation of the 
CubeSat sector. NASA and ESA strategies are also presented. The chapter con-
cludes with a summary of the technology roadmap to enable the next generation 
of CubeSat-based missions, including satellite constellations or federations, 
formation flying, synthetic apertures…

Keywords: satellites, CubeSats, mission, earth observation, astronomy,  
planetary exploration, enabling technologies

1. Introduction

1.1 From the sputnik to the CubeSats

At the beginning of the space age, all satellites were “small.” Sputnik 1 was the 
first artificial Earth satellite (Figure 1a) [1]. It was launched by the Soviet Union 
from Baikonur Cosmodrome on October 4, 1957, into an elliptical low Earth orbit 
(LEO) with an inclination of 65°. Sputnik 1 was a 58-cm-diameter metal sphere, 
weighing approximately 84 kg, with four radio antennas transmitting at 20.005 and 
40.002 MHz. Tracking and studying Sputnik 1 signals from Earth provided valu-
able information on upper atmosphere density, and the propagation of radio signals 
provided information on the ionosphere. Sputnik did not have solar panels, so the 
mission ended after 3 weeks when batteries died.
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Explorer 1 was the first US satellite (Figure 1b) [2], and the third one after 
Sputnik 1 and 2. It was launched from Cape Canaveral, Florida, on January 31, 
1958. Explorer 1 was 205 cm tall and 15 cm in diameter, weighing nearly 14 kg. It 
was the first spacecraft to detect the Van Allen radiation belts. Explorer 1 did not 
have solar panels either, so after 4 months the mission ended when batteries were 
exhausted.

Vanguard 1 was the fourth artificial Earth satellite (Figure 1c) [3]. It was 
launched by the USA from Cape Canaveral on March 17, 1958, into a 654 by 3969 km 
elliptical orbit with an inclination of 34.25°. Vanguard 1 was a 16.5-cm-diameter 
aluminum sphere, weighing just 1.47 kg, and it was the first satellite with six solar 
cells powering two beacons at 108 and 108.03 MHz, which were used to measure the 
total electron content.

During the first two decades of the space age, each satellite had its own design. 
They were the art pieces of the space craftsmen. Standard spacecraft busses were 
practically unknown until the end of the 1970s. In the early 1980s, microsatellites 
emerged and adopted a radically different design approach to reduce costs, focusing 
on available and existing technologies and using properly qualified commercial 
off-the-shelf (COTS) components.

For many years, satellite mass increased as illustrated in Table 1. However, 
except for some military, astronomy, and specific communication applications, it 
seems that the era of massive satellites is over.

The “small satellite mission philosophy” represents a design-to-cost approach, 
with strict cost and schedule constraints, often combined with a single mission 
objective in order to reduce complexity. Figure 2 from [14] summarizes the stan-
dardized definition of satellites according to their weight: picosatellites (0.1–1 kg), 
nanosatellites (1–10 kg), microsatellites (10–100 kg), and mini-satellites or small/
medium satellites (100–1000 kg).

In the field of Earth observation (EO), this has led to smaller target-focused mis-
sions which, with reduced spacecraft and launch costs (shared rides), are enabling 
massive (>100) satellite constellations of nano- and microsatellites with reduced 
revisit times, unthinkable just a few years ago.

In the field of satellite communications, there are plans as well to deploy mas-
sive constellations of LEO satellites to provide worldwide Internet coverage, IoT 
services, and machine-to-machine (M2M) communications.

It is anticipated that enhanced inter-satellite communication capabilities (LEO-
ground, LEO-LEO, LEO-MEO, and LEO-GEO) will also improve the performance 
of EO systems [15]. All this is leading to the evolution of the space segment from 
monolithic to distributed and federated satellite systems [16], aiming at establishing 
win-win collaborations between satellites to improve their mission performance by 
using the unused onboard resources.

Figure 1. 
Pictures of (a) sputnik 1 [4], (b) explorer 1 [5], and (c) vanguard 1 [6].
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1.2 The CubeSat standard

The so-called CubeSat standard was conceived in 1999 by Profs. Jordi Puig-Suari 
of California Polytechnic State University (CalPoly) and Bob Twiggs of Stanford 
University to allow graduate students to conceive, design, implement, test, and 
operate in space a complete spacecraft in a “reasonable” amount of time (i.e., 
the duration of their studies). CubeSats are small satellite multiples of 1 U (1 U: 
10 cm × 10 cm × 11.35 cm, weighing less than 1.33 kg), including all the basic sub-
systems as large satellites but using COTS components. The CubeSat “standard” only 
defines the mechanical external interfaces, i.e., those referring to the orbital deployer. 
Originally, it was never meant to be a standard, however, because of its simplicity, it 
soon became a “de facto” standard. As Prof. Twiggs said in an interview to Spaceflight 
Now in 2014: “It all started as a university education program satellite. It was kind of 
funny. I didn’t think that people would criticize it as much as they did, but we got a lot of 
feedback (…). Another thing that was kind of funny we had no interest from NASA or any 
of the military organizations. It just wasn’t anything they were interested in, so it was all 
funded without any funding from those aerospace organizations.” The first six CubeSats 
were launched on a Russian Eurockot on June 30th, 2003. Then, after more than a 
decade in which the concept silently matured in university labs, space agencies got 
interested and showed that CubeSat-based mission reliability could be improved by 
proper engineering. In 2013, it all took off on the commercial Earth Observation sec-
tor with the first launches from two companies that are now running 100+ CubeSats 
constellations for optical imaging or weather prediction, with very low revisit times. 
Today, many of the initial CubeSat limitations (most notably size, available power, 
and down-link bandwidth) are being overcome, and the same revolution is starting to 
take place in the fields of telecommunications, and astronomical scientific missions.

Spacecraft Agency application Mass Duration

KH-11 Kennen (a.k.a. 
CRYSTAL, EECS, 1010) [7]

US NRO/optical imaging 19,600 kg 1976–present

Proton [8] USSR/astronomy 17,000 kg 1965–1969

Compton Gamma Ray Obs. [9] US NASA/astronomy 16,329 kg 1991–2000

Lacrosse [10] US NRO/SAR 14,500–16,000 kg 1988–2005

Hubble Space Telescope [11] US NASA/astronomy 11,110 kg 1990–present

ENVISAT [12] ESA/Earth observation 8211 kg 2002–2012

Telstar 19 V [13] Canada/communications 7075 kg 2018–present

Table 1. 
Heaviest spacecrafts (excluding space stations and manned orbiters).

Figure 2. 
Satellite classification [14].
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The current CubeSat Design Specification defines the envelopes for 1 U, 1.5 U, 
2 U, 3 U and 3 U+, and 6 U form factors (see, e.g., CubeSat Design Specification Rev. 
13 or 6 U CubeSat Design Specification in [17], Figure 3), and the standardization 
of 12 U and 16 U is in progress, although some companies have produced standards 
up to 27 U [18]. On the other side, smaller picosatellites, the so-called PocketQubes, 
about 1/8 the size of a CubeSat, have also been standardized [19].

Probably, what has had the most significant impact in the popularization of 
the CubeSat standard has been the capability to separate the interface between the 
spacecraft and the poly-picosatellite orbital deployer (P-POD) and between the dis-
penser and the rocket itself. There are two different classes of PODs. The first type 
is the classical one with four rails in the corners [17], and the second one is with 
tables [18]. Note however that modern deployers from ISIS and NanoRacks allow 
larger deployables, wider solar panels, and thinner rails as compared to original 
P-POD, e.g., increased extruded height up to 9 mm and up to 2 kg per 1 U.

As of June 2019, 64 countries have launched nanosatellites or CubeSats. The total 
number of nanosatellites launched is 1186, from which 1088 are CubeSats. Most of 
them (273) have been launched from the International Space Station at ~400 km 
orbital height with an inclination of 51.6° and the rest at low Earth orbits (LEO) 
typically at 500 km sun-synchronous orbit (SSO) with an inclination of 97.5° (217 
CubeSats) and 580 km height with 97.8° inclination (80 CubeSats). So far, only two 
(MarCO-1 and MarCO-2) have performed interplanetary missions.

1.3 Current status

Figure 4 shows the number of nanosatellites launched per year (a) and organi-
zation, either companies, universities, space agencies, etc., or (b) form factor from 
picosats, 0.25 up to 16 U.

As it can be appreciated, until 2013 most CubeSats were launched by universities 
and research institutes, and most of them were 1 U or 2 U. However, in 2013 the 
first 3 U CubeSats from the Planet Labs Inc. [22] and Spire Global Inc. [23] were 
launched. That was the beginning of today’s revolution in EO, and—as of June 10, 
2019—these two companies had launched the largest commercial constellations 
ever with 355 and 103 CubeSats, respectively. The following ones have launched 
at most seven CubeSats. Therefore, 3 U CubeSats are dominating the scene, and 
they will over the next decade, followed by far by the 1 U, 2 U, and 6 U form factors 
(Figure 5). However, it is expected that the next wave of growth will be based on 
6 U and 12 U CubeSats, which offer the right balance between very capable payloads 
and limited manufacturing and launch costs.

Table 2 (extracted from the database in [21]) shows the main companies that 
have launched CubeSats, the number of launched and planned CubeSats, the year 
of the first launch, the form factor, the application field, and some technical details. 
The rows marked in light blue correspond to EO optical imaging, in light green to EO 

Figure 3. 
CubeSat form factors from 1 U to 12 U [20].
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passive microwaves applications, in dark green to EO active microwaves applications, 
and in light orange typically to IoT and M2M communications. In the next sections, 
we will focus on the EO applications but keeping in mind that future advances in 
satellite communication networks will also improve the performance of EO systems 
and enable new ones as well as distributed ones (e.g., large synthetic apertures).

The interested reader is encouraged to consult [21] for the most updated infor-
mation as these numbers can change rapidly. Note that the number of CubeSats that 
can be launched in a single rocket can be very high. The current record is held by 
the Indian rocket PSLV-C37 that, on February 15, 2017, launched Cartosat-2D and 
103 CubeSats, from which 88 are from the Planet Labs Inc. and 8 are from the Spire 
Global Inc. The interested reader is invited to see the deployment of these satellites 
from the onboard camera at [24].

Figure 4. 
The number of nanosatellites launched per year and (a) organization or (b) form factor [21].
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Organization Launched/
planned size

First 
launch

Form 
factor

Field Technical and comments

Planet Labs 355/150 2013 3 U Earth 
observation

29 MP sensor taking 
images with 3.7 m ground 
resolution and swath of 
24.6 km × 16.4 km from 

475 km altitude

Spire 103/150 2013 3 U Weather, 
AIS, ADS-B, 
earthquake

Measure change in GPS signal 
after passing atmosphere 

to calculate precise profiles 
for temperature, pressure, 

and humidity. Investigating 
earthquake (ELF) detection

AprizeSat 12/12 2002 Microsat IoT/M2M Low-cost satellite data 
services for monitoring the 

fuel level and oil and gas 
pipelines and mobile tracking 

of shipping containers, 
railcars, and trailers

GeoOptics 7/N/A 2017 6 U Weather Using GPS radio occultation 
for weather data

Swarm 
Technologies

7/150 2018 0.25 U, 
1 U

IoT/M2M World’s smallest two-way 
communication satellites

Commsat 7/72 2018 Microsat, 
6 U, 3 U

IoT/M2M, 
AIS

Ladybeetle 1 is 100 kg and 
3 CubeSats of 6 U and 3 of 

3 U. Plans 4 more in 2019 and 
complete 72 satellites in 2022

Astro Digital 6/25 2014 6 U, 16 U Earth 
observation

6 U has 22 m resolution in 
RGB and NIR. 16 U has 2.5 m 
resolution in RGB, red edge, 
and NIR with 70 MP sensor

Fleet Space 4/100 2018 3 U, 12 U, 
1.5 U

IoT/M2M Main constellation potentially 
with 12 U CubeSats

Sky and Space 
Global

3/200 2017 8 U, 6 U, 
3 U

IoT/M2M Communication service 
(voice, data, and M2M). 

Plans to use inter-satellite 
links

Figure 5. 
The number of CubeSats by form factor [21].
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Organization Launched/
planned size

First 
launch

Form 
factor

Field Technical and comments

NanoAvionics 2/72 2017 6 U, 12 U IoT/M2M Global IoT constellation-as-
a-service system aimed at 
IoT/M2M communication 

providers

Helios Wire 2/30 2017 6 U, 16 U IoT/M2M Uses 30 MHz of S-band 
spectrum to receive tiny data 

packages from billions of 
sensors

Kepler 
Communications

2/140 2018 3 U, 6 U IoT/M2M, 
Internet

IoT/M2M data 
communication network. 
Monthly fee based on the 

data amount. Hope to achieve 
rates of 1–40 Mbps

Analytical Space 1/N/A 2018 6 U IoT/M2M, 
orbital data 

relay, optical 
comms.

In-orbit relays receiving radio 
and downlink to ground 

with laser communication 
enabling more data downlink 

from satellites

Hiber 2/48 2018 6 U IoT/M2M Sends small packets of 
data (140 characters, 

accompanied by time stamp, 
identifier, and location)

Guodian Gaoke 2/38 2018 6 U IoT/M2M Reliable and economical 
satellite IoT services and 

industry solutions for our 
customers

Astrocast 2/80 2018 3 U IoT/M2M Targeting L-band. Inter-
satellite links. NanoSpace 

propulsion. Further 80 
satellites in orbit by 2022

AISTech 2/150 2018 2 U, 6 U IoT/M2M, 
ADS-B, AIS, 
IR imaging

Two-way comms., thermal 
imaging to detect forest fires, 

aviation tracking (ADS-B)

ICEYE 2/18 2018 Microsat SAR 21-launch agreement with 
Vector Space Systems. 

10-platform agreement with 
York Space Systems

Harris Corp. 1/12 2018 6 U Weather Immediate access to 3D wind 
data sets from Harris-owned 

HyperCubes

SIRION 1/N/A 2018 CubeSat IoT/M2M IoT/M2M constellation. 
Partnered closely with Helios 
Wire. Sharing spectrum and 

satellites

Reaktor Space 1/36 2018 6 U, 2 U Earth 
observation, 

hyperspectral

Hyperspectral constellation 
for smart agriculture with 
100’s of spectral bands and 

20 m resolution

Myriota 1/50 2018 CubeSat IoT/M2M Run unique, patented 
software which provides 

reliable, direct-to-satellite 
Internet of Things (IoT) 

connectivity
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2. Science opportunities

As illustrated in Table 2, by 2010 the maturity achieved by CubeSats and 
dispensers/launchers, on one side, and by some EO technologies (high-resolution 
multispectral imagery and GNSS-RO), on the other side, made possible that a 
number of companies developed applications based on commercial constella-
tions. Today, thanks to an intense technology R&D, the situation is completely 
different.

The reasons for this have been threefold. On one side, due to their small size, 
it has been difficult to include deployable solar panels so as to increase the electri-
cal power generated, and, on the other side, it has been difficult to include large 
antenna reflectors and to transmit enough RF power so as to have a satisfactory 
space-to-Earth link budget. The third reason was the poor pointing accuracy that 
now has significantly improved thanks to miniaturized star trackers and reaction 
wheels. So far, these reasons have kept active optical (LIDAR) and active microwave 
sensors (RADAR) away from CubeSats, although it has to be stated that synthetic 
aperture radars (SAR) have been recently boarded in microsatellite platforms suc-
cessfully (ICEYE, Table 2).

For spaceborne EO applications, frequency bands are restricted to those in 
which the atmosphere exhibits a high transmissivity, that is, the microwave and 
millimeter-wave parts of the radio spectrum and the long-wave infrared (LWIR), 
near infrared (NIR), and visible (VIS) parts of the spectrum, as illustrated in 
Figure 6.

For astronomical observations, ground-based observations are also limited 
to Earth’s atmospheric windows in the radio and optical parts of the spectrum 
(Figure 6). Therefore, to explore the remaining parts of the EM spectrum, space-
based observatories are required.

Organization Launched/
planned size

First 
launch

Form 
factor

Field Technical and comments

LaserFleet 1/192 2018 CubeSat Internet, 
optical 
comms.

Provide reliable 1 Gbps 
communication rates to 

aircraft at altitude. Higher 
effective data rate at a lower 
cost than the best-in-class 

Ku/Ka/V

ADASpace 1/192 2018 Microsat 
CubeSat

Earth 
observation

Establish a global, minute-
level updated Earth image 
data network consisting of 

192 satellites

Orbital Micro 
Systems

1/40 2019 3 U Weather Weather constellation utilizes 
microwave technology to 
capture temperature and 
moisture measurements, 

refreshed and delivered every 
15 minutes

Lacuna Space 1/32 2019 3 U, 6 U IoT/M2M IoT/M2M constellation. 
Selected Open Cosmos to 
build 3 U demonstrator

Blue for constellations for optical EO, light green for passive microwave EO, dark green for active microwave EO, and 
orange for IoT and M2M communications.

Table 2. 
The main existing and planned CubeSats and microsat commercial constellations.
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In any case, either for EO or astronomical observations, the lower cost of indi-
vidual CubeSat-based missions allows having more units, which reduces the revisit 
time at a given cost. This offers a number of new science opportunities [26]:

• Earth science:

 ○ Multipoint high temporal resolution of Earth processes

 ○ Mitigation of data gaps

 ○ Continuous monitoring

• Astrophysics:

 ○ Space telescopes allow access to energies across the whole electromagnetic 
spectrum avoiding large gaps in the radio, far IR, and the entire high-energy 
range (UV to γ-rays).

 ○ Feasibility to conduct time domain programs, which are very challenging 
with flagship missions such as the Hubble Space Telescope and James Webb 
Space Telescope.

 ○ Heliophysics, e.g., measurement of plasma processes in the magnetosphere-
ionosphere system.

 ○ Planetary science: in situ investigation of planetary surfaces or atmospheres.

 ○ Astronomy and astrophysics: low-frequency radio science and the search for 
extrasolar planets.

• Biological and physical sciences, e.g., survival and adaptation of organisms to space

2.1 NASA science and technology strategy using CubeSats

Since the CubeSat standard was proposed in 1999, it took about a decade for NASA to 
start the Educational Launch of Nanosatellites (ELaNa) initiative in 2010. Partnerships 
were established with universities in the USA to design and launch CubeSats through 
NASA’s CubeSat Launch Initiative (CSLI). Since then, 85 CubeSat missions have flown 
on 25 ELaNa calls, and 34 more CubeSats are manifested in 4 more calls. While it 
provides NASA with valuable opportunities to test emerging technologies that may 
be useful in future space missions, university students get involved in all phases of the 
mission, from the instrument and satellite design to its launch and monitoring.

Figure 6. 
Electromagnetic spectrum with different bands indicated [25].
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As early as 2012, NASA’s Science Mission Directorate (SMD) technology programs 
began to accommodate the use of CubeSats for validation of new science instruments 
and strategically promoted the use of small spacecraft to advance its science portfolio.

On one side, the Earth Science Technology Office (ESTO), which is responsible 
for identifying and developing technologies in support of future Earth Science 
Division missions, manages three major observation technology programs that 
solicit new awards on a 2–3-year selection cycle, as shown in Table 3 [27].

And on the other side, following the outcomes of [28] in 2014, the Planetary 
Science Division (PSD) has also made significant strides toward accommodating 
small satellites for exploration of the solar system and for astrophysics research. 
Table 4 [27] summarizes the three main planetary science technology programs.

The result of these continued investments is summarized in Table 5, where a 
number of EO techniques that were infeasible in 2012 [29] were all feasible 5 years 
later [30], many of them demonstrated by CubeSat missions, some of them com-
mercial, and some even operational constellations. CubeSat-based astronomy 
missions will be discussed later.

Figure 7 illustrates some of these NASA CubeSat-based EO missions. They 
follow the 3 U or 6 U form factor and include deployable solar panels for higher 
electrical power generation capabilities. RainCube (Figure 7c) also includes a 
0.5-m-diameter deployable Ka band that stows in 1.5 U. This antenna has a gain of 
42.6 dBi, and it was optimized for the radar frequency of 35.75 GHz. References are 
provided for more information on the cited missions.

Earth science program Approx. funding Description

Instrument Incubator 
(IIP)

$28 M/year Nurtures the development and assessment of 
innovative remote sensing concepts in ground, 
aircraft, or engineering model demonstrations (early 
to mid-stage development)

Advanced Components 
(ACT)

$5 M/year Enables the research, development, and 
demonstration of component- and subsystem-level 
technologies to reduce the risk, cost, size, mass, and 
development time of missions and infrastructure

In-Space Validation 
of Earth Science 
Technologies (InVEST)

$5 M/year Advances the readiness of existing Earth science-
related technology and reduces risks to future 
missions through space flight validation using 
CubeSats

Table 3. 
Earth science technology programs relevant to small satellites [27].

Planetary science program Approx. funding Description

Planetary Instrument Concepts 
for the Advancement of Solar 
System Observations (PICASSO)

$4 M/year Supports the development of spacecraft-based 
instrument components and systems that show 
promise for future planetary missions. The 
program supports early-stage technologies

Maturation of Instruments 
for Solar System Exploration 
(MatISSE)

$6 M/year Supports the advanced development of 
spacecraft-based instruments that may be 
proposed for future planetary missions that 
are at the middle stages of technology readiness

Development and Advancement 
of Lunar Instruments (DALI)

$5 M/year Supports the development of science 
instruments for small lunar landers and 
orbital assets that are at the middle stages of 
technology readiness

Table 4. 
Planetary science technology programs relevant to small satellites [27].
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2.2 ESA science and technology strategy using CubeSats

On the educational side, the ESA launched in February 2008 the first Call for 
CubeSat Proposals to universities in ESA member and cooperating states. Seven 
student-built CubeSats were launched onboard the Vega maiden flight on February 
13, 2012. Since then, 12 more CubeSats have been enrolled in the first and second 
editions of the “Fly Your Satellite!” program.

Since 2013, the ESA has invested more than 16 M€ as part of the General 
Support Technology Program (GSTP) FLY Element [34], in 12 CubeSat IOD mis-
sions [35, 36]. As part of ESA’s Systems Department Project Office of the Systems 

Technology 2012 technology review 
by Selva and Krejci 

2017 technology review 
by Freeman et al.

Justification

Atmospheric chemistry 
instruments

Problematic Feasible PICASSO, IR sounders

Atmospheric temperature 
and humidity sounders

Feasible Feasible —

Cloud profile and rain radars Infeasible Feasible JPL RainCube demo

Earth radiation budget 
radiometers

Feasible Feasible SERB, RAVAN

Gravity instruments Feasible Feasible No demo mission

Hi-res optical imagers Infeasible Feasible Planet Labs.

Imaging microwave radars Infeasible Problematic Ka-Band 12 U design

Imaging multispectral 
radiometers (Vis/IR)

Problematic Feasible AstroDigital

Imaging multispectral 
radiometers (μW)

Problematic Feasible TEMPEST

Lidars Infeasible Problematic DIAL laser occultation

Lightning imagers Feasible Feasible —

Magnetic field Feasible Feasible InSPIRE

Multiple direction/
polarization radiometers

Problematic Feasible HARP Polarimeter

Ocean color instruments Feasible Feasible SeaHawk

Precision orbit Feasible Feasible CanX-4 and CanX-5

Radar altimeters Infeasible Feasible Bistatic LEO-GEO/
MEO

Scatterometers Infeasible Feasible CYGNSS (GNSS-R)
In red: commercial companies.

Table 5. 
EO technologies for CubeSat-based missions [29, 30].

Figure 7. 
Artist’s view of (a) TEMPEST [31], (b) RAVAN [32], and (c) RainCube missions [33].
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Department, Directorate of Technical and Engineering Quality, in April 2019, the 
CubeSat Systems Unit was created.

In addition to the work conducted by this unit, there are a number of other 
CubeSat-related initiatives in ESA:

• The Directorate of Telecommunications and Integrated Applications is developing 
a pioneer series of CubeSat missions, to test novel telecommunication technologies.

• The Directorate of Operations has OPS-SAT [37] ready to fly, an IOD test-bed 
for innovative mission control software.

• The Directorate of Human and Robotic Exploration is considering a CubeSat 
mission to test out a key capability for Mars sample return optical detection 
and navigation to a sample container from the orbit.

• The Science Directorate is also adapting some CubeSat technologies for opera-
tion in the deep space environment as well as studying the potential use of 
CubeSats in support of planetary science missions.

• The Directorate of Earth Observation will fly FSSCat [38, 39], a double 6 U 
CubeSat mission for tandem observation of the polar regions and for soil 
moisture mapping using the FMPL-3 (UPC, ES), a combined L-band micro-
wave radiometer and GNSS-Reflectometer using a software-defined radio, and 
HyperScout-2 (Cosine, NL), a VNIR and TIR hyperspectral imager enhanced 
with artificial intelligence for cloud detection (PhiSat-1).

The first ESA CubeSat projects are listed in Table 6. In addition to these mis-
sions, numerous studies have focused on the applications of CubeSat missions and 

Figure 8. 
Artist’s view of (a) GOMX-3 [35] and (b) GOMX-4 [36] nanosatellites in space (credits GomSpace) and  
(c) FSSCat mission [38, 39].
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miniaturized payloads, including remote sensing with cooperative nanosatellites, 
asteroid impact missions, lunar CubeSats, astrobiology/astrochemistry experiment 
CubeSats, asteroid observer missions, etc.

Organization Mission Launch Form 
factor

Field Technical and comments

GomSpace (DK) GOMX-3 2015 3 U Tech demo ADS-B, GEO Satcom 
signal monitoring, X-band 
transmitter (Figure 8a)

GomSpace (DK) GOMX-4B 2018 2 × 6 U Tech demo 
Earth 

observation

Inter-satellite link and 
propulsion while in tandem 

with GOMX-4A (GomSpace, 
Ministry of Defense, DK), 

star tracker
HyperScout compact 

hyperspectral VNIR imager 
(Cosine, NL) (Figure 8b)

VKI (BE) Qarman 2019 3 U Tech demo Demonstrates reentry 
technologies, novel 

heatshield materials, new 
passive aerodynamic drag 
stabilization system, and 
telemetry transmission 

during reentry via data relay 
satellites in low Earth orbit

RMI (BE)
KU Leuven (BE)

SIMBA 2019 3 U Earth 
observation

Total solar irradiance and 
Earth radiation budget

BIRA-IASB (BE)
VTT (FI)
Clyde Space 
(UK)

PICASSO 2019 3 U Atmosphere 
and ionosphere

Stratospheric ozone 
distribution, mesospheric 
temperature profile, and 

ionospheric electron density

C3S and MTA 
EK (HU)
ICL (UK)
Astronika (PO)

RadCube 2019 3 U Tech demo
Space weather

3 U platform
In situ space radiation and 

magnetic field in LEO

RUAG (AU)
TU Graz (AU) 
Seibersdorf 
Labor GmbH 
(AU)

PRETTY — 3 U Earth 
observation

GNSS-R at low grazing 
angles, radiation dosimeter

ESA OPS-SAT 2019 3 U Tech demo Experimentation with 
onboard and ground 

software by offering a 
safe and reconfigurable 

environment

UPC (ES)
Golbriak (EE)
Deimos Eng 
(PT)
Tyvak Intl. (IT)
Cosine (NL)

FSSCat 2019 2 × 6 U Tech demo
Earth 

observation

RF and O-ISL, federated 
satellite experiment

3Cat-5/A: Microwave 
radiometer and GNSS-R 

(UPC, ES)
3Cat-5/B: HyperScout-2 

VNIR + TIR hyperspectral 
imager (Cosine, NL) 

(Figure 8c)
In blue from the CubeSat Systems Unit, Directorate of Technical and Engineering Quality; in orange from the 
Directorate of Operations; and in green from the Directorate of Earth Observation (2017 ESA S^3 Challenge, 
Copernicus Masters Competition).

Table 6. 
The first ESA CubeSat-based missions.
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(Figure 8c)
In blue from the CubeSat Systems Unit, Directorate of Technical and Engineering Quality; in orange from the 
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Table 6. 
The first ESA CubeSat-based missions.
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3. Astronomy and interplanetary missions using CubeSats

As highlighted in Sections 1.3 and 2.1, the majority of the CubeSats orbiting 
today are devoted to Earth observation, notably from two commercial companies, 
followed by communications. In the coming years, these two categories will still 
dominate. Although the largest increase will occur in communication satellites, 
the growth in scientific (non-EO) missions will not be negligible (from 10 to 20%, 
Figure 9) considering that the predicted number of satellites to be launched is going 
to multiply by more than a factor of 3 (see Figure 4).

In particular, until 2017 there were only 5 astronomy missions, and in the 
field interplanetary missions, until 2018 only 14 nano−/microsatellites had been 
launched to destinations outside the LEO. Beyond-the-Earth orbit is the domain 
of civil agencies who, for the sake of reliability, have been historically reluctant to 
invest in small satellites. However, things may be changing, since only in 2018 four 
nano−/microsatellites made their way beyond the Earth orbit, which is more than 
those in the previous 5 years all together, and 35 more are expected to be launched 
in the coming 5 years. Naturally, most of them target the moon, but a non-negligible 
fraction will be devoted to interplanetary missions (Figure 10).

As in other fields, at the beginning all the astronomy or heliophysics missions were 
conducted by universities, and it was not until 2017 that the first NASA JPL mission 
(ASTERIA) was launched. Achieving state-of-the-art astronomy with CubeSats has 
become possible due to advances in precision pointing, communications technology, 
and deployables, among others (Tables 5.1 and 5.2 of [40]). Table 7, distilled from [21], 
shows the main astronomy and beyond-the-Earth past and planned missions. It also 
shows that the majority of these missions are based on the 6 U form factor, which is the 
smallest one capable to accommodate all the advanced attitude determination and con-
trol systems (ADCS), larger deployable solar panels and antennas, as well as telescope 
optics. It is also remarkable that so far there are no funded CubeSat missions in the far 
IR because the thermal stability and detector cooling require cryo-coolers for CubeSats 
that have yet to be developed for astrophysics due to power and space limitations [41].

It is worth noting that the large number of CubeSats to be launched to the Moon 
in 2020 corresponds to the Artemis-1 mission (Figure 11), formerly known as 
Exploration Mission-1. The first mission for NASA’s Orion rocket and the European 
Service Module will send the spacecraft beyond the moon and back. Thirteen 
low-cost CubeSat missions were competitively selected as secondary payloads 
on the Artemis-1 test flight, all of them having the 6 U form factor. The selected 
CubeSats are Lunar Flashlight, Lunar South Pole, Near-Earth Asteroid Scout, 

Figure 9. 
Satellite application trends (1–50 kg): (a) 2014–2018 and (b) 2019–2023 (adapted from [14]).
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Figure 10. 
CubeSats launched beyond the earth orbit: 14 from 2003 to 2018 and 35 planed from 2019 to 2023 (adapted 
from [14]).

Organization Mission Launch Form 
factor

Technical and comments

Morehead State 
University
Kentucky Space

CXBN 2012 2 U • Cosmic X-ray background (CXRB) 
in the 30–50 keV range

University of 
Colorado

CSSWE 2012 3 U • Measures the directional differential 
flux of solar energetic protons 
(SEPs) and Earth’s radiation belt 
electrons

Austria
Canada
Poland

BRITE 2013
2014

8 U 
(2 × 2 × 2)

• BRITE Target Explorer 
Constellation: BRITE-Toronto, 
BRITE-Heweliusz, UniBRITE, 
BRITE-Austria, BRITE- 
Lem, BRITE-Montreal

• Conducts photometric observa-
tions of some of the brightest 
stars in the sky to examine their 
variability. Observations will have 
a precision at least 10x better than 
achievable from ground-based 
observations

University of 
Colorado at Boulder

MinXSS 2015 3 U • Provides spectral observations of 
the solar X-rays near the maximum 
of solar cycle 24 from 0.6 keV 
(20 Å) to 25 keV (0.5 Å)

JPL (USA)
MIT (USA)

ASTERIA 2017 6 U • Detects exoplanetary transits across 
bright stars

• Pointing accuracy of ±0.003° 
(1σ) for 2 axes and ± 0.007° (1σ) 
for the third axis, with 0.5″ rms 
over 20 min, pointing repeatabil-
ity of 0.001″ rms from orbit to  
orbit

• ±0.01 K level temperature stability 
of the imaging detector

ERC, CNRS, ESEP 
Lab, PSL Université 
Paris, Fondation 
MERAC, CNES, 
CCERES and Obs. 
de Paris – LESIA

PicSat 2018 3 U • To observe in visible light the 
potential transit of the

• directly imaged giant planet β 
Pictoris b and perhaps even its 
moons and debris
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Organization Mission Launch Form 
factor

Technical and comments

University of Iowa HaloSat 2018 6 U • Measurement of soft X-ray emission 
from the hot halo of the Milky 
Way galaxy to resolve the missing 
baryon problem. Measure O VII and 
O VIII line emission in 400 fields 
(FOV ~ 10°) over 90% of the sky. 
Study of solar wind charge exchange 
emission to remove uncertainty 
on the oxygen line emission 
measurements

• First NASA-funded astronomy 
mission

Spacety (China) Tongchuan-1 2018 6 U • Detects signals from gamma-ray 
bursts, to identify and locate the 
electromagnetic counterparts to 
gravitational waves

University of 
Colorado Boulder

MinXSS-2 2018 3 U • As MinXSS

University of 
Colorado

CSIM 2018 6 U • Observes the solar spectral 
irradiance

DARPA SHFT-1 2018 3 U • Collects radio-frequency signals in 
the HF (5–30 MHz) band to  
study the galactic background emis-
sions, the HF signals from Jupiter, 
and the signals from terrestrial 
transmitters after having passed 
through the Earth’s ionosphere

NASA MarCO-1/
MarCO-2

2018 6 U • Data relay to send data back to Earth 
during InSight’s entry, descent 
and landing operations at Mars. 
Technology capability demonstra-
tion of communications relay system

University of Hawaii 
at Manoa

NEUTRON-1 2019* 3 U • Measures low-energy neutron flux 
in LEO environment

Boston University CuPID 2019* 6 U • Miniaturized soft X-ray imaging 
telescope

University of 
Colorado Boulder

CUTE 2020 6 U • To conduct a survey of exoplanet 
transit spectroscopy in the near 
UV of a dozen short-period, large 
planets orbiting F,G, and K stars 
to constrain stellar variability and 
measure mass loss rates

• Second NASA-funded astronomy 
mission

Isaware (FI) XFM Cube 2020 3 U • Measuring X-ray fluxes

Lockheed Martin LunIR 2020 6 U • Lunar flyby to collect spectroscopy 
and thermography (MWIR sensor) 
for surface characterization, remote 
sensing, and site selection

Arizona State 
University

LunaH-Map 2020 6 U • High-resolution mapping of hydro-
gen content of the entire south pole 
of the moon, including permanently 
shadowed regions up to a meter 
beneath the lunar surface
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BioSentinel (carrying the first living creatures into deep space since 1972), SkyFire, 
Lunar IceCube, CubeSat for Solar Particles (CuSP), Lunar Polar Hydrogen Mapper 
(LunaH-Map), EQUULEUS, OMOTENASHI, ArgoMoon, Cislunar Explorers, Earth 
Escape Explorer (CU-E3), and Team Miles.

Talking about interplanetary missions, on May 5, 2018, NASA launched a sta-
tionary lander called InSight to Mars. InSight landed on Mars on November 26, 2018. 
Riding along with InSight were two CubeSats—the first of this kind of spacecraft 
ever to fly to deep space [42]. Both MarCO-A and MarCO-B succeeded in a flyby of 
Mars, relaying data to Earth from InSight as it landed on Mars. Figure 12 shows an 
artist view of the MarCOs with the reflectarray used for communication purposes.

In addition to the “classical” astronomy, lunar and Martian missions cited 
above, CubeSats are nowadays finding their way to other bodies of the solar sys-
tem, and there are proposals [43] to send them to Venus (CUVE mission), Deimos 
and Phobos asteroids (PRISM and PROME missions), comets (PrOVE mission), 
or Jupiter (ExCSITE mission, [44]). Figure 13 from [44] illustrates the LEO and 
beyond-LEO CubeSat exploration initiatives.

Organization Mission Launch Form 
factor

Technical and comments

NASA JPL Lunar Flashlight 2020 6 U • Illuminates with lasers in four 
different bands the permanently 
shadowed regions and detect 
water ice absorption bands in the 
near-infrared

Morehead State 
University

Lunar IceCube 2020 6 U • Prospects for water ice and other 
lunar volatiles as a function of 
time of day, latitude, and regolith 
composition/mineralogy from a 
low-perigee lunar orbit flying only 
100 km (62 miles) above the lunar 
surface

Arizona State 
University (USA)

SPARCS 2021 6 U • Monitoring in the far (153–171 nm) 
and near UV (258–308 nm) of low-
mass stars (0.2–0.6 Mʘ); the most 
dominant hosts of exoplanets

• Each star observed for at least one 
stellar rotation (4–45 days)

• Third NASA-funded astronomy 
mission

NASA’s Goddard 
Space Flight Center

BurstCube 2021 6 U • Detection of gamma ray transients 
in the 10–1000 keV energy range. 
Valuable capability to catch the pre-
dicted counterparts of gravitational 
wave sources

• Fourth NASA-funded astronomy 
mission

ESA
Luxembourg Space 
Agency (LU)
GomSpace (DK)

M-ARGO 2023 12 U • Demonstrating asteroid rendezvous 
and identifying in situ resources 
with multispectral imager and laser 
altimeter

ESA HERA 
CUBESAT

N/A 2x6 U • Observing asteroid and deflection 
assessment

Table 7. 
Non-comprehensive list of astronomy and beyond-the-earth CubeSat-based missions.
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Figure 11. 
Overview of the mission plan for Artemis-1: CubeSats will be deployed at steps A, B, C, and D [https://www.
nasa.gov/image-feature/artemis-1-map].

Figure 12. 
Artist view of MarCO-A and MarCO-B [42].

Figure 13. 
Solar system exploration with CubeSats and nanosats [44].
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4. Conclusions and way forward

Since its conception in 1999, CubeSats have produced a “disruptive innova-
tion”: from simple applications at the bottom of a market (mostly educational), 
they have relentlessly moved up, eventually displacing established medium-size 
competing satellites. However, CubeSats cannot displace all the large space mis-
sions as physics laws cannot be changed, i.e., large apertures and focal lengths are 
required to collect faint signals and achieve large angular resolution. However, 
CubeSats are finding their own niche in many Earth observation, astronomical, 
and communications applications where short revisit times or even continuous 
monitoring is required.

Early CubeSats typically had short lifetimes once in orbit (a few months), but 
with increased ground testing and added redundancies, lifetimes have grown 
significantly, up to 4–5 years in some cases.

Despite all these outstanding improvements, in order to exploit the full potential 
of CubeSats, many technologies still need to be developed. Table 8 summarizes the 
enabling technologies required for different science applications, indicating in red 
the most challenging technologies and applications, notably increased communica-
tions performance, reliability, thermal stability, and calibration accuracy, to form 
constellations or formation flying satellite topologies to create large interferometers 
and distributed apertures.

Science discipline Enabling technology Example application

Solar and space 
physics

Propulsion Constellation deployment and maintenance, 
formation flying

Sub-arcsecond attitude control High-resolution solar imaging

Communications Missions beyond low Earth orbit

Miniature field and plasma 
sensors

In situ measurements of upper atmosphere 
plasmas

Earth science Propulsion Constellations for high-temporal resolution 
observations and orbit maintenance

Miniaturized sensors Stable, repeatable, and calibrated datasets

Communications High data rates

Planetary science Propulsion Orbit insertion

Comms&Comms Infrastructure Direct/indirect to Earth communications

Radiation-tolerant electronics Enhanced reliability in planetary 
magnetospheres, long flights

Deployables Deployable solar panel enhanced power 
generation

Deployable mirrors and antennas

Astronomy and 
astrophysics

Propulsion Constellations for interferometry, 
distributed apertures

Sub-arcsecond attitude control High-resolution imaging

Communications High data rate

Deployables Increased aperture and thermal control

Miniaturized sensors UV and X-ray imaging

Physical and 
biological

Thermal control Stable payload environment

Table 8. 
CubeSat-enabling technologies and potential applications for each science discipline (adapted from [40]).
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In the field of Earth observation, future developments in nanosat sensors will 
likely occur:

• In the field of passive microwave sensors:

 ○ Miniature microwave and millimeter-wave radiometers for weather 
applications, such as the MiniRad which is onboard the Global 
Environmental Monitoring System (GEMS) constellation from Orbital 
Micro Systems [45], or

 ○ GNSS-R instruments with real-time processing for target detection/identifi-
cation [46] or—as larger downlink bandwidths are available—with raw data 
acquisition and on-ground processing to optimize the processing according 
to the target, as planned in FMPL-3, the evolution of the FMPL-2 on board 
FSSCat [38, 39].

• In the field of passive VNIR/TIR hyperspectral imagers, imagers will include 
a larger number of bands but will include advanced image compression 
algorithms to minimize the amount of information to be downloaded and will 
incorporate artificial intelligence to download only the information extracted 
instead of the raw data.

Also, both their calibration will have to be refined so as to improve the quality of 
the scientific data.

Due to power and antenna size requirements, active microwave sensors (e.g., 
radar altimeters and SARs) will likely remain in domain of mini- and microsats 
(< 100 kg, e.g., ICEYE constellation [47]), and it is unlikely that active optical 
sensor technology (i.e., lidars) develops in small satellites in the midterm.

In the field of astronomy, and in particular heliophysics, NASA has also been 
taking the lead. In 2017 NASA selected nine proposals under its Heliophysics Small 
Explorers Program [48]: (1) the Mechanisms of Energetic Mass Ejection Explorer 
(MEME-X), (2) the Focusing Optics X-ray Solar Imager (FOXSI), (3) the Multi-Slit 
Solar Explorer (MUSE), (4) the Tandem Reconnection and Cusp Electrodynamics 
Reconnaissance Satellites (TRACERS), (5) the Polarimeter to Unify the Corona and 
Heliosphere (PUNCH), (6) the Atmospheric Waves Experiment (AWE), (7) the US 
Contributions to the THOR mission (THOR-US), (8) the Coronal Spectrographic 
Imager in the Extreme ultraviolet (COSIE), and (9) the Sun Radio Interferometer 
Space Experiment (SunRISE) mission concept, which is a space-based sparse array, 
composed of formation flying of six SmallSats designed to localize the radio emis-
sion associated with coronal mass ejections (CMEs) from the sun [49].

More recently, in August 2019, NASA selected two proposals to demonstrate 
SmallSat technologies to study interplanetary space [50]: (1) Science-Enabling 
Technologies for Heliophysics (SETH) will demonstrate two technologies, an opti-
cal communications technology and experiment to detect solar energetic neutral 
atoms as well as an array of waves and other particles that erupt from our sun, and 
(2) Solar Cruiser, which will deploy a nearly 18,000 square foot solar sail and a 
coronagraph instrument that would enable simultaneous measurements of the sun’s 
magnetic field structure and velocity of coronal mass ejections or CMEs.

As a final thought, quoting Prof. Puig-Suari, “Before cubesats, we were so 
conservative nobody was willing to try anything out of the ordinary. When we 
did, we discovered some of the things everybody said would not work, did work. 
The fundamental change was that there was a mechanism to go try to those things. 
Some will work and some will not, but it allows us to try them and that was very 
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infrequent before cubesats arrived. That was really important. That was the big 
change.” And this is just the beginning of a new way to do Earth observation, 
astronomy, and satellite communications much more, in a different and more effi-
cient way than it was done in the past decades. What will the future bring? Nobody 
knows, but certainly the future is being shaped today with these novel technologies, 
and only our imagination will set the limits.
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